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WORK AND POVERTY: THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS
OF THE WORKING POOR

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Barney Frank (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Barney Frank, Sander M. Levin, Major
R. Owens, Matthew G. Martinez, Howard C. Nielson, Jim Lightfoot,
and Beau Boulter.

Also present: Stuart E. Weisberg, staff director and counsel; Isa-
bella Cummins, counsel; Bill Zavarello, staff investigator; June
Saxton, clerk; and Ken Salaets, minority professional staff, Com-
mittee on Government Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN FRANK

Mr. FRANK. The hearing of the Employment and Housing Sub-
committee of the Government Operations Committee will come to
order.

I apologize for the delay, but when we set this hearing date, we
didn't realize it would be one of the busiest days of the legislative
session. Many of the members are at other meetings, caucuses, et
cetera, dealing with the last days' business.

This is a somewhat different hearing than the norm for this sub-
committee and perhaps for other subcommittees, but it is well
within our oversight function. The subject of employment in gener-
al and specifically the programs of the Labor Department are part
of our charge, and one of the serious public policy issues that we
have been dealing with in our society for some time is the problem
of the working poor.

The Labor Department has a good part of the Federal responsi-
bility in dealing with this issue. It obviously also has some implica-
tions for the Department of Housing and Urban Development, al-
though we won't be explicitly addressing those today. But questions
of unemployment compensation and how it should best be handled,
job training, minimum wage, the statistics gathering of the Bureau
of Labor Statisticsall of those are very directly relevant to our
mission in terms of supervision of the Department of Labor.

It seems to me from time to time that we ought to be looking at
the policy implications of some of what we do; that is, we often are

(1)
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looking at what the agencies we supervise do, but sometimes we
look at what they don't do.

More recently, at the request of the gentleman from Iowa, who is
with us, we had a hearing in Iowa, which I think all of us found
very useful, to look at an area where not much was happening, the
question of use of the Job Training Partnership Act for the agricul-
tural sector.

That was very useful, and I think that this kind of looking at
problems that may not be directly addressed right now but that
comes within the jurisdiction of the agencies that we are charged
with supervising is useful.

So that is what we will be dealing with today. The Office of Man-
agement and Budget declined to come today. We hope in the future
that there will be administration witnesses as well as a wide range
of opinion in a variety of areas. We do have some communications
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which quite graciously re-
sponded to some statistical questions that we had.

Would anybody want to make an opening statement?
Mr. Liourroor. Mr. Chairman, I would just add to your remarks

that I think one of the things that we identified and apparently are
going to address today is the method of gathering statistics to iden-
tify who the working poor are. In our particular part of the coun-
try, which is basically agricultural, where people have never been
on a payroll of any kind, it is extremely difficult to determine
thee that are unemployed or underemployed. That is something
that we need to address, and I appreciate your cooperation.

Mr. FRANK. I thank the gentleman. He reminds me that that
came up when we had our hearing, that part of the problem in
terms of eligibility that could be there with some people; for in-
stance, the female member of a farm couple would be listed as
never having workedthat being preposterous for anybody that
knows what the life of a woman like that is like. In some of the
cases, being considered as not having worked, she wouldn't have
eligibility.

That whole area may be the subject of a hearing that we might
want to have in terms of the equity in that regard. And I thank
the gentleman.

Mr. Liourrocrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your
comments.

Mr. FRANK. Any other comments? If not, we will proceed with
our first witness.

Mr. Peter Gottschalk, from the Institute for Research on Pover-
ty. Mr. Gottschalk is an associate professor of economics at Bow-
doin College.

Thank you very much for joining us.
Let me say this hearing had to be rescheduled. We had scheduled

it before for a day when it looked like it would be difficult to get
enough members available. There were always conflicting prob-
lems. As I said, today we have more competition than we had an-
ticipated. But we do try to comply with the general spirit and have
this as convenient for members as possible.

Please proceed, Mr. Gottschalk.
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STATEMENT OF PETER GOTTSCHALK, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, AND RESEARCH AFFILI-
ATE, INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY, ACCOMPANIED
BY SHELDON DANZIGER
Mr. GcrrrsatALK. Thank you. Let me start by thanking you for

inviting Sheldon Danziger and I to give testimony on the working
poor, a group which is neglected in much of the discussion about
the poor.

Our feeling is that, in addition to being neglected, that there are
a lot of misconceptions out there. One of those misconceptions is
that many or most of the poor could work but don't work. Our tes-
timony is built around answering the question, "Is it true that the
poor could work but don't work?"

We focus specifically on people we would expect to work. I think
it's important in looking at the working poor to first of all rule out
those people who are disabled, elderly, full-time students, or female
household heads with children under 6. Those people, we don't
expect to work. We shouldn't expect that either programs or mac-
roeconomic conditions would have a large impact on them. So the
first distinction is that we will focus on those expected to work.

The second distinction we make is that we classify people in.two
ways. One is whether they have low earnings or not; and what we
definelow earnings throughout our testimony is defined as
whether a person working full time could support a family of four
above the poverty line. So the question is, "If you work full time,
could you keep a family of four over the poverty line?" Whether
the family itself is poor depends on family size and other forme of
income.

Obviously, I would like to have the written testimony inserted in
the record.

Mr. FRANK. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
Mr. GoTrscHALK. I am going to try to use as few figures as possi-

ble. I find that it's hard to get people to focus on specific numbers.
I am going to try to summarize the points.

But in order to get us thinking in sort of the structure of the ar-
gument, I would ask you to turn to page 3, which has the basic
charts. This will make the distinctions around which our testimony
is organized.

This is chart 1. It simply breaks down the fact that there were 93
million households, and it breaks them down according to the spec-
ified categories. Right away you get a feeling for the dimensions of
the problem.

Of the 93 million households, 65 million were expected to work,
by our definition. They're basically able-bodied, families without
children under 6. Of those 65 million, a full 17 million had low
earnings. That means that roughly a quarter of households expect-
ed to work had earnings which would not have supported a family
of four over the poverty line. That's an important number, it s....ems
to me.

Of those 17 million, many of them escaped poverty. Why? Be-
cause they had other forms of income: Their wives went to work,
they had nonearned income, or they had family size smaller than

7
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four. And so that leaves you 6 million, roughly 6 million people
who were expected to work who were also poor.

So you getaicture, first of all, of the breakdowns that you're
making: A family which has low earnings, it's a different concept
than whether they are poor or not. And that's a key dill' erence.
When you sort of take this chart and say, "What does it show," it
shows tnat 10 percent of the heads expected to work were poor.
Ten percent of the heads who were expected to work were poor.
Nevertheless, around half of all poor households had a head who
was expected to work.

The policy conclusion from that simple fact, it seems to me, is
that the working poor is an important group upon which one
should focus policies. However, one shouldn't ignore that other
group of people who are poor and not expected to work: the elderly,
and disabled, and families with children under 6.

So our testimony is going to focus on this roughly half of the pov-
erty population which has serious problems, and what we're going
to try to do is to describe what they look like and what are the
causes of their poverty.

Now, that's the last time I am going to refer to a chart. I can
give you numbers, but the numbers are in the tables.

Just as in the verty population in general, the majority of the
poor are white. en people go around with the notion that the
poverty problem or solutions to the poverty problems are solely the
domain of the black and minority communities, that's simply
wrong.

I come from the State of Maine. I can assure you that there are a
lot of low-income whites. They have exactly the same problems as
low-income minorities. However, minorities are disproportionately
poor.

For every two whites who are poor, there is one minority who is
poor. So they are overrepresented. So poverty is more prevalent
among minorities, but the largest group of poor people who are ex-
pected to workand that's who I am talking aboutare white. So I
think it's important, in building coalitions, to be sure that people
understand that this is not a black problem, it's a problem which
faces all of society. That's the first major finding.

The second major
Mr. FRANK. I wonder if I could ask this. The black-white or the

white-to-minority ratio, is that essentially the same? I know you're
focusing primarily, at our request, on those expected to work be-
cause that is really where our jurisdiction is. But is that white-to-
minority ratio roughly similar to those expected to work and those
not expected to work?

Mr. Garrscituaz. Roughly similar. You know, no large enough
difference that it would make any substantial difference.

Next let's look at those expected to work. Do they work? That's
an important question, because now I am talking about those ex-
pected to work who end up being poor. One-third of those people
are working full year. So we have a third of those expected to work
who are working full year and are still poor. For those people,
clearly you have to think about ways of raising their wages. These
people are working full time, they're working full year, and yet are
poor.

8
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Of the other two-thirds, half of those, or a third of all people ex-
pected to work, work part year. They have attachment to the labor
force. The notion that there are a lot of people out there who are
poor who could work and have no attachment to the labor force is
simply wrong. It turns out that a third, only a third, of those ex-
pected to work don't work at all.

Now, those may not work, for a variety of reasons, and I think
it's a serious problem why they don't work. But one shouldn't
overblow it. In the same way that we shouldn't view the poverty
problem as a black problem, we should also not view the problem
of poverty as a bunch of people who don't want to work and who
don't work, in fact.

The third major finding is that the incidence of low earnings has
been increasing over time, and that is something which those of us
in the research community have been following now for a long
period. It's important to make a distinction which is often not
made in the press. There is the statement which one hears often
that, "A rising tide lifts all boats," coined by President Kennedy.
Unfortunately, it's not true.

I want to make an important distinction because the arguments
get muddled if you don't make the distinction. Our research
showsI think, conclusively--that secular economic growththat
is, long-term growthdoes very, very little for the poor. It does
very little for the working poor. It does very little for the poor in
general.

That's not to say that going in and out of recessions isn't terribly
important for the poor. If you go into a recession, you're going to
find a dramatic increase in the number of poor people, a dramatic
increase in those expected to work who do become poor. And get-
ting yourself out of that recession is tremendously important. And
there is no argument about that.

Nevertheless, when people say, "What we're going to do is to
stimulate this economy end we're going to get ourselves on a fast
growth path," there is no ev.dence that that will reduce poverty.
Let's try to keep that distinction clear.

The fourth conclusion which comes out of this testimony is that
the safety net has serious holes in it, and basically for the working
poor. Two-thirds of all poor male-headed households expected to
work who were poor receive no transfersreceive no transfers. A
third of the females receive no transfers. This is the group which
American society has decided that they can sink or swim. By and
large, these folks don't get transfers, and it shows in their low
earninKANK

Mr. . By tranfers, you mean transfer payments.
Mr. GarrscHALx. Transfer payments. Sure. Thank you. Sure.

Welfare payments, transfer payments, income-conditioned pay-
ments.

Mr. FRANK. Would that include unemployment compensation
or --

Mr. GOTTSCHALK. Our numbers include only payments which
depend on your income.

Mr. FRANK. They might get unemployment compensation then.
Mr. Gcrrrscamx. The fifth finding is that the tax burden on the

working poor has increased dramatically. Now, I understand that
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someone else will cover this in depth. But given the issues faced by
the House yesterday, and hopefully today and tomorrow, thig turns
out to be one of the key issues which the House couli, ire fact
hopefully, still canrectify.

We have a table showing that the tax burden among the working
poor has gone up substantially. And frankly, my reading of what
American society is willing to do indicates that they're much mote
willing to cut the taxes on the working poor rather than increase
transfers. And so therefore, just simply on the political grounds, I
think that one needs to consider the question of tax reform.

Well, those are sort of the basic findings, and if you are tremen-
dously interested in numbers, you can dig through the report. The
numbers are there.

What should be done once we sort of understand what's going
f.m? I have three suggestions. The first is, in looking over Gramm-
Rudman, be exceedingly careful that you don't pass a piece of legis-
lation which is going to put this economy into a recession.

Mr. FRANK. 14...13 too late for that one. [Laughter.]
Mr. GarrsCHALK. Going into a recession is the worst thing that

can happen to low-income people. Even if you managed to save
some of the programs, if you go into a recession, the working poor
are going to be hurt tremendously.

The second program is to cut taxes for the working poor. Again,
it's legislation which a week ago one thought was going through.
Now it doesn't look like it. New rtheless that would be a beneficial
piece of legislation.

The third piece of legislation which we had started advocating
and we're not always terribly popular for doing itare programs
which are called workfare, which had a very bad reputation.

Our contention is that workfare is seriously lacking for only one
reason, basically, and that is it does not allow a person to work as
much as they wanted. Suppose that we had a program which said,
"Hey, you've got kids over 6. We expect you to work. You can go,
and here's this job. And we're going to expect you to earn your wel-
fare benefits." That's what workfare currently says; you must work
for your welfare benefits. But the moment you have earned your
full welfare benefit, you are thrown off of workfare. You cannot
work more.

It is ironic to me that we have a program which says, "You must
work, but you can't work more than x hours." If you just simply
made a very small change in the way that workfare operates,
which is to say, "Yes, you have a child over 6. You must work for
your benefits. Fine. But you may work more than those benefits."

In conclusion, when you look at the evidence, most welfare moth-
ers want to work. Staying at home with the kid is not a great life,
especially when you have very low income. The problem is that it
is not easy to find jobs, and it becomes part of Government's re-
sponsibility, if they Are going to force that mother to work to earn
her benefit, it seems to me, to offer the opportunity to work beyond
that.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gottschalk follows:]
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Work, Poverty, and the Working Poor

Our testimony describes changes from 1967 to 1984 in the economic

circumstances of households headed by persons who are 'expected to work."

Our results cast doubt on the popular perception that most of these

households are poor because their heads, though capable of doing so, do

not work.'

We show that:

Poverty for all households in 1984 is somewhat below the rate for
1967 and at about the same level as it was in 1972.2 Large changes

have occurred, however, in the labor market characteristics of the
poor during the period.

A majority of the heads of poor households are not expected to
work because they are either over 65 years 9f age, disabled, stu-
dents or women with children under six years of age.

About a quarter of all household heads expected t8 work have low

weekly earnings. Most of their households nevertheless escape
poverty.

Among the remaining poor households with an able-bodied head, most
have substantial labor market attachment. About half of all poor
able-bodied mothers whose youngest child is over six work at some
point during the year, as compared to about 80 percent of men who
head poor households with children.

Despite this work effort, they remain poor because of low annual
earnings, which reflect both low weekly earnings and less than
full-year work. And most of these households would remain poor
even if their hea,lz worked full year at their current weekly

earnings rate.

Although the able-bodied poor are not a majority of the poor, we

argue that their economic circumstances warrant special public policy

consideration. We conclude by discussing several labor market interven-

tions that could both supplement earnings and provide work.
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Definitions of Poverty and Low Earnings

Since we are primarily interested in the labor market experience of

households with an ablebodied head, we
classify household heads who are

over 65, disabled, fulltime
students, or women with children under 6 as

not expected to work. While child care responsibilities may complicate

market work for singleparent
households with a child over 6, we

nevertheless classify such persons as expected to work because this is

consistent with existing welfare policies.

In this testimony we distinguish
between poor households and house

hold heads who have low weekly earnings. A household is poor if its cash

income of all types and from all household members falls below the offi

cial poverty line for a household of its size. We define "low earners'

as household heads with weekly earnings below $204'per week in 1984

dollars. Such persons could not earn La povertyline income for a,

family of four even if they worked 52 weeks a year at that weekly wage.3

Households headed by low earners are not necessarily poor. Whether

or not the household is poor depends on the household's own poverty line

and its total cash income. Similarly, poor households do not necessarily

have heads with low weekly earnings.4

Chart 1 illustrates these distinctions.
In 1984 there were 93.5

million households in the United States. Of these, 65.3 million had a

head whom we classify as expected to work. Among this group of house

holds, 17.0 million had low earnings. Not all of them were poor.

Because of smaller family size or other sources of household income, 10.9

million were able to escape poverty.
The heads of almost all poor house

holds in which the head was expected to work had low weekly earnings

13



Chart 1

Households Classified by Whether Heed is Expected to Work,
Poverty, and Lad Earnings of Head, 1984

(all timbers in millions)
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(6.09 out of 6.66 million), while very few households in which the head

did not have low weekly earnings were poor (0.57 out of 48.30 million).

Thus, about 10 percent (6.66 out of 65.33 Million) of all households in

which the head was expected to
work were poor in 1984.

How Has the Proportion of
Poor Household Heads Who Could Work Changed?

Table I shows Changes in the incidence of poverty and the composition

of all households and all poor
households, classified by the charac

teristics of the household head, for selected years from 1967 to 1984.

The poverty rate for all households declined from 17.1 percent to 1967 to

13.1 percent in 1979 and then rose to 15.2 percent in 1984, a rate that

is quite close to that of 1972.

The proportion of all household heads expected to work remained at

about 70 percent between 1967 and 1984. Among poor households, the pro

portion expected to work increased from 37.1 to 47.0 percent over this

period, primarily because of the rapid decline in the incidence of

poverty among the elderly.

Thus over two thirds of all household heads and a little less than

half of all poor household
heads were expected to work in 1984. By

implication, at most only half of the poverty population could be

affected by increases in the demand for labor, inducements to supply

more labor and/or requirements to work.

Of Those Expected to Work, How Many Did Work?

The data in Table I and in Chart 2 show that among all household

heads expected to work in 1984, roughly equal proportions either did not

13
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Table 1

Composition of All Households and Poor Households by
Characteristics of Household Head, 1967-1984

1967 1972 1979 1984

ALL HOUSEHOLDS 100.0Z 100.05 100.02 100.02

Head Not Expected to Work 28.7 29.4 30.3 30.1

Elderly 19 3 19.5 19.6 20.0

Female, child under 6 2.J 2.4 2.8 3.1

Stu,lent 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.5

Disabled 5.3 5.3 5.5 4.6

Head Expected to Work 71.3 70.6 69.7 69.9

Weeks Worked:
0 3.9 4.5 4.4 5.9

1 to 47 7.2 9.8 9.8 10.0
48 to 52 60.2 56.4 55.4 54.0

POOR HOUSEHOLDS 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Head Not Expected to Work 62.9 62.5 61.5 53.0

Elderly 40.4 34.7 27.6 20.1
'Pema'e, child under & 7.0 9.8 12.6 12.8

Student 5.5 6.5 7.7 7.7
Disabled 10.0 11.5 13.6 12.3

Head Expected to Work 37.1 37.5 38.5 47.0

Weeks Worked:
0 8.3 10.. 11.8 15.1

1 to 47 3.8 12.2 14.0 16.8
48 to 52 20.0 t5.2 12.9 15.1

Poor Households as
Percentage of All kouseholds 17.1 15.0 13.1 15.2

Unemployment Rate 3.8 5.6 5.8 7.7

Note: Columns may not add to underlined subtotals because of rounding.
Data for all tables and charts are authors' cowuations from starch
1968, 1973, 1980 and 1935 Current Population Survey data tapes.
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CHART 2

POOR HOUSEHOLDS
1967 WORK CHARACTERISTICS

POOR HOUSEHOLDS
1954 WORK CHARACTERIS7ICS

WEEKS: 45-52 (15.17.)

WEEKS 0 (15.1n)

1114
WEEKS' 1-47 (16.88)

17

NOT EXPECTED (50 01)
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work at all during the year, worked between 1 and 47 weeks, or worked

all-year. This is in contrast to 1967, when more than half of those

expected to work (20.0 out of 37.1 percent) worked full year. A major

cause of the decline in full-year work was the doubling of the

unemployment rate between 1967 and 1984.

The fact that in 1984 about two-thirds of those expected to work did

not work full year indicates that stimulating aggregate employment is

an important avenue for antipoverty policy. However, the fact that

the remaining third of the able-bodied poor worked full year suggests

the need for microeconomic policies to supplement or increase low

weekly earnings.

Are Law Earnings a Common Occurrence Among Those Expected to Work?

Take 2 shows the incidence of low weekly earnings among household

heads, both male and female, who could be expected to work. Between 1967

and 1979, the incidence of low earnings was about 19 percent, but it

increased to 26 percent by 1984. In 1984, about one-fifth of all such

men and almost half of all women had low weekly earnings. Thus a

substantial proportion of household heady could not keep a family of four

out of poverty even if they worked 52 weeks at their current weekly earn -

ings.5

There are major differences in the incidence of and trend in low

earnings among male and female household heads. The incidence among men

is much lower in every year. However, the incidence increased for men

and decreased for women, partially reflecting differences in unemployment

patterns. Unemployment rates Increased for both men and women, but the

increase was much larger for men.

18
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Table 2

Incidence of Low Weekly Earnings Among Household
Heads Expected to Work and
Unemployment Rates, 1967-1984

1967 1972 1979 1984

All lous...nolds 19.4% 19.1% 19.7% 26.1%

Male head 13.9 14.1 14.4 21.1

Female head 53.4 47.8 42.4 44.9

Unemployment Rates

Men, 20 years
and over 2.3 4.0 4.2 6.6

Women, 20 years
and over 4.2 5.4 5.7 6.8

.
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e That over a quarter of household heads expected to work could not

earn enough to raise a family of four Above the poverty line reinfor

ces the need for policies to enhance earnings.

How do Household Heads with Low Earnings Escape Poverty?

Because the earnings of household heads can be supplemented by other

sources of income end because the poverty threshold depends on family

size, our measure of low earnings does not necessarily mean that the

household is poor. As shown in Chart 1, most poor household heads

expected to work had low weekly earnings (91.4 percent, or 6.09/6.66

million), bet most heads with low earnings escaped poverty (64.2 percent,

or 10.94/17.03 million).

Table 3 shows the means by which households headed by those with low

earnings escaped poverty. 6 Most were able to do so because the earnings

of the head exceeded the bousehold's poverty threshold, implying a house

hold of fewer than four persons. The next most important source was the

earnings of other household members. Other private income sources and

cash transfers follow in roughly equal importance. The role played by

cash transfers is, however, small, due to the Lack of availability of

cash transfer programs for many of those expected to work and the rela

tively small average size of benefits for recipients, as detailed below.7

The last row of Table 3 shows that the percentage of all households

in the group escaping poverty has increased over time. One of the more

important factors has .:en the increased role of cash transfers.

20
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Table 3

Sources cf Escape from Poverty for Households Headed by
Persons with Low Weekly Earnings, 1967-1984

1967 1972 1979 1984

1. Family size less than
four persons 52.5% 50.22 47.7% 43.5%

2. Earnings of members
other than head 22.1 17.6 i5.3 19.3

3. Private income other
than earnings 6.8 7.7 7.8 9.9

4. Public cash transfers 8.9 10.1 13.4 11.6

5. Some combination of 2-4 9.7 14.4 15.8 15.7

Total sources of escape 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Percentage of all low-
earnings households
escaping poverty 60.0 63.3 67.0 64.2
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What are the Demographic Characteristics of Poor
Households in which the

Head is Expected to work?

Table 4 shows the demographic and economic
characteristics of poor

households in which the head is expected to work. As we showed in Chart

1, in 1984 only about 10 percent of all households in which the head is

expected to work are poor (6.66/65.33 million). Nonetheless, they repre

sent almost half (6.66/14.16 million) of all poor households.

The top panel of Table 4 further classifies poor household heads

expected to work by sex, race, Hispanic origin and presence of children.

In 1984, roughly half (51.4 percent) consisted of single individuals or

childless couples. Of the remaining 48.6 percent with children, 27.6

percent were white, 13.2 were nonwhite and 7.8 percent were Hispanic.

Thus, while a majority of poor households with children were white,

nonwhites and Hispanics were overrepresented.

Between 1967 and 1984, there was a "feminization" of poor households

with a head expected to workfemale:headed households with children over

six increased from 13.4 to 17.7 percent of this group. The trend toward

feminization was more pronounced among all poor households, as the per

centage of households headed by women with children under six increased

from 7.0 to 12.8 percent over this period (see Table 1).

Minorities and households headed by women stand to gain dispropor

tionately from policies to raise earnings and reduce poverty.

How Important are Government Transfers and the Head's Earnings as Income

Sources for Households That Do Hot Escape Povem?

The bottom panel of Table 4 shows the proportion of poor households

with children who received cash transfers, the weeks worked per year by

22
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Table 4

Characteristics of Poor Households Headed
by Those Expected to Work, 1967-1984

1967a 1972 1979 1984

Demographic Composition

White, non-Hispanic
Men with children 29.52 22.9 18.5 19.5

Women with children over 6 7.8 7.4 9.0 8.1

Nonwhite, non-Hispanic
Men with children 11.5 8.5 5.7 6.2

Women with children over 6 5.6 6.4 7.7 7.0

Hispanic
Men with children 4.6 4.3 5.2

Women with children over 6 1.3 2.4 2.6

Households without children 45.6 49.0 52.3 51.4

transfer aecipiency and Earnings

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Male bead with childreh
Z receiving cash transfers 17.1 20.4 32.3 38.2

Average household transfersb $2,871 $3,336 $3,086 $3,260

% working 0 weeks 7.8 10.6 10.7 17.0
Z working > 48 weeks 71.8 69.3 52.7 45.6

Average earnings of hese. $6,650 $5,820 $4,860 $4,484

Female head with children over 6
Z receiving cash transfers 48.9 62.3 61.9 61.5
Average household transfersb $4,529 $5,425 $4,637 $3,925

Z working 0 weeks 55.7 63.6 50.6 50.3
Z working > 48 weeks 32.6 25.5 18.3 21.4
Average earnings of headc $3,531 $3,699 $3,783 $3,818

In 1967, data are not available for Hispanics. Both white and
nonwhite categories for this year include Hispanics.

bIn constant 1984 dollars for recipients.
cmn constant 1984 dollars for heads with earnings.
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the heads, the average amounts of household transfers and the earnings of

the head, in constant 1984 dollars. Between 196'7 and 1984, the share of

those who received transfers increased from 17.1 to 38.2 percent for

mele-beaded households, and from 48.9 to 61.5 percent for households

headed by women. The average transfer amount (in 1984 dollars) peaked at

$3,336 for males and $5,425 for females in 1972. Between 1972 and 1984,

the average benefit declined suostantially for single mothers.

The fact that less than 40 percent of poor male household heads and

only about 60 percent of all poor !emale household heads received trans-

fers, indicates a substantial gap in the safety net for many poor

children.

There was a sharp decrease between 1967 and 1984 in the proportion of

men who headed poor households and worked all year (from 71.8 to 45.6

percent) and a sharp increase in the proportion of those who did not work

at all (from 7.8 to 17.0 percent). This undoubtedly reflects the

Increased unemployment rates, but may also reflect increased par-

ticipation in transfer programs.
8 For women, the percentage who did not

work at all diminished somewhat over the period, and the percentage

working full year declined considerably (from 32.6 to 21.4 percent).

Nonetheless, nearly half of the men and about 20 percent of the women

(with children over six) who beaded poor households worked full year in

1984.

For male household heads who worked, earnings in constant dollar,

declined substantially over the period, reflecting both the decline in

work and the increased incidence of low earnings. Nonetheless, in every

year earnings were much more important tc these households than were
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transfers. For female heads who worked, earnings in constant dollars

increased somewhat over the period. However, because more femaleheaded

than maleheaded households rectived transfers and fewer had a working

head, transfers were their most important income source.

Poor maleheaded households with children an benefit most from

exte.:siouf, of transfer programs and increased earnings, while female

headed households can benefit most from increased employment and

transfer benefits.

How Much Do the Working Poor Pay in Taxes?

While some ablebodied heads of poor households receive transfers,

the majority work and pay taxes. Table 5 shows the amount of taxes that

a family of four at the poverty line (a low earner by our definition)

would have paid in federal income tax and social security tax if he/she

had worked 52 weeks a year and had had no other source of income.

In 1984 this family would have paid $366 in personal income tax and

$711 in Social Security taxes, or 10.1 percent of household income. Not

only is this tax burden high in an absolute sense, but it is also high in

comparison to the taxes imposed on similar poor households in earlier

years. Column 3 shows that even though Social Security taxes steadily

increased between 1965 and 1984, they were offset by reductions in

federal income taxes during the 1970s. The result was a decline.in

effective tax rates (shown in column 5) from 4.4 percent in 1965 to a low

of 1.3 percent in 1975. This stands in sharp contrast to the effective

tax rate on working poor households of 9.6 percent in 1982 and 10.1 per

cent la 1984.
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Table 5

Federal Direct Tax 3111 for a Family of Four with
Poverty-Line Earnings, 1965-19844

Poverty
Line

Earnings
(1)

Personal

Income
Taxb
(2)

Social
Security Tax

(Employee's Share)

(3)

Total
Federal
Tax
(4)

Effective
Tax
Ratec
(5)

1965 $ 3,223 $ 31.22 $116.8i $ 148.05 4.4E

1969 3,743 104.02 179.66 283.68 7.6

1971 4,137 54.18 215.12 269.30 6.5

1973 4,540 33.60 265.59 '99.19 6.6

1974d 5,038 3.32 294.72 298.04 5.9

1975 5,500 -250.00 321.75 71.75 1.3

1977 6,191. - 130.90 362.17 181.27 2.9

1978 6,662 -133.80 403.05 269.25 4.0

1980 8,414 -54.00 515.78 461.78 5.5

19d2 9,860 285.00 660.62 945.62 9.6

1984 10,609 366.00 710.80 1,076.80 10.1

4Assumes a married couple with two children not living on a farm; only
one earner per family; all income is from earnings.

bFrom 1975 to the present includes the earned income tax credit. A nega-

tive entry represents a refund to the family

cDefined as total federal tax as a percentage of family income.

dThe Tax Reduction Act of'1975 rebated $100 of 1974 personal income taxes
to a family at this income level.
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The tax burden on the poor has been rising at the same time transfer

benefits have been eroded by inflation and employment has been

reduced by high unemployment rates. Thus, tax reform provides an

important antipoverty policy for the working poor.

What Should be Done?

We have shown that the heads of poor households who we define as

expected to oork suffer from low weekly earnings, lack of fullyear work,

declining transfers, and a growing tax burden. Thus, antipoverty poli

cies for the working poor should attempt to increase the amount of work,

supplement earnings, and reduce the taxes paid by the working poor.

The most effective antipoverty policy would be to lower unemployment

rates to 5 or 6 percent. While unemployment rates have come down from

tUeir 1983 peak, thp economy still has not achieved the unemployment

rates that prevailed prior to the most recent recession. And because of

reductions in the number of young labor force entrants in the last five

years, unemployment rates around 5 or 6 percent would not produce signi

ficant inflationary pressures. Lower unemployment rates would create

additional jobs for the employable poor who work less than full year.

Second, the personal income tax should be reformed so that the

working poor are not taxed. This can be accomplished by raising the

standard deduction, the personal exemption and /or the earned income tax

credit (EITC). Also, the EITC, which currently supplements the earnings

of low income workers with children, should be extended to poor childless

couples and single individuals, who form a large proportion of the

working poor and are ineligible for most welfare programs other than food

stamps.
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The Treasury's tax reform proposal does eliminate the personal income

tax burden on the workinr poor in the year of implementation by

increasing the standard deduction, personal exemption and :ITC. Howsvr,

the EITC should also be indexed to changer in the consumer price ind,x,

so that it will not be eroded by inflation as it was during the late

1970a and early 1980s. Indexation can also partially offset the erosion

of transfer benefits for the working poor.

Third, a workfare program should be implemented. The work ethic is

so pervasive that taxpayers and most recipients prefer work opportunities

for the ablebodied to welfare. While some workfare programs seek only

to reduce the number of recipients, this need not be t case. The issue

should not be whether ablebodied persons must earn their income but

rather how much income they can urn. Under many workfare programs, a

recipient can work only until he or she has earned an amount equal to the

welfare benefit. But if the program allows the recipient to work full

time, workfare becomes a workopportunity program, even if the job pro

vidis no traininE.9

While these changes would not eliminate poverty for the working poor,

they would accomplish a significant reduction without increasing welfare

dependence.

2
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Notes

1Throughout this testimony we use the official measure of poverty as

defined by the Census Bureau. This measure is based on cash income and

does not account for the receipt of inkind benefits, such as Medicare

and food stamps. Exclusion of these benefits would lover the extent of

poverty in any year, but would not alter the trends discussed here. Data

:or valuing in kind benefits are available only for the years since 1979.

All the data presented in the tables and charts in this testimony are

based on computations by the authors from the March 1968, 1973, 1980 and

1985 Current Population Surveys. Christine Ross and George Slotsve pro

vided valuable research assistance; Elizabeth Evanson, editorial

assistance.

28ouseholds include both families and unrelated individuals.

3In 1984, the poverty line for a family of bur was $10,609. We

define any household head with weekly earnings below $204 as a low

earner, regardless of bis/her own household size. The poverty line for

every family size is fixed in real terms and varies only because of

changes in the Consumer Price index. The same is true for our low

earnings threshold.

*For example, a head of a household of four persons who earns 5250

per week would not be counted as a low earner even if she/he worked only

10 weeks last year. If this were the household's only income last year,

the household would be poor. However, she/ha would not be classified as

a low earner because her/his household would escape poverty through full

year work. Also, consider a head of a two person household who earns

$150 per week for 50 weeks, or $7,500 per year. We classify this head as
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a low earner, but her/his household is not poor because the poverty line

for a two-person household is $6,7i2.

6Note that if a head did not work at all during the year, we consider

hie /her as a low earner, along with those whose reported weekly earnings

fell below our threshold.

These results are not sensitive to our defining low earnings as a

function of the poverty line for s family of four persons. We also rede-

fined the low earnings population as those whose weekly wage was insuf-

ficient to keep family of three out of povertythat is, the cut-off

was lowered to $1'9 from $204 in 1984 dollars. Low earnings increased

from 19.4 to 26.1 percent as shown in Table 2; it increased a .imilar

amount under this definition, f'om 15.2 to 70.0 percent. And, Just as

the measure used in the text, it rose rapidly for male household heads

and declined somewhat for female heads.

6Ve classify low-earning household heads who escape poverty by the

five mutually exclusive categories shown in Table 3. Escape because of

family size indicates that even though the bead's weekly earnings times

52 weeks were below the poverty line for a family of four, they were

still above the poverty line for his/her own household. In other words,

this household had fewer than four members. For each of the next three

categories earnings of other household members, other private income

(which includes interest, dividends, rents, private pensions, etc.) and

public cash transferswe use the following procedure. First, we compute

the gap between the poverty line and the head's earnings. If the amount

of income from only one of these sources exceeds this gap, the household

was taken out of pove,:ty by this source. The residual category, some

combination of these three sources, includes cases in which more than one
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source exceeded the pap and cases where the gap uas filled oni-: by the

sum of two or more sources.

7When we recompute the by earnings cut-off on the basis of a poverty

line for a family of three, the importance of family size obviously

decreases. Nonetheless, s family size of less then three persons is

still the largest single source of escape for households whose heads have

low earnings. The entries fo: 1984, corresponding to rows 1 through 5 in

Table 3 are then 29, 27, 14, 16, ano 19 percent, respectively.

8We have shown elsewhere that the increased transfers can account

for, at most, small declines in work effort over this period. See S.

Danziger and P. Gottschalk, The Poverty of Losing Ground," Challenge,

MayJune 1985.

9Many studies suggest that employment programs have had little impact

on the subsequent earnings or hours of work of participants. That is not

the proper criterion, however, for evaluating the employment component of

workfare. Its objective is to reduce current income poverty without

increasing welfare dependency. Any increases in future earnings are an

added benefit.
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Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Gottschalk.
I am interested in what you had to say about workfare, and I

think there is a great deal to be said for it. But the State of Massa-
chusetts has been doing some work in that area

Mr. GoTrscHALK. Yes.
Mr. FRANK [continuing.] Where the employment service and the

welfare department have been working together very well, facili-
tated by the fact that the two heads of the two agencies are mar-
ried to each other.

Mr. GoTracHauc. I didn't realize that.
Mr. FRANK. The head of the department of employment security

is married to the welfare commissioner.
Mr. Gallic Ham. You see, we academics are trying to understand

why it works, and I didn't know that. That's the explanation. This
is a marriage policy which we should certainly enact around the
Nation.

Mr. FRANK. That's one. And it cuts across jurisdiction lines for us
because it's both the labor department through the DES and the
health and human services department through the welfare depart-
ment.

But I appreciate your point. Now, as I understand it, you're sug-
gesting that it would be legitimate to say that you must work up to
the point at which you get whatever benefit you're getting and you
may work thereafter?

Mr. GarrscHALK. Right.
Mr. FRANK. You're not forced beyond that.
What would the day-care implications of that be?
Mr. GcrrrscHauc. One, I would suggest that the same day-care

provisions which are under the must part be extended to the may
Part.

Mr. FRANK. And it would pay off, in that case.
Mr. Go Tram...LK. Yes.
Mr. FRANK. Well, I appreciate this. I think you've done Kane

useful distinction setting. I guess the thrust of what you're saying
is that we have a substantial number of people who are in the ex-
pected-to-work category, many of whom apparently do work and
don't receive welfare payments or other subsistence payments, who
continue to be poor by our own definitions, and the question is
what do we do to try to get beyond that.

Just one statistical question. We had a kind of stability in the
number of working poor, I guess it was, I am told, 6.5 million or
thereabouts, and in the last few years we've seen an increase. Do
we have any understanding of why that is?

Mr. GOTTSCHALK. Well, I think that a large part of that is the
recession. The recession was exceedingly deep, as you all know. The
recovery was not even. The fact that we have unemployment rates
of 7 percent today when we claim to be in a recovery is just simply
inconsistent with what we considered expansions to be before. So
we have had a very uneven recovery, which basically has never fil-
tered down to low-income people. And I think that's the primary
cause.

There were some cuts, some budgetary cuts, which have impact-
ed low-income people as well.
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Mr. FRANK. I appreciate that distinction because I think econom-
ic growth obviously is an important good, and I would hope we
would all be supportive of it. And I appreciate your distinction that
at least for the people you're talking about, for whatever reason,
whatever problems they've got, whether they're societal problems
or their own personal problems or, as is probably the case, some
combination of the two in most cases, they're in the kind of posi-
tion where they don't necessarily benefit from economic growth but
they are clearly the first victims of economic cutbacks.

Mr. GOITSCHAIX. Right.
Mr. FRANK. So they are in a position to be hurt by the general

economy more than they are to be helped. And I guess part of what
we have to try to find are policies that allow them to more fully
participate in the upswing which they now get on the downswing.

Mr. Certainly, in this recent recovery, everything is
l for the low-pay, at the bottom.

. But they were still better off than they would have
beenit's my own sense is that from the standpoint of this group
of people, a strong economy is a necessary but not a sufficient con-
dition for them to be able to do well.

Mr. GoTrecnkix. Right.
Mr. FRANK. That we need to have that strong economy, that they

get hurt in a recession, but there is no automaticity that says that
whatever it is that's causing them problems will solve their eco-
nomic problems.

Thank you.
Mr. Lightfoot.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again I compliment you on your testimony. I like the way you

summarized and got to the main points. It makes it easy for those
of us who are slow readers to pick up on the points you wanted to
make.

Maybe this is more of a personal hangup than anything else. But
isn't one of the problems that we have in defining who the poor are
to some degree a matter of definition?

As an example, New York, Massachusetts, Iowa, Texas repre-
sented here, your State, and when we put in a formula that x
number of dollars per person, you know, where you've got this line,
it might be an extremely distressed situation in one area when an-
other someone at that same level of income and meeting that same
description could be considerably better off due to local conditions,
and that we have a problem when we try to do something on a Ra-
tional level of legislating who is poor and who isn't?

It's a bit of a percept a. Like, I was raised on a farm, and by
today's standards, you know, man, we were really poor folks. But
at the time, we didn't think it.

Mr. Gon8CHAIX. Sure. Let me first comment on the question of
regional differences in costs. I mean, you know, one can say that in
Maine you can cut your own wood, you can go fishing, and the cost
of living in Maine is lower than in New York. I mean, there is no
doubt about it, that's true. Therefore, I think I basically never use
regional or State statistics. I don't think that we can very accurate-
ly say there are twice as many poor in Maine as in Iowa or num-
bers like that.
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However, what I am inter ested in, and I think what this commit-
tee should be interested in is the changes in poverty over time.
And if poverty goes up or down, the lines may be that m Maine the
line is here and the line in Iowa is here, but if we observe more
people going into poverty, that says that things are getting worse
and things are getting better when you get lower numbers.

So there is a lot of argument. In fact, directly after this, I am
going to a conference in Williamsburg to talk about the measure-
ment of poverty and how we should count in-kind transfers. And
we can get into all sorts of arguments about whether the poverty
line is right or wrong. I think that that's a useless debate.

It seems to me that if you fiz the line and you watch how many
people move up or down, above that line and below that line, that
tells you something about where the economy is going, and that's
the only way I think these numbers are useful.

Mr. Licarrrocrr. Are there within the group that we generally
would accept to be classified as poor in the country, are there
groups within that that we see some changes in one way or the
other that you can identify? Is there a specific group that may be
moving further down maybe than the rest of the group? Are there
any definitions in that area that you can mention?

Mr. Gcrrreciimx. Yes. Certainly, over the long term, so if you
look beyond cyclical swings, there is a feminization of poverty.
There is no doubt about that, that we are having more and more
females who are poor. However, when you go into a recession,
there is a masculinization of poverty. Obviously, when you go into
a recession, the people in the labor force are the ones who are
going to get hurt. They are predominantly males. So what you
found was that in the 1979 recession and the 1981-82 recession,
that you had a large increase in the proportion of males. Now, as
we come out of that recession slowly, you will find that there is a
decrease in the proportion men. So that's that male-female dis-
tinction.

The other one that I think is tremendously important for people
to understandwhen I go around talking to groups, I ask them to
guess whether the elderly have a lower or a higher poverty rate
than the nonelderly? That's a simple question. If you look at an old
person, are they more or less likely to be poor than the nonelderly?

Uniformly, people tell me, "The elderly are more likely to be
poor than the nonelderly." That's wrong. The elderly are less likely
to be poor than the nonelderly. But that wasn't true in 1967. In
fact, in 1967 the elderly were twice as likely to be poor as the non-
elderly. So there has been a dramatic drop in the proportion of
peoplein the poverty rates among the elderly.

Why? Folks, because throwing money at problems sometimes
works. That's called Social Security. It's called Social Security. It's
called WI. And when this Nation decided that it wanted to protect
old folksbasically, because you and I are going to become old
folks is my reading of why we decided to do thatwe wanted to
protect ourselves when we were old. We solved the problem. Now,
an elderly person is less likely to be poor, by the official measure-
ment. And we can argue about whether that's the right line for the
elderly, but I think that's a futile debate.
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I am looking over time. The poverty rates among the elderly
went way down, yes.

Mr. Licirr Fan. Since the men tend to move in and out of this
thing

Mr. Gorrsciuda. Yes.
Mr. LIGHTFOOT [continuing]. Should they be included in this

group?
Mr. GoTraciima. In this group of
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Poor.
Mr. Garrsciwa. Well, some do. Poverty, sort of permanent pov-

erty, you will find that even during the best of times. In 1978-79,
around that period, I think that the poverty rates for males expect-
ed to workactually it's probably in the testimony and I could
probably get it for youmy guess is in the order of 6 to 7 percent.
That still says that 6 or 7 percent of males who are expected to
work, who are not disabled and so on and so on, weren't making it.
It's a much smaller group; however, you know, then the question
is, "What do you want to do? Is that a small enough group that you
want to say, 'Well, you know, it's not all that important.' Is it a big
enough group to worry about?"

I think those are political decisions. If my number of 6 or 7 per-
cent is wrong, I will change it in the testimony.

Mr. LicirrFoar. One quick question, and then we will have to go
vote here in a moment. Do you see any trends for the working
man?

Mr. Gcrirrscuma. Yes. I think that things are going toif things
are going to get better, they're going to get better incredibly slowly.
I think that we have "come out of the recession." If you listen to
people who talk about the macroeconomy, we're doing real Tell
right now. We're doing real well with unemployment rates at 7
percent.

If on top of that you put sort of this long-term increase in in-
equality which we find in the data, there is no sight that that is
going to change. I dare say that we're not going to see much of a
reduction in povert_y among male-headed households, no.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you.
Mr. Fnaigx. Thank you very much.
If you can stay a few minutes, we're going to remit; to vote, and

our other two colleagues I think would like to question you. So if
you can stay? You're going to be back?

Mr. BouLm. Mr. Chairman, I will not be able to come back. I
am sorry, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. FRANK. I appreciate that. There is another markup.
So you will be excused now. I just wanted to check. I understand

that there are a lot of conflicting, unfortunately, last-minute stuff.
So there is no point then in your having to stay.
Mr. Garrscitaut. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOULTIIR. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Yes, Mr. 13oulter
Mr. IsInnsoN. Mr. Chairman, without objection, I would like to

enter into the record a statement, though.
Mr. FRANK. Certainly. Is there any objection?
Mr. Lam. Mr. Chairman, I have no objection. I just wanted to

ask a question.
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Is there a major geographic breakout of poverty that's not in
here?

Mr. GcrrrecHALK. It is not in here. We haven't done it that way.
The South has higher poverty rates than the North. And I could
furnish that if you want it.

Mr. LEvIN. If you would, we would appreciate that.
Mr. GarrsCHALK. OK. Thank you.
Mr. LE'VIN. Thank you.
[The opening statement of Mr. Boulter follows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE
BEAU BOULTER BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE

ON EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING

Mr. Chairman, I welcome the opportunity to speak at this
hearing. I'm particularly proud to be here representing A
Republican Party that has in recent years become far more
sensitive to the problems of America's poor, and has advanced a
coherent set of programs - from welfare reform to enterprise
zones to stimulating widespread economic growth - for combatting
those problems.

I must confess, however, Mr. Chairman, my strong suspicion
that the plight of the poor, for which all of us here feel
concern, will not be alleviated any by this hearing. I'm afraid we
have assembled to address a non-problem - an oxymoron, in fact.

The "working poor." That's our subject. But think about it.
Does that phrase have any correlative in real life? Is there such
a thing as the working poor?

I would answer no. Those are two words that cannot possi'ily
go together. My opinion is cased on both empirical evidence and
an intuitive understanding of how this nation and free people
operate.

The statistics will tell us that we are talking about only
six percent of persons below the official poverty line (which, by
the way, is a standard of living most people in the world aspire
to). That's how many of the poor are working full time. Not a
large number, and the figure dwindles into almost total
insignificance when we consider the studies showing that
poverty is persistent only among those who do not work. In other
words, anyone who is working almost certainly will not remain
below the poverty level longer than a year or two if he or she
continues to work.

But statistics can't tell the whole story. And, indeed, I'm
certain there are a number of able persons here today who can and
will make an alternative case with statistics. But I would ask
everyone here to look at the matter with your hearts. Ask
yourselves honestly: What is poverty?

I think it's a state of mind. It's a lack of faith
in the future, a sense that there's nowhere to go but around the
same dismal circle of despair.

Almost by definition, a person who is working has faith
in the f...ure. He or she has a hand firmly on the first rung of
the ladder and is looking upward. And it's almost axiomatic that
anyone in the United States who is trying to climb that ladder
will ascend it, and, invariably, his material circumstances will
soon enough correspond with the wealth he has in his mind.

We'll no doubt hear the alternative premise today - that
poverty is simply a matter of how much money one makes. We'll
probably hear about dead-end jobs, minimum wages and all the
other statist arguments that assume people cannot make their way
up the ladder of opportunity without government's help.

But ask anyone who holds one of those so-called dead-end jobs
what he thinks his prospects are. Ask anyone genuinely engaged in
the American economy about the future. The answer you will get
will not be that of a poor person.

Full-time workers in the United States of America are not
poor. We here in Washington would do well to understand that and
move on to the more pressing concerns dictated by the budgetary
constraints we're faced with.
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Mr. FRANK. We will be in recess.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. FRANK. We will reconvene. We have been joined by our very

diligent ranking minority member who had a little bit of a sched-
ule uncertainty here, and he is with us.

I understand the gentleman from Utah had a statement he
wanted inserted in the record. Without objection, that statement
will be inserted.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Nielson follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE
HOARABLE HOWARD C. NIELSON

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

IT IS MY UNDERSTANDING THAT WE HAVE OVERSIGHT JURISDICTION OVER THE

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND ITS VARIOUS PROGRAMS. IN THAT RESPECT, THERE

ARE A NUMBER OF PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT THAT ARE

DESIGNED TO ASSIST LOW-INCOME WORKERS, AND IT IS WITHIN OUR AUTHORITY

TO DIRECT OUR FOCUS ON HOW THESE PROGRAMS CAN BE MORE EFFECTIVELY AND

EFFICIENTLY MANAGED. IN ADDITION, THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND

URBAN DEVELOPMENT OFFERS A NUMBER OF PROGRAMS TO ASSIST LOW-INCOME

WORKERS WHICH ALSO FALL UNDER OUR COLLECTIVE "EYE." I TRUST THE

CHAIRMAN WILL CONTINUE TO ENSURE THAT THIS SUBCOMMITTEE STAYS WITHIN

ITS JURISDICTIONAL LIMITS AND CONCENTRATES ON THE ABOVE MENTIONED

PROGRAMS-

THE SUBJECT OF POVERTY IS ONE OF THE MORE EMOTIONAL THAT WE IN

CONGRESS MUST DEAL WITH. LET THERE BE NO MISUNDERSTANDING. DESPITE

WHAT ANYONE MAY SAY, WHETHER IN THIS BODY OR ANY OTHER, MEMBERS ON

BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE -- BOTH DEMOCRAT AND REPUBLICAN -- ARE

CONCERNED ABOUT THE POOR. THE FACT THAT CONSERVATIVES AND LIBERALS

USUALLY ENDORSE VASTLY DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR DEALING WITH THIS

PROBLEM IN HO WAi IMPLIES THAT THE COMMITMENT OF EITHER IS ANY LESS

SINCERE.

WITH THAT SAID I WELCOME OUR GUESTS HERE THIS MORNING, AND LOOK

FORWARD TO A FRANK AND FACTUAL Discussion ABOUT THE VARIOUS PROBLEMS

THAT CONFRONT WORKERS IN THEIR EFFORT TO PROVIDE A COMFORTABLE LIVING

FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR FAMILIES.
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Mr. FRANK. We will now proceed to our next witnesses: Amy
Gluckman, who is the legislative director of Nine-to-Five; and
Vikki Gregory, who is the director of the Women's Work Force
Network Division of Wider Opportunities for Women.

At this point I would like to submit for the record, if there is no
objection, a copy of some answers that were submitted to us by
Commissioner Janet Norwood of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
some factual questions we asked of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
having some of the responsibility for statistical collection in this
area.

[The information follows:]
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Ms. Janet Norwood
Cormaissioner
Bureau Of Labor Statistics
Department Of labor
200 Oonstitution Ave. ,N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210

Dear Vs. Norwood:
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On October 3, 1985 the Goverment Operations Suboornmittee on
Baplcyme.w. and Rousing, which I chair, will hold a hearing to explore
the problem of the working poor and the possible need for federal
policy responses. The hearing will be the first in a series of
hearings to look into the relationship of work and poverty.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics ha.: responsibility for analyzing labor
data collected by the Census Bureau. I would appreciate your
assistance in providing answers to the following questions on labor
data to be included in the hearing record:

_.What is the full extent of poverty =mg workers? Who are tne
working poor ty race, sex, age, and fetidly status? .

2.Please cement on any trends for the working poor such as an
increase or decrease in minters of workers in poverty and trends for
minorities and warn.

3.Please consent on potential muses of poverty among workers, such as
the prevalence of lad wages, periods of unenplcyrtent, and irvoluntary
'art-time unemployment. Among the various factors, in relative terms,
which is the mat important?

4.Bcw Deny Americans are rod working at minimum wage? If BIS is
unable to wager this question, why doesn't BIS have data?

5.ibe many workers and their fenilies would be lifted fran poverty ty
an increase in the minianan wage?

6.Bod valid is the hardship measure in the BIS ..Inual report when it
is linked to minimum wage earnings without adjustment for inflation?

7 3;1,..t is the role of irs in -aral}ci, er.d disseminating Cen-us
infoi..otion? Does BLS' role extend to analyzing data concerning Us
uorl,ino poor? Is there a risk of BLS and Census duplicating efforts?

I look forward to your response to these questions. To provide the
necessary time to review the material, please submit your answers
before or on Septsnber 18, 1985. I appreciate your cooperation in
complying with this timefraae. Thank you for your assistance in
providing valuable information on the working poor for the
Subcommittee's hearing.

BARNEY FRANK
BF/bc
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OCT 2 1 1985

Honorable Barney Frank
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Cong Frank:

OCT 2 2

I as replying to your letter of October 7 concerning the role of

the Bureau of L'oor Statistics in the analysis of data collected

by the Census ".lureau.

The working relationship and division of responsibility between

the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the Census with

regard to labor force data and
related topic. we, the subject of

an agreement entered into by the Secretary of Labor and the

Secretary of Commerce in November 1958. Under the terms of this

ag ,
the Aureau of Labor Statistics was assigned sole

responsibility f,- the analysis of the labor force data derived

from the Current Population Survey (CPS). The Bureau of the

Census Wed to retain responsibility for the collection of these

data and fot 'issuing reports concerning income, education,

migration and numbers and characteristics of households,

characteristics of the total population, and related matters...'

Over the years, the work of the two Bureaus has been coordinated

through regular 'meetings of the officials of the two agencies

and, in sole cases, through the good offices of OMB, whom*

director wee also a signatory to the 1958 ag t. By and

large, we have had an excellent
working relationship, and I

believe there have been few instances of duplication of effort.

The Nation's statistical system is, as you know, a decentralized

one in which each of tee major statistical agencies specializes

in those areas in which it has the most to contribute. In the

original law creating the BLS in 1884, Cong gave the lureau

of Labor Statistics responsibility
for the collection and

analysis of information "... upon
the subject of labor, its

relation to capital, the hours of labor and the earnings of

laboring men snd women, and the Means of promoting their

materiel, social, intellectual and moral prosperity.'
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Let me now turn to your specific questions:

1. The Bureau of the Census--which looks at the incidence
of poverty among the entire population--has just issued
data showing that 22.2 million persons 15 years of age
and over were below the poverty level in 1984. Of
these, 9.1 million had worked during the year, with
2.1 million of them having worked full-time
year-round. Additional information on these workers
can be found in the Census Bureau's report, Honey
Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons
in the United States: 1984 (Series P-60, No. 149).

Work in the Bureau of Labor Statistics has focused
primarily on the poverty status of workers deemed to
have encountered specific employment problems--unem-
ployment, involuntary part-time employment, and
earnings below the minimum wage equivalent despite
year-round full-time work. While we have not yet
published any date for 1984, the total number of
workers with either of these three problems (or a
combination of them) who were in poverty In 1983 was
7,796,000. A further discussion of these workers can
be found in the enclosed report, Linking Employment
Problems to Economic Statue, (BLS Bulletin 2222).

2. Our studies have found that there was progressive
increase between 1979 and 1983 in the proportions of
workers with either of the three problems listed above
whose income fell below the poverty level. These
proportions, with some breakdowns by sex and race and
some hypotheses as to why they have increased, are
presented in Bulletin 2222 Again, the data for 1984
have not yet been analyzed.

3. In terms of absolute numbers, the workers whose poverty
status is associated with a period of unemployment
exceed those workers whose poverty is associated with
the other two factors. However, the largest proportion
of workers in poverty--30.5 percent in 1983--has been
found among those who had year-round full-time jobs but
whose earnings fell below the minimum wage equivalent.

-43
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4. The Bureau has only approximate data, derived from the

Current Population Survey, on how many workers are paid

the minimum wage. These data show that, among Lae 54.1

million workers paid at an hourly rate, about 4.1

million were reported in 1984 as being paid the minimum

wage level of $3.35 per hour. Another 1.8 million

workers were reported as earning less than the minimum

wage level. (See the enclosed table.) While these

data are quite revealing, we must recognize that they

are subject to sampling errors and there are difficul-

ties in reporting and estimating these earnings data.

More precise duta on this topic could only be obtained

by means of wage distribution surveys conducted through

the employers. Phile we have conducted surveys of this

type in the past with funds provided by the Labor

Department's Employment Standards Administration,
budgetary constraints of recent years have not permit-

ted such undertakings.

5. Wa acknowledged in Bulletin 2222 that one of the

reasons for the decline in the number of persons with

low earnings--and for the increase in their poverty

rate --war that the low earnings line, which is the same

as the official minimum wage, has been held constant in

recent years. That is, since 1981 we have been count-

ing as low earners only those workers whose earnings

from full year's work fell below $6,700. At the same

time, the poverty thresholds have been adjusted upward

each year to reflect the increases e the Consumer

Price iudex. The outcome has been , even with only

moderate increases in the prevailinb wage levels, there

has been a decline in the number of persons whose

earnings fell below this line.

6. As I mentioned above, the
responsibilities for the

historical relationship between Census and BLS has been

based upon the 1958 agreemeiat relating to the Current

Population Survey. At the present time, the two

agencies are discussing the role of each in a new

survey underway at the Census Bureau--the Survey of

Income and Program Participation (SIPP). We hope to

work out arrangements which will recognize the special

position of BLS in analysis of the labor market and

ensure that the skills of both agencies are brought to

bear without duplication of effort.

I hope that this information, coupled with the material I am

sending you, will have answered your questions. Should you need

additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us

again.

Sincerely yours,

.,1',,i,...i.e)it.0..,,e

JANET L. NORWOOD
Commissioner

Enclosure
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Mr. FRANK. Please proceed, Ms. Gluckman. We have you first, so
why don't you go first?

STATEMENT OF AMY GLUCKMAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
NINE-TO-FIVE

Ms. GLUCKMAN. OK. I will be fairly brief. I am certainly the least
expert of your guests today, and I want to express our real appre-
ciation for your having included an activist organization in this
hearing, because sometimes activist organizations can't have

Mr. FRANK. OK. Please just get right to the testimony. It's
always nice to be thanked, but we'd rather just have the testimony.

Ms. Guicamkx. OK. First, I want to reemphasize what Mr.
Gottschalk said about the misperception of the poor as primarily
people who are on AFDC, or equivalent kind of general relief.

We concentrate mostly on Massachusetts, so most of my figures
will be for the Boston area or for Massachusetts.

In Massachusetts, as closely the department of public welfare
can estimate, about half of poor Massachusetts residents are in
households receiving AFDC. In other words, half are not. Further-
more, the average length of time that Massachusetts AFDC clients
stay in the program is only 2.2 years. So it's a real myth that there
is a consistent large group of people who are permanently on
AFDC. Most poor people are either permanently working poor or
for large periods working poor.

The second thing that I would like to emphasize is that we focus,
of course, on women, particularly on women heads of households. I
think that the public discussion about the poverty of female-headed
households is unbelievably muddled bybut kind of a moralism
that somehow female-headed households are morally deficient. And
that may be true, but it doesn't really help us figure out what's
going on with their economic situation or help them to improve it.

Although some 10 to 20 percent of single parent households are
headed by men, nobody ever really makes a fuss about them, basi-
cally because they're not disproportionately poor. And furthermore,
all the sort of moralism that tends to pervade our discussion of
female-headed households I think prevents us from seeing the real
factor, the real reason why female-headed households are poor,
which is that women don't earn enough. The occupational catego-
ries in which women are concentrated simply don't pay living
wages. This is the problem that in our experience we see over and
over again.

Next, before I go on to a sort of case example that I have recon-
structed of a lot of the people that we deal with, I just want to say
that I think it's important that the official poverty level bear some
relationship to the actual cost of living. I understand that, as Mr.
Gottschalk said, it's not important for academic purposes, particu-
larly for longitudinal studies, but it is important in terms of the
public perception of how many poor people there are. In 1984, a
family of three was not considered poor if its income was above
$8,277 a year. That's a ridiculous figure. And for purposes of public
information, it's important that those figures reflect in some rea-
sonable way the cost of living.
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Now, I have tried to present a budget for a woman of the kind
that we work with and for and that we are, in fact, because we are
a membership organization. You can read through the statistics.

This woman works as a word processor, which is one of the
higher class clerical occupations. And she ends the monthafter
having paid her rent, her childcare, her food bill, her T-pass,
her telephone bill and some laundrywith $8. If she manages to
work through the application for a section 8 housing subsidy, she
ends the month with $68.

I think that this example, which is pretty typical, should make
clear how unrealistic the poverty level is and how many . rac-
tually poorpeople there are whose incomes are well ve the
poverty level, particularly women supporting children.

Now, the emphasis that we take from this is that something has
to be done about comparable worth. The reason ,why women are
poor is because their jobs don't pay them enough to support a
family. Mr. Gottachalk's standard of poverty-level earnings was
that an individual should be able to support a family of four at the
poverty level. In 1980, half of women workers didn't earn enough
to support a family of two at the poverty level. That situation has
not been changing.

Women's wages as a percentage of men's wages have changed
virtually not at all in the last 20 years. The fact that this isn't
changing is emphasized even more by the fact that, for example,
among managerial workers, where women have entered the mana-
gerial ranks in fairly significant numbers in the last 20 years, the
pay differential between men managers and women managers is
the same as the pay differential between men and women overall.

Furthermore, in terms of this problem, we are particularly con-
cerned that we see the same pattern of women's jobs being those
which are low paid and dead end, emerging in new fields and new
occupations and new industries.

For example, with computers, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
three categories of jobs for computer operators short of actual com-
puter pramming. Of them, two are low paid, dead end, highly
supervwd, and they are primarily filled by women. The third is
better paid, requires, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
some use of independent judgment, and these are jobs which they
claim will, through some on-the-job experience and perhaps addi-
tional training, lead to supervisory positions or to jobs as actual
computer programmers. That position is more than half filled by
men.

So we see the exact same pattern of occupational segregation by
sex emerging repeatedly in new areas. That is not going to change
until concerted policy to implement comparable worth is undertak-
en at various levels.

Now, we are obviously not very sanguine about the possibility of
some statutory requirement for any kind of comparable worth pro-
gram in private industry, or at least not soon.

However, we believe that the State and Federal governments can
take the lead by implementing comparable worth programs for
State and Federal employees. This means setting up a new job clas-
sification system with gender-neutral job categories and using a job
evaluation toolof which there are several that have been created
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by private consulting firmsto evaluate and classify jobs according
to the new categories, and then, according to whatever schedule
can be afforded, upgrading the pay of those whose pay has been
disproportionately low.

Ultimately, comparable worth, we believe, is the only thing that
is really going to alter the poverty situation of women, which basi-
cally means that it is the only thing that is going to alter the over-
all poverty situation in the country.

I can stop there for now.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Gluckman follows:]
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9to5 Organization for Noreen Office ,Virkeic
Testimony before Subcommittee on Employ-lo-,1
Committee on Government Operations,
U.S. House of Representatives

December 12, 1985

My name is Amy Gluckman and I am the Legislative Chair of

the Boston chapter of 9to5, the National Association of Working

Women. 9to5 was founded in Boston in 1973, and is now a nationwide

organization with 12,000 members in all fifty states. Our aim is

to gain rights, respect, and improved pay and working conditions

for office workers, the vast majority of whom are women.

We are very grateful for the opportunity to speak to you today

about the working poor, .:ad particularly, wurking poor women anU

their families. The people we will be talking about today have

often been invisible in discussions of poverty in the United

States; we believe that 9to5 and other organizations who focus

specifically on women as workers have an important perspective to

bring to the voluminous but generally rather limited national

debate about poverty. Again, we express our appreciation to the

subcommittee, which is doing a great service in focusing some

public attention on the status and problems of working poor women.

The first thing to notice about poverty in this country is

that most poor Americans are women and children. In Massachusetts,

almost two-thirds of poor adults are women, and 76% of all poor

are women and children. In this respect, the U.S. is similar to

the less developed countries where, again, it is womer and children

who are disproportionately represented among the poor. While

economic Conditions outside the U.S. are not on our agenda today,

it is useful to recognize the uniform, worldwide discrepancy be-

tween the income and assets of women and the it -,me and assets of

men. Recognizing this fact will help us to kee _n mind the com-

plex and deeply-rooted nature of women's economic situation:

women and their families are not disproportionately impoverished

just because the divorce rate has gone ,p in recent decades or

because welfare programs fluctuate.

With the historical complexity cf this situation firmly in

mind, a few myths about poverty need to be a.spelled before ,e can
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focus accurately on the working poor. These d",s, ].

discussions about poverty deal almost exclusiNcly tuts T.,lic

assistance, espezially, Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC), as if poverty and welfare covered exactly the same territory.

In turn, the problem of what to do about Poverty is almost always

reduced to that of how to get families off of AFDC. While so-called

welfare mothers may be the most visible of America's poor, they are

not the only poor and, in fact, do not form as large or consistent

a category as is generally thought. In 1983, for example, only

about half of all poor Massachusetts residents rece'ved benefits

under AFDC. In turn, the average length of time Massachusetts AFDC

clients remain on the program is only 2.2 years. For the nation as

a whole, of the 10.1 million families headed by women in the current

year, 76% contain a labor-force member, who is in mcst cases the

women household-head. Furthermore, as we will see, the official

poverty standard is so unrealistic that there are many people who

by any reasonable standard are poor but who do not appear in these

statistics. What this means is that if we are concerned with ending

the social ills stemming from poverty, then we have to pay attention

to poverty itself and not only to welfare programs.

Second, we must clear away the fog of moralism and muddled

thinking which confounds our attempts to come to grips with the

problems faced by women who are single parents and household-heads.

Why is it that no fuss is made over the 10-20% of single-parent

households headed by men? The answer seems plain: they are not

poor. In the most recent quarter, the median weekly income of

these families was $4.00 less than that of married-couple households

supported solely by the husband. But remarkably enough, f9r all

of the public debate abut poor female-headed households, one

almost never hears it said that these families are poor because

women's Jobs pay poorly. Perhaps this point is too obvious to

mention; however, I doubt it. It has become fashionable t9 argue

that benefits under AFDC are too high -- that they compare favorably

with the wages of real work and hence discourage labor-force par-

ticipation on the part of poor women. The catch is, that those

who make this argument rarely compare either AFDC benefits or

women's wages with what it actually costs to live and raise a

family. As we will see, when this comparison is made, it becomes
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obvious that it is not AFDC benefits which are too high, but reV-rr

women's wages which are too low.

One final myth is that the official poverty level bears any

relation to the real cost of living and raising a family. This should

become clear as we focus on the situation of the working poor by

examining the budget of a hypothetical woman who works as a word

processor and supports herself and her two children, ages 4 and 7.

In Boston, this woman -- let's call her Claire -- would be

earning on average 5290 per week, or about $14,500 per year. This

places her well above the official poverty level, which is $8,277

for a family of three. Claire is not eligible for the earned-income

credit aimed at working poor families, and after taxes, she will

take home about $245 a week. Now let's look at Claire's monthly

budget. Her monthly income is $980. The average cost, including

utilities, of a one-bedroom apartment in Boston is $475. Let's say

Claire is lucky and finds one at $400; remember, this is a one-

bedroom apartment for a family with two children. If Claire can

feed herself and her family on $2.50 per person per day, then her

monthly food bill will be $225. If she is extremely lucky, she

may be able to find a spot for her preschooler in a day-care center

for $75 per week, which is the low end of the range of day-care fees

in Boston. This adds $300 a month, and her older child will just

have to be a latch-key kid. If she works in or close to the city,

she can cover her basic transportation costs with a $22/month subway

pass. Basic telephone se vice adds $15 a month, and two loads a

week at the laundromat add another $10.

Claire's expenses are now up to $972. With $8 left per month,

she has bought no clothes or shoes, blankets or furniture, and has

certainly not bought any books or toys for her children. She has

paid no uninsured medical expenses, and no extra utility bills for

the occasional very-cold winter. In addition to the Day Care Tax

Credit on federal income tax, which is already reflected in Claire's

take-home pay as quoted above, she may be eligible for a Section 8

housing subsidy of approximately $60 per month.

So Claire and her children are not, perhaps, truly poor. With

careful planning and no extras, she will be able to make ends meet.

It is clear, however, that without the Section 8 subsidy and the

Day Care Tax Credit, which averages about $30 per month for families
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at her income level, Claire would be teetering on the edge. And

to be fair to the rest of our constituency, it must be pointed

out that by the standards of the pink-collar ghetto, Claire is

doing pretty well. Among Boston office workers, word processors

come behind only full secretaries and stenographers in their pay

level. Compared to typists averaging 5237 a week, file clerks

averaging $205, accounting clerks at $263 and data-entry operators

at $261, Claire's $290 is high. And women in many other female-

dominated occupations are worse off yet; Boston department store

sales clerks, for example, earn under S200 a week. How low women's

wages are can be seen more broadly in the fact that, in 1980, only

1/2 of American women workers earned enough to keep a family of

two above the poverty level.

What we at 9to5 conclude from all of this -- and from our

experience working with women who are employed full-time at skilled

jobs yet who can barely provide adequately for their families --

is that the problem of poverty in general is inseparable from the

sexism which continues to inhere in our occupational and wage

structure. The social dynamics which are rapidly giving women

greater economic responsibilities are not about to change. Hence,

any realistic policy on poverty simply must include measures aimed

at commensurately increasing women's economic power. The following

are some specific poli "y areas which need to be addressed:

1. Comparable Worth As representatives of the largest

female-dominated occupation, office work, we are acutely concerned

that policies be developed which will help our economy move toward

a structure in which equal wages are paid for work of comparable

worth. The enforcement of equal pay for equal work does not mean

much in an occupation which ranges above 90% female. (Incidentally,

in the Boston metropolitan area as of 1979, men in those office-

work subcategories in which there were enough of them for sampling

earned from 20% to 42% mote than women in the exact same subcate-

gories.) All signs suggest that women's income situation is not

4 "proving. In 1982, for year-round full-time workers, the median

annual earnings of women were 61.7% of those of men. Twenty-two

years and a women's movement earlier, in 1960, the equivalent figure

was 60.8%. Although women have begun to enter the ranks of managers
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in significant numbers, the pay differential between men and women

managers has remained the same as the pay differential between

men and women workers overall.

Perhaps even more discouraging, we car see the traditional

division -- low-paid, dead-end jobs for women versus better-paid

jobs with advancement opportunities for men -- being reproduced in

new industries and occupations. For example, the 1984 Occupational

Outlook Handbook describes three categories of computer operating

personnel, i.e., workers who operate computers but do not actually

write programs. The jobs of data entry and peripheral equipment

operators are described as being "under close supervision,"

"repetitive," and having "limited ... advancement opportunities."

Naturally, these jobs are filled almost entirely by women. Computer

operators, by contrast, "must use independent judgment"; they can

advance to supervisory positions and, "through on-the-job experience

and additional training, ... to Jobs as programmers." Naturlly,

more than half of these are men.

At the very least, the Federal Government should be setting

an example and exerting its influence on the marketplace by imple-

menting a comparable-worth based Job classification and evaluation

scheme for its own employees and, as quickly as is possible, giving

the requisite pay increases. This scheme should be used to measure

pay inequities based on race as well as on sex, with pay scales

again adjusted accordingly. The Federal Government should also

encourage states and localities to do the same for their employees,

and reward those that do. Ultimately, we look forward to a statu-

tory structure for bringing comparable worth to the private sector,

but we realize that this will be no easy matter.

2. Day Care -- Both of the Federal programs which subsidize

day-care costs -- the tax credit and the Dependent Care Assistance

Plan -- work through the tax system. For families whose income

and hence tax liability is low anyway, subsidies in this form are

not of the greatest value. In 1982, for example, only 15% of the

families who used the credit had incomes below $12,000. In this

area, the Federal Government needs to create (or to replace the

existing provisions with) a subsidy that is more directly aimed at

low-income families. On a br3ader level, of course, the quality

and availability of day care nationwide need to be addressed at
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the federal level; but that is the subject of an entire hearing in

itself.

3. Child Support -- Estimates of the number of divorced

mothers who actually receive any child support from their ex-

husbands vary widely, but it is probably safe to say that the per-

centage is less than half. The Department of Health and Human

Services has begun to strengthen and centralize enforcement of

child-support orders; these efforts are very welcome and should

continue.

4. Medicaid for Working Families -- In Claire's budget, the

assumption was made that she has medical coverage through her em-

ployer. Unfortunately, over 14% of Americans have no medical

coverage, and although a breakdown is hard to find, we can probably

assume that the uninsured are concentrated at lower income levels.

I have been told of cases where individuals were forced to quit

their jobs and return to AFDC or general relief only because they

could not afford necessary medical treatment and needed Medicaid

coverage. Extending Medicaid eligibility to include working poor

families who do not have health insurance as an employer-paid

benefit would help protect these families from the risk of being

knocked back down the stairs by an unpredictable illness.

5. Training -- Job-training and "workfare" programs for low-

income women need to be designed with comparable worth considera-

tions in mind. In other words, training must aim to prepare a

woman not just for any job, but rather for a job which will pay a

family wage and help her to leave poverty as well as AFDC behind.

In addition, training programs need to reflect the rapid changes

underway in the automated office. 9to5 and others have predicted

that some office jobs will be phased out and others will take on

new shapes as the use of office automation systems is expanded.

To the extent that these trends can be foreseen, training programs

naturally need to take them into account. Including in office-

work training programs as much basic computer education as possible,

e.g. how computer systems operate and some elementary programming,

would serve both of these ends.
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Mr. FRANK. Thank you. We will get some further points in ques-
tions.

Next we will hear from Vikki Gregory, who is director of the
Women's Work Force Network Division at Wider Opportunities for
Women.

Ms. Gregory.

STATEMENT OF VIKKI L. GREGORY, DIRECTOR, WOMEN'S WORK
FORCE NETWORK DIVISION, WIDER OPPORTUNITIES FOR
WOMEN, INC.

Ms. GREGORY. Thank you. Like Ms. Gluckman, I am going to ask
that my written testimony be made a part of the the full hearing
record.

Mr. FRANK. Without objection, it will be so included.
Ms. GREGORY. OK. I think, first, that I need to talk a little bit

about who we are and what we do.
Mr. FRANK. Please, let's not get into the organization. The pur-

pose of this is the policy issues We don't really need a lot of orga-
nizational stuff.

Ms. GREGORY. Well, I think it .0 some relationship to what we
need to discuss and to the rest of my testimony. I will certainly
leave it to the written testimony to give you the full-fledged de-
scription of the organization. Suffice it to say that we approach, in
the Washington metropolitan area, the problem of women's pover-
ty through the other side of the strategy, which is, moving women
into nontraditional occupations. And we do a skills training pro-
gram for that purpose, which is funded by the Department of
Labor and by private foundations and industry.

I think that its important to look at the strategy of moving
women into nontraditional occupations, since, as Ms. Gluckman
said, the women's jobs which women predominate in are, by and
large, lot paid as well as men's jobs. So another strategyand one
strategy only, which certainly isn't the strategy for every woman
is to consider nontraditional occupations.

I want to talk a little bit about the typical WOW trainee and
about the pmpram, implications for that WOW trainee and for
moving women into nontraditional jobs, and some of the impacts of
employment and training policy on those programs The average
WOW trainee is a black, single mother between the ages of 19 and
26. And she has worked in a typically female job. She has seldom
earned more than $4 an hour. She's had for marginal and part-
time employment. Her child care arrangements are informal and
haphazard, and that can also be said for her housing.

Often, the illness of a child and the mother's lack of health cov-
erage or leave time in her job bring her to us because she has gor.,,
on public aEsiitance entirely.

Unfortunately, in our JTPA- funded programs, a woman must be
totally unemployed for a certain number of weeks before she can
gain entry into our program. That's not the case in our privately
funded program. When the woman comes to WOW, she's had little
knowledge of the full range of occupational choices aye :table to her
and has not been able to get that knowledge from any public agen-
cies.
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During the assessment period, which we also conduct, and which
is not conducted by a public agency at this point, we find out that
even though she's finished high school, she functions at a fifth- to
seventh-grade reading and math skill computation level.

Of course, the entry requirement for our skills training advanced
program is seventh grade. For the woman that falls below that
grade level, she goes into what we call a basic skills training pro-
gram where we give her remediation classes; we help her get a
GED; she raises her functional literacy levels two grade levels, and
she gets some career information.

For the woman with seventh-grade skills and above, she becomes
part of cur 20-week electronics and electromechanics skills training
program that's partly JTPA and partly Rockefeller Foundation
funded. Here she learns theory and technical skills about these two
occupational areas. And she receives generic skills training rather
than training for a specific job. And through this approach, we
intend that she be able to take advantage of a full range of job of-
ferings.

Besides the occupational training, she gets parenting, child care
consumer training, help and counseling in finding dependable and
safe child care, training in assertion and communications skills. Be-
cause we don't provide a stipend, many of the women continue t..
hold marginal jobs and jobs outside of the training institution. And
of course, this is not allowed for our JTPA trainees, though it in
allowable for those that are funded by the private foundation.

Near the end of the 20 weeks, the woman has her generic Ekills
in order to go out and find her technical job. And these are jobs
that pay upwards of $5 an hour. They're jobs that have career ad-
ders. They're jobs that have fringe benefits and jobs that mean,
often in the first year, that the woman has moved out of poverty.

In addition, to make her transition to paid employment and eco-
nomic self-sufficiency a success, the woman is provided with train-
ing on how to take entry tests, how ka handle sexual harassment;
how to cope with other forms of harassment with job entry require-
ments.

We also work with employers to help educate them about these
issues and to help them identify artificial barriers to employment,
particularly the entry barriers, such as extremely low upper age
limits for women who are entering apprenticeship programs or ap-
prenticeable occupations; upper body strength and lifting require-
ments that have no direct relationship to the actual job itself. We
also teach her job search skills and career planning skills.

Usually, the woman finds a job between 1 and 5 weeks after the
program ends. But here we have another policy gap. Once the
woman his completed the program, she is out. We have no dollars
from the public agencies with which to do followup for that
woman, so we of course do fund raising ourselves for that.

We also have no ability to be able to provide the woman with
any of the support services that we may have been able to get
while she was in training. So to solve that, we've done direct solici-
tation of funds from employers, from local foundations and from in-
dividuals.
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The woman can apply to the support services fund that we oper-
ate to get the funds that she needs to make the successful transi-
tion from training to work.

I I: e a couple of asides before I close. The first is that I think
that toe subcommittee certainly needs to take a much closer look
at the issue of child care. Here we are in a real quandary that
working poor women, that women in training, that most working
women are in crying need of child care. On the other hand, we see
that child care providers, who are predominantly female, are so
poorly paid that they are almost permanently part of the working
poor population.

Second concerns the issue of workfare, which was raised earlier.
I agree that workfare programs have been instituted as a very pu-
nitive system to urge women off welfare. I would urge that we not
look solely, as a solution, to allowing women to work more hours,
but that we look at workfare programs not as an end in themselves
but look at them as a vehicle for getting training, getting skills to
go into jobs which really provide support for the woman and her
family.

It would seem ridiculous to me to put a woman into a workfare
situation where she continues to earn not enough dollars to fully
support herself and her family and, in addition, can't even provide
the added income or added support for the work-related expenses,
like transpo. tation.

Finally, I would like to say that WOW is working on a Women in
Poverty Work Group that consists of about 15 other national
womea's and civil rights organizations, and we are doing some
analysis of State-bhsed welfare-to-work transition programs. And I
would like to provide that information to the subcommittee at a
later time.

I hope that the walk-through of the trainee through the nontra-
ditional training program shows both some of the program and
policy gaps as well as the fact that the solution to working poor
women s poverty is not necessarily just a job.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Gregory follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VIRKI L. GREGORY, WOMEN'S WORE FORCE NETWORK
DIVISION, WIDER OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN, INC. [WOW]

INTRODUCTION

I ,km Vikki Gzegory, Director of the Women's Work Force Network Division of

Wider Opportunities for Women (WOW), a national nonprofit organization which works

to ensure economic independence and equal employment opportunity for women.

Founded in 1964. WOW has focussed for more than 21 years on strategies to

achieve system-wide changes in economic policies, programs, and practices to

improve the status of women. In 1977 WOW founded the Women's Work Force Network

to foster information exchange among the operators of community-based women' employ-

ment programs throughout the country. Today, the Women's Work Force Network links

over 200 such programs and another 100 individuals, legal advocates, employers.

iministrators, and policymakere, who are all committed to women's economic

self-sufficiency. The programs affiliated with the Network annually serve over

300.000--primarily low-income--women.

I'd like to thank Mr. Frank and the members of the Subcommittee for the

opportunity to appear before you today to talk about the women who work for a

living but whose earnings leave them in poverty. These women--the working poor- -

challenge one of the nation's most honored assumptions: that the route out of

poverty for all able-bodied Americans is a job. Working poor women contradict

th a assumption, and the paths out of poverty for them and their families are more

complex.

WOW has worked with and observed the problems of working poor women for more

than two decades. We work directly with nearly 300 such women each year in the

two training programs we operate in the District of Columbia. The first prog.am

is a 20-week nontraditional training program in electronics and electromechanics.

Many of the enrollees are women who previously held typically female jobs with

average wages of $4.59 per hour. Because these jobs did not provide the income
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needed for the women to support themselves and their families free of public

assistance, these women made new career decisions. The second WOW program provides

training in pre-employment readiness for single mothers to assist them in making

decisions about career paths which will lead them to self-sufficiency.

This morning I'd like to share with you some of the realities we have encountered

in our work with these women and some of the barriers they experience to becoming

economically independent. I'd also like to recommend some strategies which

Congress should consider for affecting the poverty of working poor wonen and their

children.

WOMEN IN THE WORK FORCE

The most significant change in the composition of the U.S labor force since

World War II has been women's entry and increased attachment to the labor market.

This increase has been the result of changed societal attitudes, new federal

protections against disparate treatment, and simple economics.

The labor force participation rate for single women increased from 50.52

in 1950 to 63.32 in 1984--accounting for six of the 30 million women workers who

entered the labor force during this period. However, the fastest increase in

labor force participation has occurred among women with working spouses--from

23.82 in 1950 to 52.82 in 1984. In actual figures the number of married women

workers rose from 9.3 million in 1950 to 26.9 million in 1984, accounting for

almost 602 of all the women who have entered the work force in the last 35 years.

In addition to those women who are married to spouses whn work, women who Pre

primarily dependent on their own labor force participation to support themselves

and their families now make up 402 of .oday's female labor force. In addition

to the overall increase in the sheer number of women in the paid labor market,

today's woman "enjoys" a labor force attachment similar in length co her

male counterpart approximately 45 years. But for most female workers, this

similarity ends at the pocketbook. The large number of women who work full-time
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yet who remain poor is in startling contrast to men who are poor even though work-

ing full-time. Pert of the reason for women's continued poor remuneration despite

high work force activity relates to where woolen work.

OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION

Of the 49 million woman currently in the labor force, 42.5 million are em-

ployed as wage and salary workers in nonagricultural industries. Of these, 30.5

million are full-time workers, 9 million work part -time for "voluntary" reasons.

and 3 million work part-time for "economic" reasonsi.e., because they cannot find

full-time work. Nearly 8 million women workers are in public sectorojobs; and.

of the 34.5 million waxen wage earners in the private sector. 27.7 million work in

service industries. While the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that 6.8 million women

are employed in the manufacturing sector, this figure is deceptive. wily 3.9

million of the women who work in this category are actually involved in the produc-

tion process, the remainder work in manufacturing concerns as clerical, sales

people, and other typically female jobs.

Thus, industry breakdowns must be combined with occupational data in order to

gain an accurate picture of where women work as well as what kind of work they do.

Over 30 stilton women-70Z of all woman wage earnerswork in 10 industries and

occupations. More than third of all wage and salary workers work in jobs where

at least 90Z of their co-workers are the same sex.

The economic results for women of occupational segregation are all to visible

in the sale-female wage gap. Res4archers Ittribute the gap to number of factors.

sex dlsUnation :ge. eduestion, experience, occupation, industry,

history of work, and union status. Of particular significance is the issue of

women's generally shorter work hoursan average of 3.6 hours less per week than

for men for full-time workers This figure does not reflect less overtime, but

the fact that women are concentrated in service sector jobs in which the average
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length of the work week is lover. Therefore, the wage gap cannot be explained

as merely the result of women's fewer work hours. In fact, labor economists

have conceded that the most significant factors in the wage differential are

occupation, industry, and union status. Even where men and women share an

occupational class, women are overrepresented in the lowest-paying categories

of that class. Women's majority status in an industry is no guarantee of higher

wages. For example, in a ranking of 52 industries, the apparel and textile industry

has the highest concentration of women workers--81.3%--but ranks 50th in average

hourly earnings; in contrast, the coal industry ranked 1st in hourly earnings,

but last in percentage of women workers. Finally. women are concentrated in the

largely nonunionized industries of the service sector. The average wages for

nonunion women are only 75% of the average wage of women who are union members.

These figures, while discouraging to say the least, are even more disheartening

when the effect of gender is compounded by race and ethnicity. For Black women, the

most significant labor force change in the last. 20 years bas bee: the shift from

private household work into the lower rungs of clerical and service job ladders.

This movement typifies a pattern termed by Dr. Julianne Nalveauux as "Black women's

crowding". While this movement from private household worker to clerical worker

is, admittedly, one of improvement; this changed status does not result in the

woman's movement out of the category of the working poor. Nearly 60% of Black

women clericals earn wages which place them below 125% of the poverty line--the

threshhold for many pubic welfare/assistance progress. This statistic is espe-

cially disheartening oben one considers that nearly one-tgtrd of all Black women

clericals are employed in the public sector.

A closer look at clerical occupations provides en illuminating picture. In

1984, nearly one-dial (13.3 million out of 45.9 million) of ail working women

were employed in clerical occupations 88.7% of the nations's female clerical

workers were white, 9.82 were Black, and 1.5% were Hispanic.
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The median annual earnings of full-time female clerical workers is $13,473;

'for all female full-time workers, the figure is $13.915. Full-time male workers,

by contrast, have median annual earnings of $21,881. Though males make up only

252 of this country's clerical work force, they earn an average of $113 more per

week than theft female counterparts. A look at the median weekly earnings of

typical clerical workers graphically illustrates why so many full-time female

clericals are among the ranks of the working poor:

Clerical 2 Females Median
Occupation in Weekly

Occupation Earnings

Cashiers 80.92 $164.00

Bank Tellers 92.92 $204.00

File Clerks 83.32 $206.00

Data Entry Clerks 93.52 $238.00

Payroll/Timekeeper Clerks 81.32 $266.00

Even in clerical supervisor jobs, women earn only $307 per week (median), and the

career ladder to other occupational categories with greater financial rewards is

limited.

A few generalisations can be made about why women who work remain in poverty:

o They are concentrated in lower-paying jobs.

o They are overrepresented in part-time and/or
marginal jobs where regular pay and fringe
benefits are not prm,ided.

o Women's jobs generally provide smaller and
fewer income- enhancing benefits and bonuses.

o Increased numbers of households are dependent
solely on the woman's generally lower wages
for support.

o Women are trained for and counselled into
female - dominated, less remunerative occupations.

Since it appears, then, that work in women's jobs at woman's wages is so economically

unrewarding for women. why don't women seek employment in fields traditionally held
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by men?

WOMEN Ill MEN'S JOBS: BARRIERS TO OVERCOME

Without even speaking to the virtual implausibility of the wholesale movement

of a majority of today's working women from their current jobs into those in which

men predominate. WOW lames from its own experience that those women who succeed in

entering these male occupation* must overcome a number of key barriers. Thee

barriers art all the more difficult to overcome when the woman is already earning

below the poverty level and has the sole responsibility for the support of herself

end her family.

The first barrier which serves to discourage women relates to entry requirements

attached to many nontraditional jobs. These entry requirement--such as upper age

limits for apprenticeships, minimum upper body strength limits, etc.--often are

unrelated to performance of the actual job in question. These barriers virtually

eliminate parts of the female labor force--many or all handicapped women, and a

large percentage of older and reentry women and displaced homemakers. Other re-

quirements, such as possession of a complete set of tools, eliminates other job* as

options for low income women.

A second barrier is that training and other education programs which could

prepare women to enter successfully and remain in nontraditional occupations are

inaccessible to the vest majority of working women. This inaccessibility takes a

number of forms: unrealistic program eligibility criteria; lack of basic skills

and remadiation programs to enable women to succeed in training; inadequate numbers

of programs to meet the need; programs which channel women into low wage jobs; and,

inadequate program dewigne which do not accommodate the employment, education, and

training needs of working women. Inadequate support systems, in particular child

or dependent care, for women who are working or in training is a third key barrier.

These barriers, takes singly or in concert, preclude many women from seeking non-

traditional career melutions to poverty.
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Artificial Job Entry Requirements

Many jobs in which men predominate are defined based on stereotypic "male"

attributes and custom. These definitions encompass not only physical requirements

for entry, but job structuring based on a two-parent family model and the male route

of entry into jobs. Based on these stereotypes, women must overcome such entry

barriers es high upper body strength requirements, low upper age limits to admit-

tance into apprenticeship training, up-front coats of work force entry, artificial

worker mobility and relocation requirements. For /maxilla, while a few skilled con-

struction related jobs require that workers have extraordinary upper body strength- -

a decided disadvantage for most womenmet heavy construction work is now done by

machinery, and the rest is accomplished using teams of more than one worker. In

addition, women, with proper physical conditioning and training in appropriate

lifting, carrying,, and hauling techniques can significantly increase their upper

body strength to the levels actually required to do construction and other work.

A second common barrier encountered by women who choose to enter male occu-

pations is the age limit for acceptance into apprenticable trades - -often as low

as 18 and usually not higher than 24. WOW has seen from its own experience and

that of its sister organizations around the country that women, by and large, make

the decision to enter nontraditional occupations lacer than their male counterparts

usually after they have worked in traditionally female jobs and found that they do

not earn enough to support themselves and their families. Many of the women who

have chosen the WOW training have done so after working as sales clerks, cashiers,

clericals. etc. Without the wage inc .-.,t yes and experience apprenticeships offer,

few women can enter the skilled trades. Thus, these requl ementa present major

obstacles.

The third entry barrier faced by women in the nontraditional job market is the

requirement placed on many jobs of shift work and work which requires that the

employee be able to travel with the work crew While most of the construction
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industry operates in this fashion, this work was designed based on the model of a

male worker with few or no responsibilities, other than monetary, for the care of

children. While WOW does not suggest that entire industries redesign the way in

which they work with the result that the work becomes less efficient and more costly,

WOW does believe that employers must seriously analyze the reasons some Jobs are de-

signed as they are. WOW believes that child care policy, public transportation systems,

and other services which support workers must provide accommodation so that women

may participate in these occupations. WOW also believes that the federal responsi-

bility for enforcing and investigating employment discrimination must extend to in-

clude thorough review of job design and structuring which has disparate impact on

women and other protected cl

A fourth entry barrier which particularly affects low-income women entering

nontraditional occupations is the tremendous initial dollar outlay required for

certain occupations. Union and other work fees, such as bonding, permits, etc.,

as well as the requirement by many employers that skilled workers report to their

jobs p ing full set of professional tools, are disincentives which are nearly

insurmountable barriera for poor women.

Inappropriate Training

Because of stereotypic socialization, most men and women grow up having had very

different life experiences and work and life expectations. Thus, the women who decide

to pursue a nontraditional career are often older and have had prior experience working

in typically female Job. For these women, successful entry into nontraditional

career must be through different route than that used by men. A t -die for

women, particularly poor and working class women, is simply becoming aware of the full

range of occupational choices available to them. Therefore, accurate information

must be made widely available to counter the dearth of occupational choices faced by

lost women. Compensatory training. often not needed by males, would not only expand

women's awareness of the full range of occupational choices but would expose them to
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the day-to-day worklife of these occupations, basic safety techniques, tool identi-

fication, etc. Our nation's training and education systems have done only limited

work to sufficiently expand women's occupational and career horizons. Besides

training which includes adequate preparation in a particular set of job skills,

appropriate training would include skills In surviving workplace hostility (com-

batting bias), job search, and career and life planning - -all critical skills for a

woman to enter and survive in a nontraditional career.

Further, it has been concluded by researcher Dr. Roy Feldman and demonstrated

by women's employment and training programs, that a multi-service training approach

is appropriate for moving low - income women into economically viable employment.

This approach is characterized by flexible and individualized training. Feldman

identifies a set of employment prerequisites, all of which must be met before a

woman can hope to achieve solf-support: confidence building; literacy and compu-

tational skills; satisfa,tory, available and stable child care; reliable transpor-

tation to ',raining, child care, and work sites; a social support network; health

skills and resources for children and self; family planning skills; marketable

vocational skills; and, a job offer. The first six of these are necessary even to

complete training. In addition, WOW uould add the caveat that training be based on

the attainment of broad generic occupational skills which provide the widest array

of job options possible to the individual woman.

Inaccessible Training

The numbers of women currently being served by our public employment training

and education system are only a small portion of those in need of services. What

programs are available are often not accessible to working poor women. Some of the

reasons for this inaccessibility are: low basic skill levels of any women which

preclude their participation and/or entry into existing training programs; lack of

flexible program hours to accommodate the training and education needs of working

women; the eligibility criteria of programs which frequently require AFDC or un-
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employment status; and, lack of adequate support services--either for program

participation or for the postprogram transition into a job.

Low basic skills. WOW shares with program operators nationwide the dilemma

of trying to provide quality career ind skills training services to poor women.

WOW's nontraditional technical training requires a 7th grade reading and a 5th

grade math computation level as the minimum entrance requirement. Test results

on math, reading and spelling for program applicants in the last 18 months reveal

great discrepancies between performance levels and the number of school years com-

pleted. The average number of school years for a WOW applicant is 11.6, but the

average competency level is less than 8th grade--with 262 of the women falling

below the 6th grade level. Since functional illiteracy is currently defined as

the inability to read above the 5th grade level, many women can be classified

as functionally illiterate. These women must receive remediation services to

benefit from WOW's training, without which they will be considered unemployable

in jobs which hold the promise of self-support. Without the availablity of public

programs offering educational remediation help for the women we have cited, there

will always be a sizeable population that cannot benefit from employment training

except that which leads to unskilled jobs without benefits, a future, or a living

wage.

Working poor women who are in need of remediation services to either take

advantage of nontraditional training for a new career or of workplace opportunities

to advance in their current careers, are fated with the painful choice of leaving

paid employment or otherwise unreasonably extending their tenure in jobs which

maintain their families in a marginal existence.

Flexible training to accommodate working women. Most training programs cur-

rently operating nontraditional skills training are designed for the full-, not

part-time participation of individu-ls. Whether free-standing, nonprofit community

-training programs or proprietary institutions, most such sites operate during the
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day and on a workday schedule. Some few programs are available curing evening

hours, but more typically these evening classes must be supplemented by others

given only during specified hours during the business day. For women working in

poorly paid occupations, characterized by restrictive or nonexistent leave and

educational policies, participation in training to move into a better job is nearly

impossible. Finally, for women who must be respt,nsible for maintaining a household

which includes children or aged or infirm parents, the extended workday represented

by further schooling (and homework) and by the work involved in caring for the

household, this option is eliminated. Few women can afford to leave their low-wage

Jobs to enter training that might result in enhanced self-sufficiency The decline

in stipends and wages from job training restricts even further the participation

of those who must support themselves and/or their families during retraining. WOW

urges Congress and state policreakers to develop legislative and programmatic solu-

tions which can provide a mitimum basis of income or other support to working poor

women who make the choice to participate in further training to insure economic

self-sufficiency for themselves and their families. Training allowances, vouchers

for retraining, and individual training accounts are important options to explore.

AFDC and/or unemployed status requirements. Programs funded through such

public vehicles as the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), The Work Incentive

Program (WIN), and others, have as their target the economically disadvantaged

population. In fact, these programs usually go further to narrow the purely

income basis for defining economically disadvantaged by requiring that program

participants be entirely dependent on AFDC or wholly unemployed for a specified

number of weeks prior to program entry.

Such entry requirements seen that many ski'ls training programs are inaccessible

to working poor women. Programs must be expanded to include this population before

it moves to a status of total dependency. Already, some public policy response

has occurred. When the Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act was teing drafted
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working poor women were a primary target for services under the new Single Parent

and Homemaker Program. More such solutions, such as state and locally funded

supplements to JTPA, are needed.

Lark of adequate support services. Support services in particular child

care--is at the crux of women's abili.y to succeed in both training programs and

in the labor market. in WOW's own training program, the availability of supports

such as transportation stipends and child care have been demonstrated as criteria

for a woman's successful tranaition from poverty to self-sufficiency.

Support service spending caps and other restrictions placed on publicly

funded programs dictate that access to these programs b, based on affordability

rather than need. WOW believes that funding skills and other training at the

expense of funding for support services is not only a short-sighted approach to

cost-effective 'job training. but sets the rcene for failure for a large population

of poor women.

Finally, there currently exist no publicly funded solutions to the post-

program support services whiLh women will continue to need until they have moved

into a more stable financial position. Without continued supports during job

search and until her first paychecks, a woman has a less favorable chance of making

the successful transition to economic self-sufficiency. Some draft legislation

targeted to welfare recipients does provide for continued support during this

critical period. And, some programs (including WOW) target their ftadraising

efforts to provide a revolving support services or scholarship fund to meet these

needs Finally, some corporations are beginning to consider making grants to the

continuation of these program solutions.

BARRIERS TO CAREER ADVANCEMENT IN WOMEN'S JOBS

But the barriers and solutions I've noted here assume the preparation and

entry of working poor women into higher wage, mele dominated jobs. I'd like to

turn, for a moment, to barriers and strategies for the greater number of women who
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want to/or vill remain in traditionally female occupations.

Child Care: Double Jeopardy for Women

The issue of appropriate and accessible child care raises a particular

quandary for marking women. On the one hand Congressional reports, hearings

and research done by such groups as the Children's Defense Fld. among others,

indicate that there is a crying need for child care to enable parents to fully

participate in the paid labor force. Almost 10 million children under age 6

have working mothers, another 15 million children from 6-13 have mothers who work.

It is estimated that there are 7 million "latch key" children who have no super-

vision after scho..1 hours.

While coats vary according to tle age of the child, most working families

can expect to spend over 102 of their Income on child care.

Kind of care AAI of Child Yearly Cost MEP.

family day care 0-2 $1500-32504
3-5 1500-3000

center care 0-2 1750-3800.
3-5 1750-3800
6-13 900-1500

In 1944, the median annual income of female heads of household in the labor

force with child 12 under 18 years old vas $13,213. Ten percent of $13.213

would not cover the cost the least expensive preschoo. care. Therefore,

if a woman working at any of the typically female sobs accesses informal

child care sing relatives, neighbors, and other systems, she still has

a limited number of dollars remaining to cover housing, transportation,

medical care, food, clothing, other life necessities. Government programs

such as th. Dependent Care Tax .-.- .it have little or no value for those working

women who earn below the median income levels. The limited ability of working

poor women to pay for quality child care has a rollover negative impact on the

income cf another predominantly female'oCcUpitiOnal class--the child care worker

or provider.
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Despite the crying need for zhild cars, the wages and benefits paid to child

care providers who are overwhelmingly female--place them in economic jeopardy.

This quandary typifies much of the situation of women--i.e., those occupations

for which demand exceeds the supply of workers are often those jobs which per-

petuate women's poverty. Thus, the problem of child care as a barrier must be

discussed from two perspectives--that of the working woman in need of accessible

and affordable quality child care, and that of the woman who is the provider of

child care services.

Women as Child Care Workers. There are approximately 5 million child care

providers in the country today -- almost 3 million of them working full -time.

The occupation of child care provider is overwhelmingly female --96Z. As with

many predominantly female occupations, the pay is typically low; average wages

for child care providers range from $2,200 to $12,500 annually, depending on

the type of child care priiden Although the industry has changed somewhat

over the past few years, with tte movement toward licensing and increased

regulation and commercial child care facilities/services, little economically

has changed for the child care worker. The industry is still, by and large,

unregulated and invisible.

One reason for this invisibility concerns the diversity in the settings in

which child care is provided: in-home, shared, family day care, group home, and

child care centers. A 1977-78 survey by the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services estimated that there were approximately 1.8 million home-based providers

serving nearly 5 million children in unregulated, informal arrangements between

providers and parents, and another 115,000 regulated caregafers. 1985 estimates

by the Children's Foundation, Washington-based advocacy organization for women

and children, gives roughly the same figures--between 1.5 and 2 million providers

caring for 5 million children. Most of these providers are women under age 30

, -

with preschoo' or school-age children of their own.
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Wages and Benefits

The most direct action Congress can take with regard to improving the incomes

and lives of working poor women is to examine wage issues directly. Pay equity, a

higher minimum wage. requirements for at least prorated fringe benefits for part-

time jobs are all strategies which could directly affect working poor women's

wages without greatly increasing the federal budget. Congress should consider

recognizing a staged program for instituting such policies. While expensive

for employers in the shore -term. in the long-term, such strategies will have a

positive economic impact (i.e., through lessened dependence on public assistance

programs, expanded consumer and tax paying activities, etc.).

§222211 for Retraining

Apart from the issue of nontraditional training, another key strategy for

achieving self-sutficiency among working poor women is support for retraining.

Whether in high-demasd, high wage occupations or in self-employment, in

enterprise development, or in career ladder oriented opportunities la ,ore

traditional fields, such retraining can provide a path out of poverty. Congress

should consider incentives for employer retraining, individualized training

accounts, increased funding of vocational programs targeted to this population,

and other similar strategies.

SUMMARY

These are but a few of the realities and strategies WOW has explored and

can share with the Subcommittee today. We are delighted that you are asking the

critical questions about who is poor in America and searching for solutions to

address these concerns. As is clear from my and other testimony, for women,

the solution is not just a job. For many women, this path traditionally designed

for men, may lead directly to lives spent in poverty. A more complex and compre-

hensive path will make the difference for working poor women. But it is in the

economic and human interest of the nation to provide such paths.
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Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
Let me begin, Ms. Gregory, by asking you this. You were describ-

ing some differences between your program and the JTPA. Do I
take it you were suggesting that the publicly funded programs
would be more successful if they had more of the flexibility that
yours seems to have?

Ms. GREGORY. Yes, they would, definitely.
Mr. FRANK. In particular, one difference that struck me was

and I would think this is one that we might get some thought for
hereon the JTPA, as I understand it, you can't be employed,
under your program you can be. So what we have is a kind of pun-
ishment under JTPA of those who are employed and we deny them
the serv;ces that might be useful. And you've found that it's possi-
ble, I gather, for women who are working to still benefit from the
training, that there is no necessary reason for it if they're prepared
to work hard enough.

Ms. GREGORY. Absolutely. As well as the issue of the post-pro-
gram dollars. At this point, the woman leaves the program under
JTPA and there is no money.

Mr. FRANK. Well, that seems to me one of the weaknesses of the
program in JTPA. I know there were abuses in CETA, but the
notion that you take very poor people and train them and don't
worry about how they live in the interim or don't provide any way
for them to live in the interim I think is almost going to guarantee
that some of the people who are most in need of this training don't
get it because it's got to be for people who have somehow got the
resources to stay alive and feed a family or whatever for that
period of time.

Let me just ask you. Our colleague from Texas, I guess I asked if
he wanted to make a statement, and he chose instead just to insert
it in the record. But I did note that one of the things he said was
that he found the term "working poor" to be an oxymoron, that
being poor was a matter of spirit and that he believes that if you're
working full time you aren't poor because you would have a posi-
tive spirit.

Have we exaggerated? I mean, in the experience of either or both
of you, are there people I know your focus is on women, but it
would cover bothare there women who work full time who are
still poor and would consider themselves poor? The suggestion was
that people who are working full time don't think of themselves as
poor because they're employed.

Ms. GREGORY. I think that possibly it is an attitudinal problem.
However, it's very, very seriously an economic issue. The women
that come to us are women who have tried to maintain an attach-
ment to the labor market and either a child is sick or they don't
have the fringe benefits, and they recognize the limits that they
can go to with working full time, and they are always from pay-
check to paycheck, and barely covering any expenses for a child.

Mr. FRANK. Ms. Gluckman.
Ms. GLUCKMAN. Yes, I agree. I think that it is an economic prob-

lem, that we have shifted too far in the direction ofI mean, I am
young and I can still remember when people used to be concerned
about poverty per se as a source of social ills. Now we seem to only
be concerned about welfare dependency.
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But poverty per se is still a source of social ills, and if a woman
works two shifts and doesn't have the time to spend with her chil-
dren, those children are still going to suffer for that whether or not
she has the pride or self-esteem not to consider herself poor.

Mr. FRANK. The child who is not being provided for adequately is
going to feel a sense of deprivation whether the parent is fully em-
ployed or not, in terms of just

Ms. GREGORY. Yes.
Ms. GLUCKMAN. I think so.
Mr. FRANK [continuing]. Adequate provision for the child.
I thank you both.
Mr. Niehon.
Mr. NnasoN. Yes, I would like to ask two or three questions.
You mentioned in your report that the average age attainedor

the average educational skill level in years is 11.6.
Ms. GREGORY. Yes.
Mr. Nisamorr. The average competency level is less than eighth

grade. And you mentioned some fah-to-seventh-grade skill levels
in mathematics and English. Let me ask two questions on that. Is
this because there is a gap in time since the women learned the
skills in school and they have simply not used them and may have
forgotten them, or is it because the education system never ade-
quately taught them in the first place?

Ms. GREGORY. I think it's a little bit of both. We have some
women who have, within a year or two years of coming to us, com-
pleted high school, and they consistently score higher. But there
are still real gaps in their ability to comprehend written material
and to read at the 12th-grade level. SO I would say that there are
some real gaps in the basic educational system.

Mr. NisisoN. Are you familiar with the study titled "The Nation
at Risk"? Would you agree with its basic tenets, that we have a
rising tide of mediocrity in our school system? Do you agree with
that basic conclusion?

Ms. GREGORY. I think that's consistently true. I think that there
are some specific bright points on the horizon, and there is some
innovative programming. But I certainly can't see that going across
the board that we have been able to produce a generation of indi-
viduals who can function at a literate level.

Mr. Numsopr. On page 3 you give us a list of reasons why you feel
the economic results for women have not been satisfactory. You
mention a number of factors: sex discrimination, age, education, ex-
perience, occupation, industry, history of work, and union status.

Could you sort of rank those for me, at least to some extent,
which do you feel is the most important? Is sex discrimination the
most important of that list?

Ms. GREGORY. Well, I would say that it's occupational segregation
with sex discrimination combined with it.

Mr. Nunsopr. Both occupation and sex discrimination?
Ms. GREGORY. Yee, because occupations are not paid- -
Mr. Nuasopr. What about union status? You say on the next

page that women who work in primarily nonunion industries re-
ceive less than 75 percent of what the women do who are in union
industries.

Ms. GREGORY. Absolutely.
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Mr. Nizisori. What's the solution to that?
Ms. GREGORY. Well, I would say the simple solution would be to

organize and for women to be involved in collective bargaining and
for their occupations to be unionized. We know that most women
work in occupations that are not unionized, and in particular

Mr. NIEU3ON. Well, they don't really have the opportunity to join
the unions.

Ms. GREGORY. Right. And particularly the new occupations and
the emerging high technology industries.

Mr. NIELf3ON. I see.
Ms. Gluckman, I noticed you nodded "yes" on that question. How

would you resolve this problem, where women in nonunionized in-
dustries make less than those in unionized industries?

Ms. GLUCKSILAN. Well, that reflects a couple of things. First of all,
I mean, I think that there are some macroeconomic issues in terms
of why manufacturing industries which are primarily unionized
are higher-paying than service industries which are primarily not
unionized, which may have to do with other things beyond merely
the fact of whether or not they're unionized.

However, given the general trend of the expanding nature of the
service sector and the contracting nature of the manufacturing
sector, we see the solution as organizing. Nine-to-Five is not a
union per se. But it is affiliated with a sister union, District 925 of
the Service Employees International Union, and we organize office
workers. And we win pay raises. I mean, to that extent, it's that
simplewhich does not mean that Government does not have a
role, let me add.

Mr. Nizisori. Let me ask you two questions. You mentioned in
your report that about 50 percent of the women who work have
working husbands. The other 50 percent, roughlyI am not sure I
have the right numbers, Ms. Gregory
MS. GREGORY. Yes.
Mr. Nixisori. About half of them, roughly, have working hus-

bands, the other half do not. If fewer women who have working
husbands worked, would that make it a better market for those
who don't have husbands and who are the sole source of support? I
am ncA suggesting we tell the wives to stay home, but I am wonder-
ing, is that part of the problem, that there are too many working
wives taking the jobsgood jobsthat might otherwise be filled by
women without spouses?

Ms. GREGORY. Well, I think that some of the myth is coining out.
What we're seeing is that more families than ever before are earn-
ing $25,000 a year and above. But they're earning it because there
are two wage earners and there are more hours going into labor
and seemingly leas return. So most of the women that are working
that have husbands that work, their wages are really the ones that
keep the family out of poverty, above the poverty line.

Mr. Mumma. So there are some male heads of households who
probably wouldn't make it without the wife's economic help?

Ms. GREGORY. A considerable number, yes.
Mr. Nisisori. I was just wondering to what extent you might

want to give job preference to the female head of household. I
know one of the reasons we had job discrimination in the early
days was that we felt we had to give the man more than the
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woman because he's supporting a family. I know that was a myth,
but it still persists in many industries. Could we also say the
woman who is head of a household should make more than the
woman who is a wife whose husband works for the same reason? Is
that possible?

Mr. FRANK. Would the gentleman yield-
Ms. GREGORY. I would like for you to say that. [Laughter.]
But I think all we're talking about is an equitable chance, and

that people be able to have an equal chance to go into training, to
be trained for jobs that are best suited for them, and equal access,not

Mr. NreLsoN. I am not recommending it. I am just asking, does
that same philosophy carry over, to give the woman who is head of
the household an economic advantage similar to what the man at-
tains, in fact, if not in theory?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. Sounds good.
Ms. GREGORY. I would like to adopt the positive side of what you

said. I mean, I would like employers to develop an attitude where
they take women who are heads of households seriously and think,
"Well, gosh, she's supporting some kids. Maybe I had better give
her a raise."

However, that doesn't mean that
Mr. NumsoN. I yield to the chairman. He has a sage comment.
Mr. FRANK. I just want to say I think, seriously, given the law,

that it would not be pozible to discriminate for the nonworking
woman in favor of working women. But you might if you wanted to
add the working husband; that is, in other words, if the theory is
that a single wage earner were to be given preference over a mar-
ried wage earner if the other spouse was working, that would logi-
cally apply to either a man or a woman.

That is, you would give the female head of household preference
if you were going to do it over either a man or a woman whose
spouse was working, and my guess is that would make it much
more resistible by a lot of people. But I think that would be the
nonsexually discriminatory way to phrase that.

Mr. NIKIAON. Well, we turned down the tax reform proposal, but
is there some way we could accomplish this through the tax
system? In other words, should we give the female head of house-
hold a tax break that would be more substantial than she is now
getting? Would that help?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. Well, the tax rates at the lower income brackets
have to change.

Ms. GREGORY. You have to eliminate the working poor.
Ms. GLUCKMAN. You have to eliminate the tax liability of the

working poor. It's just beyond silly that the woman in my example
receives something like $700 a year in section 8 housing subsidy
and yet carries a tax liabilityit's in the 17 percent tax bracket
and carries a tax liability of a couple of thousand dollars a year.
It's ridiculous.

Mr. NinsoN. One other question to Ms. Gluckman. You made a
rather strong statement. I will give you a chance to defend the
statement or elaborate on it, that, "Workfare is a punitive method
of getting people out of welfare."

11115. GLUCKMAN. You're going to attribute that to me. [Laughter.]
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Mr. NmsoN. I believe I read that in Mr. Gluckman's statement.
Ms. GLUCKMAN. No, I didn't make it.
Mr. FRANK. That was Ms. Gregory.
Mr. NuasoN. Oh, the other one?
Ms. GREGORY. Yes.
Mr. NinsoN. Oh, I am sorry. Well, all right. Would you like to

try that?
MA. GREGORY. Yes. The workfare programs that we have seen

have essentially told women, "You go and you work off your bene-
fits, and as soon as you work off your benefits, you go right back to
welfare. You are not on the job."

There is no intention to try and do any kind of assessment, to try
to do any kind of career planning, to provide the skills training
that is required to move the woman permanently away from de-
pendence on public assistance.

We consider that an economic as well as administrative loss.
Mr. NinsoN. Do you agree with Mr. Gottschalk's comment,

"Allow women to make as much"or "the poor," I should say"to
make as much as they possibly can on workfare without decreasing
what they have otherwise"? Would you agree with his comment, or
did you hear it?

Ms. GREGORY. I heard the comment, and I would have to explore
it further. But I couldn't see that as the only solution without the
other supports to move a woman into a viable occupation.

Mr. NnasoN. I can say for myself and, I hope, for some others in
the Government area, that we do not want to take away the incen-
tive for someone who wants to work. If they want to work, there
should be some incentive; they shouldn't be penalized for working,
number one, either through taxation or through the loss of legiti-
mate benefits.

The second thing I would like to say is that it seems to me that
we need to concentrate on what you're doing, getting women into
higher paying categories, into professions, and other job categories
where they can compete and where the wages are higher. I think
one of the problems is that women have traditionally chosen low
paying careers. Now, maybe it's because of the barriers we've put
up in society, but women need to get more into these other areas.

I know I used to teach at a university, and whenever I had a
female student who graduated in statistics, she was snapped up
just like that. She'd get three or four times as many offers as the
male graduates, particularly if she happened to be a minority, as
some of them were.

So there are some professions where they want more and better
trained women. And so if you can encourage more to go into those
areas, I think the better off you are.

Ms. GLUCKMAN. I want to just make a brief point about the train-
ing programs. Most of the training programs geared toward AFDC
recipients that we see train for the most basic level of clerical job's.
And if you take a perspective where you see that the basic problem
is poverty and not welfare dependency, welfare dependency that is
a secondary problem of poverty, and that the wage levels of these
basic clerical jobs are poverty level or below poverty level, then
that's clearly not a solution.
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I don't know enough about JTPA, but I would suggest that it
have some sort of small research arm that would help JTPF- funded
programs to develop training programs that would direct toward
better paid jobs and also would understand that office work is
changing very fast with office automation, and that a lot of the jobs
that are being trained for now we believe will probably be obsolete
within even two decades or less than that. It's important for these
training p to at least take a stab at training women for
jobs that actually exist 15 years from now, particularly with
resnect to computers.

Mr. NtimsoN. Ms. Gluckman, what do you mean by a dead-end
job?

Ms. GLucKmAN. A job with no clear career path leading out of it.
Mr. NIZIKON. What makes a particular job a dead-end job?
Ms. GLUCKMAN. Well, in most firms, the clerical workers are at

an entirely different level of the hierarchy from what I usually
think of as the sort of real people in the firm. I used to be a secre-
tary in a consulting firm and there were the clerical staff and then
there were the accountants and consultants and so forth.

It was just obvious that no secretary was ever going toshe
could become a sort of senior secretary, but there were simply no
career paths and no expectation that she would ever be encouraged
in any manner, shape, or form to move up. It was just a clear
break between the clerical level and the real level. And most cleri-
cal jobs are like that. I mean, you can perhaps become a clerical
supervisor or something, but you can't move into anything else.

Mr. Nizi.sow. Would you consider a sanitation engineer or a
trash collector a dead-end job?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. Probably, yes. But if I am going to have a dead-
end job, I would rather be paid $10 an hour than $5 an hour for it.

Mr. NuasoN. One of the problems I have with comparative
worth is thatthere was a comic strip where a female secretary
was complaining about her job, "I see the trash collector makes
more than I do. Her boss asked, "Would you be willing to work as
a trash collector?" She said, "I wouldn't do it for a million dollars."
He says, "See."

It is a job that pays more because of the unpleasant nature of the
job. Is that part of the problem? Are women willing to go into coal
mining and other jobs that are careers where working conditions
are less than comfortable, but compensation is higher. Are they
willing to do that?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. Some women are. I think that if you spent some
time in an office, you might fmd it to be a fairly unpleasant envi-
ronment as well, in different ways.

However, if we believe that people should be paid according to
the unpleasantness or exposure to hazardous chemicals, for exam-
ple, or something that it carries, that's something that car be fac-
tored into a comparable worth evaluation. There is no reason why
that can't be part of the evaluation.

Mr. NIKLSON. So the man or woman who is willing to go into one
of those dangerous or unhealthy type jobs should be compensated
more regardless of their sex?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. Yes. I mean, that would be one factor, sure. And
in most of the scales that I have seen, that is one factor.
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Mr. NIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
Mr. Owens.
Mr. Ow Eris. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think Ms. Gluckman might have partially answered the ques-

tion that I had in mind.
Ms. Gregory talked in terms of a program, of going through a

procedure, and at the end of that procedure you can get a job at $5
an hour or more as if it's the routine kind of thing, and there is a
demand for the women that get the proper training and education
and then can step out into a job. Did you mean to give that impres-
sion, or am I misunderstanding?

Ms. GREGORY. Well, one of the ways that the program is struc-
tured, we have our own private industry adviser group, which are
major employers in the Washington metropolitan area, and we
look to them. We do some internal surveying. We have our own
management information system inhouse through which we con-
tinuously look at the job market and the changing job market and
rely on the employers.

Mr. OWENS. But you have no problem getting jobs for people who
have been process?

Ms. GREGORY. ht.
Mr. Owaiis. Ms. luckman.
Ms. GLUCKMAN. Yes?
Mr. OWENS. Ms. Gluckman you said something about some of the

things we're training people for are jobs that will become obsolete
shortly. What do you think the relationship between supply and
demand has to do with this whole problem in terms of women
being trained for jobs that are in demand, but that may be obsolete
soon, while even m a glamorous place like Capitol Hill it's difficult
to find computer technicians.

I just wondered as women are trained for the kinds of jobs that
are in great demand now, are they able to capitalize on that
demand and get higher salaries? Is there a situation where it does
not matter what the demand is, they still have lower salaries?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. That's a tricky question.
Mr. OwENS. Supply is limited, the demand is great, but the sala-

ries still remain low?
MS. GLUCKMAN. The jobs that--
Mr. Owaxs. Because women are unorganized, maybe, or be-cause
MS. GLUCKMAN. Well, women aren't being trained to be comput-

er technicians. I mean, that's not going to be an obsolete job, but
women aren't, except for in good programs like

Mr. Ownis. They are not being trained?
Ms. GLUCKMAN [continuing]. Most of the training programs that

we see are training in the most very basic clerical sktlls like typing
and perhaps word processing and stenography occasionally.

I am not saying that women's wages are not determined in the
market, but they're determined within the parameters ofI mean,
the market itself 415, can we say, segregated or divided. You know,
some people have referred to a primary sector and a secondary
sector so that there are two separate markets where wages are
being set. Most women's occupations, most female-dominated occu-
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pations, fall within that secondary sector, so that the tugs of the
primary sector, of demand in the primary sector are not felt as
much by them and are not as beneficial to their wage levels as
they would be if the labor market were unified.

Mr. OWENS. All rt. ht.
Ms. Gurcinuar. That's what we mean by occupational segrega-

tion.
Mr. OwENs. Yes. The occupational segregation problem is there.

Can it be solved by having less segregation in the training and edu-
cational sector? As we educate people, moving into the world of
high technology where you could say jobs are becoming more
feminized in terms of being clean and neat, certainly high technol-
ogy jobs, such as polygraph specialists at the Pentagon. They need
a great number, I understand, but they can't seem to find enough.
[Laughter.]

Ms. GREGORY. That's unfortunate.
Ms. GurcamsN. That may be fortunate, I don't know.
Mr. Owlets. Jobs for statisticians, in cancer research they can't

find enough people to move fast enough on these various treat-
ments that are coming up. It's highly technical. Is the problem
really segregation? Should we make a frontal attack on segregation
in the education sector and the training sector?

Ms. GLUCKMAN. Absolutely. And that shifting of women
Mr. OwENs. Is there segregation in the education and training

sector where women can't get the kind of training which qualifies
them for these jobs? This is my main question.

Ms. GLUCKMAN. I am not really qualified to say. I would say,
however, that I think it's still very true that from a very early age
women are shunted away from sciences and that continues to be a
factor in the fields where they end up, and it's going to become
more and more important to change that.

Ms. GREGORY. I would like to add that in the vocational educa-
tion system you see over 60 percent of the women and girls in that
system continuing to be trained, as compared to the men and boys
in that system, in lower wage, shorter career laddered occupations,
and even today, as much career information as we have.

Mr. OWENS. Well, I find evidence that even some of the jobs
where there is great demand, the demand is there and the supply
is low, and yet the salaries still remain low. That baffles me.

Ms. GREGORY. Typical of nursing and
Mr. Chyme. Yes. Right.
Ms. GREGORY [continuing]. Teaching professions.
Mr. OwzNs. Thank you.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MAirrnaz. In your last comment you said, "as much infor-

mation as we have about career availability." Who has that infor-
mation?

Ms. GREGORY. Well, it's real tricky. We did some research on five
high technology industries. And as a matter of fact, the informa-
tionthere was a lot of information out there. Some of it was con-
flicting. It was held in lots of different agencies. We dealt with the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Commerce, Office of
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Technology Assessment, and essentially did some of our own analy-
sis work.

It's true that the information is not readily available, but major
associations like the Computer and Business Manufacturing Asso-
ciation, American Electronics Association and others have a wealth
of information, as do local economic developme ' offices.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Would it be an absolute true tatement that it's
scattered, disorganized, and uncoordinated?

Ms. GREGORY. Absolutely. You have to work to , et it.
Mr. MARrona. Would you from your experiences appreciate and

feel the necessity for national coordination?
Ms. GREGORY. Absolutely.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Would you believe that that could lead us to de-

veloping a good work force policy?
Ms. GREGORY. I certainly think that it could be the critical com-

ponent in it.
Mr. MARTINEZ. You know, one of the things in dealing in the

Education and Labor Committee, which I am a part of, on my Sub-
committee on Employment Opportunities, it has become apparent
to me that many of the people that know of the jobs that are avail-
able guard that very cautiously because they feel that interference
in their determining who they eventually want to employ, and that
stems from certain inherent discriminationsyou mentioned one
that in certain kinds of jobs, the employer, not because of the
market demands, you know, when you talk about market de-
mandsand I was in business for myself; to me, that means that if
I want to produce a product or service on a competitive basis with
the other people that are producing that product and service, that I
have to factor in what its going to cost me to produce that. And
thereby, then that's how I set the salary, wages, and the worth of
each particular job.

That's not what is really happening. It's a completely different
thing. And there are certain inherent biases in our free enterprise
system that are there, and in some attempts to overcome that, leg-
islation has been passed which I think, by and large, in the last few
years has been completely ignored and denied. And I think that
there is a need for the Department of Labor to establish within
itself an agency or department that deals with determining what
are the future employment needs of the country as a whole, where
is the trainingwhere should the training be directed?

Ms. GREGORY. Absolutely.
Mr. MARTINEZ. How much of that should be done with encour-

agement from the Federal Government and how much should be
done with encouragement from the private sector, because ulti-
mately the private sector in the private sector are going to reap
the benefits of well-trained, well-directed people.

There was the case in point where at one point in time engineers
were thought to be the need of the future, and we trained engi-
neers till they were coming out our ears, and all of a sudden there
was a complete drop in the market for that kind of service, and en-
gineers were out of a job and some of them looking to sh- A them-
selves because they had developed a certain standard of living that
they could not any longer maintain.
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So that this is not new, but still we do nothing about it, apd I
think there is a real need for it.

In regard to comparable worth, it has always been my impres-
sion that comparable worth means that if the so-called market es-
tablished the worth of a particular job, regardless of whether it be
a man or a woman, that that be paid to either man or woman, but
in many cases, because we in our archaic thinking from things that
were established before, that certain kinds of jobs were done by a
woman because the woman had the skill to do them.

And I really admit that in some of those jobs, women have a
better skill to do than men do, and in that regard, talking about
what you talked about earlier, that if a particular job has a par-
ticular hazard or skill connected to it, that work should be meas-
ured in. But it's not.

So that we need to look at those things in comparable worth that
just because traditionally that job has been descried as a woman's
job and a woman in the beginning was supposed to be an auxiliary
income to the household, which isn't true any more, and even
where those 50 percent of those working women have husbands
working, if you look at the combined salaries, as you indicated,
some of whom are just above that poverty level, but if you consider
the dependencies that they have and why they're working, they
quickly drop below the poverty line.

You outlined one in your testimony, written testimony, about
particular individual woman, single woman who was working who
earned a certain salary, but if you measure expenses, she had $8 to
do any of a number of things that could not be considered luxuries
but necessities of life.

So all of those things, you know, we chose through those people
who are making decisions ignore all of those factors in considering
what is a livable wage and what is the worth of that person doing
the job.

You talk about a dead-end job, you know, I know a lot of people
that, as Mr. Nielson has said, are happy picking up trash. They
don't have any higher expectation than that because you know
why? It's a good-paying job. It provides them with all the security
they need. And that's really what it's all about: the security we
need to maintain a reasonable standard of living, and then we
become happy in the fact that we're productive human beings.

I don't know how anybody can be happy and not be poor of spirit
who is not making a wage that at least gives them the security of a
decent standard of living. I just feel that way.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Well, if the gentleman reads Mr. Boulter's state-

ment, perhaps he will be enlightened, because Mr. Boulter has
preached the virtue of a happy spirit in the face of no money.
[Laughter.]

Mr. MAirrpizz. I can remember when I had four children and I
was struggling with a low-paying job, looking to train myself in
something else so that I could make higher wages. At that period
of time, the only thing that gave me any hope and spirit was the
fact that I knew that I had the ability to train myself for a higher
paying job.
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But in my particular situation, I was not rich in spirit, nor were
my children rich in spirit.

Mr. FRANK. The point that was made.
Thank you.
I want to tiler k you both very much. This has been very helpful.
Ms. GREGORY. Thank you.
Mr. FRANK. Next we will hear from our panel of Alfred Kahn,

who is an economist at the Columbia School of Social Welfare; and
Mary Bourdette, who is director of government affairs at Chil-
dren's Defense Fund. I thank you both for your forbearance.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED KAHN, PROFESSOR, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Mr. KAHN. Shall I lead off?
Mr. FLANK. Yes, please.
Mr. KAHN. I am Alfred J. Kahn. I am a professor at the Colum-

bia University School of Social Work, and my field is social policy
and planning. I am not an economist. There are other Alfred
Kahns who are economists, including one who prevailed here in
Washington a few years ago.

Mr. FRANK. He worked here. I am not sure he would claim that
he prevailed.

Mr. KAHN. Yes. Well, OK. He wore a button called WIN.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am speaking for

myself and for Dr. Sheila Kamerman, who is codirector with me of
a research program called Cross-National Studies.

For about 15 years we have been studying the social policies of
advanced industrial countries and comparing U.S. policies with
them. And we have, with financial support from the -Social Securi-
ty Administration, carried out a study on which I want to rely
today in shedding some light on the options that you face in consid-
ering the issue of the working poor.

I want to say a thing about looking at other countries before I
get specific. We don't believe that any one country ordinarily can
copy its policy solutions from another country. No two countries
are alike, and values and preferences and political interests are
quite different, as are populations.

However, since different countries have already enacted and ex-
perienced different strategies, the advanced industrial world may
be considered in some ways as a laboratory of natural experiments.
You can't manipulate large social policies to do laboratory experi-
ments, but you can recognize that the world, in a sense, In a labora-
tory of natural experiments and that you can learn how certain
policies turn out if you manage to look at what's gone on in other
countries.

Social Security was invented in Europe, and importx1 here in the
1330'a. There are solutions on the other side of the Pacific that
people L'.1 industry are now looking at for other purposes and so
forth, and vice versa.

I want to say one other thing. I am mindful of the votes on tax
reform and the deficit yesterday, and I recognize that you are not
going to enact any new policies in the field in which I am talking
to you about today. This Congress is not going to do that, obviously.
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But I regard this as a seed time, and I am here to add some ideas
to your agenda, some items that belong on an essential menu for a
society that cares about its working poor.

Basically, I am going to try to argue that if you look at countries
that are more successful than we in this field, you find that a strat-
egy of what might be called income supplementation is a good
strategy.

That is, the assumption that people work, will be expected to
work, will be helped to work, will be trained to work, will be
helped to find work, but also that a lot of people in our society are
going to work for low wages, wages which will not make it possible
for them to pull it off, and that if we think that work is an impor-
tant value, that there are strategies which fit under the general
rubric of what I will call income supplementation, which will make
a difference.

I want to concentrate on a study of income transfers that was
supported, as I said, by the Social Security Administration. It was
carried out in the United States, Canada, England, France, West
Germany, Sweden, Israel, and Australia, with research teams that
we contracted with and that cooperated with us and that had the
cooperation of their governments, in turn.

What we mean by income transfers is social insurance, public as-
sistance, child allowances, tax credits or rebates, food stampsthat
is, the ways in which public policies distribute resources directly to
individuals when for one reason or another the market is not
viewed as doing the job satisfactorily.

I am not going to give you research detail. You don't need that
from me, and its hard to listen to, anyway. I will file a research
report with the hearings, but I will answer questions for you.

But you may want to know that we picked the countries we did
because some are richer than others, some are very poor countries,
some are unitary countries, some are federal systems, and they
also had different interests in income maintenance as a way of
dealing with family issues and family problems.

What we basically did was to take families in each of these coun-
tries, take the same family through the wage system and transfer
system in each of the countries, look at its net income Lt the end of
the year, and compare that net income to the net income of the
average production worker in that country, express that as a ratio,
and then have a way to rank families.

That's the device that makes it possible to look across and see
how will families of various categories and types fare in different
countries. A single mother who doesn't work, a single mother who
works, a low-earner family, a high-earner family, a two-earner
family of the sort that the gentleman was talking about before, a
family with four kids which now ranks as a large family in most of
the world, a family with two kids, and so forth.

What we basically did was to concentrate, for your purposes, on
those families that can be thought of as the working poor. That is,
we took a family of a father and mother and two young kids, the
father works intermittently. We took a single woman who doesn't
work and lives on welfare. We took a single woman, who works,
earns half of an average wage, and tries to manage. We took a
family of an unemployed family, unemployed, on work programs,
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et cetera. And then we took a family with four kids, a father work-
ing, and only an average salary.

We compared how they did relative to the average worker in
their own countries. What we found should not surprise anybody,
because when you look at the working poor, you discover what we
know from our census data here in the United States, and the U.S.
story is well known. That is that we have a significant subgroup in
our poverty population that does consist of mother-only families
where the mother is working, and two-parent families with at least
one working parent.

I am sorry I didn't hear the earlier testimony here, but I am sure
somebody pointed out to you that if you take a minimum wage and
multiply it by 40 hours a week, you re below the poverty line for a
family of two in the United States. '.) if you're asking whether
working people have poverty, of course they do by the definitions of
what were calling poverty and by the general agreement that this
isn't the time to raise the minimum wage, because we're going to
lose jobs if we do. And so the issue is, what are we going to do oth-
erwise?

The last time I looked, about 20 percent of all Americans were
poor before there were any transfer paymentsand perhaps Peter
Gottschalk testified about thatand that we had both in two-
parent families and in single-parent families.

Now, with that in mind and to conserve your time, I will simply
make a few generalizations about a few family types. If the gentle-
men would look at the chart at the very last page, you can see
some of the numbers that I will be referring to, but I think I can
make the point even for people who don't want to watch the num-
bers.

We used New York and Pennsylvania for the United States be-
cause we decided that we would deal with States that have rela-
tively generous welfare benefits and relatively generous ways of re-
lating food stamps and welfare. At the time that we put this to-
gether, New York ranked as one of the five or six top States, de-
pending on what category you used. Pennsylvania was about a
third down in distribution.

And we stopped at that point because we discovered that all
States in the United States that ranked behind Pennsylvania
ranked behind all the other countries in the study in their generos-
ity to the working pobr.

That is, as a country, we have not undertaken to do anything in
the realm of concern with working poor. And that's why I wanted
to give you a bit of a menu today of what these countries do.

I won't read numbers at you, except to say that Pennsylvania
ranks last. New York ranks in the middle. The generous countries
are France and Sweden. England and Canada are somewhat up
above. But Germany is usually third.

Australia and Israel rank lower down, but usually not as badly
as we do in some things for the whole country but usualt. not as
well off as New York. Israel is a much poorer country, of course,
than the United States.

Australia has a means-tested social insurance program; that is,
even Social Security benefits are means tested, as is unemployment
insurance in Australia, and so you would expect them to rank low
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in generosity. They are a sort of an egalitarian country of a frugal
sort, if you want to characterize the way in which they deal with
these things.

But the thing that you notice when you look at these families
and compare them is, first, when you look at a family where a
single mother is working and has two childrenthat's 2A on that
chartexcept perhaps in Germany, where the taxes were very
heavy, she is always better off in every country than the welfare
mother. That is, even if she's earning half of an average wage. She
is always better off even in the United States, if you have a gener-
ous State like New York at the time, with a decent welfare level
plus food stamps. And we didn't even give financial value to public
housing because it isn't uniformly available. We only took the enti-
tlement programs.

On the other hand, if she's living at home on welfare and not in
the labor force, then she's down there and looks very bad compared
to all the other family types.

As you know, in the last 5 years we've cut the generosity of wel-
fare benefits to the working poor by decreasing income disregards.
And so this margin becomes less satisfactory than it was, although
Congress reestablished partially for the first 4 months, as you
know, last year, in 1983.

Sweden is far more generous than we are becauseand this is
what I want to get tothey have family allowances, housing allow-
ances, advance maintenance payments, et cetera, as do some of the
other countries.

If you look at the familyand I am cutting this because I want
to hit the generalizations in a few momentsif you look at the
family of the intermittent workerthat is a man who ends up
having earned half of an average wage in the course of a year and
he has two kids and a nonworking wifehe is treated relatively re-
spectably in a place like New York because we have a general as-
sistance program for which he is eligibile that is at the same level
of AFDC.

But if you put him into a State like Pennsylvania and most of
the rest of the country, he's way down there because you don't
have general assistance or it's much less generous.

Here is where it makes a great difference to be in Sweden, Ger-
many, or France where you have family allowances, housing allow-
ances, and some other programs that I will mention.

I do not want to act as though you're dealing with generosity
here, because if a family of two comes out ranking satisfactorily
and a family of four comer out ranking somewhat better, if you
translate it into per capita, then the unemployed father or the
intermittent worker is sustaining his family at a very low level,
but nonetheless, again they're doing better than we are for most
family types.

The Europeans and the Israelis also treat large familiesthat is,
low-earner intact families with more than the average number of
childrenas vulnerable. But we don't in the United States. That is,
we have no programs for which they are eligible, nor are there any
special benefits available to them unless they are so low that they
might reach the food stamp eligibility level.
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The Europeans provide family allowances and housing allow-
ances to them, and they keep that family of four children in the
relatively respectable position in France, Sweden, and Germany.
England and Israel are not so generous as that.

These summary statements require additional information if you
want to interpret them. First, the working single mother with two
children does not need public assistance anywhere except in the
United States, Canada, and Australia. That is, if she's working and
she has access to some of the supplements I talk about, she does
not require public assistance.

On the other hand, the irregular worker's familythat is, the
up-and-downmay also get public assistance for a brief time. And
in none of the other countries does the large family require ,.c re-
ceive public assistance. There is a token amount in Sweden under
certain circumstances.

What did we conclude from all this, before giving you the specif-
ics about programs? First, those who work are always better off
than those who live on income transfers, whether you call them
welfare or whatever else.

Second, those without children are always better off economical-
ly than those with children, no matter what these countries do by
way of income transfers, child allowances. Anything that +hey do
never makes up.

That is, people who are raising children are indulging in a con-
sumption good, so to sr-ak, in all societies, even though the society
might think of them as a long-range investment if it cares about its
labor force, its army, its congress and anything else.

However, the generous countries, as far as vulnerable families
are concerned, are those willing to insure some type of income sup-
plementation for the working poor. The most important programs I

ould like to mention briefly are: children's allowances, housing al-
lowances, advanced payments of child support if the father doesn't
pay it or doesn't pay the full amount in single-parent families.
Available as a last-ditch supplementation is public assistance in
some places, AFDC or SSI, or general assistance in our country,
but SSI doesn't affect these families, of course.

We stress here that in accounting for the different financial bur-
dens of workers, what is most important is the availability of these
supplements that add to modest earnings that don't substitute for
earnings as a way of managing.

A word or two about each.
Am I running out of time?
Mr. FRANK. We are. Yes, if you can sum up in a couple of more

minutes.
Mr. KAHN. OK. Two minutes.
First, children's allowances, given to every child. In sensible

countries, a decent amount of money. In the U.S. model, taxable, or
perhaps a tax credit instead Jf the exemption in the tax system.
Children's allowance.

Second, housing allowance, recognizing that the market doesn't
produce housing at a rate that middle-income people can afford in
most large cities. Therefore, the desire to provide in the form of a
voucher a sr.pplement to pay rent, something like what the present
administration has recommended in its Housing Voucher Program,
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but as an entitlement rather than as a very small program avail-
able to only a small number of children.

Third, advanced payment of child support; that is, a guarantee
that if the wife or the unmarried spouse, has gone to court, or if
the court has called for child support, if every effort has been made
to collect it, the society advances the support as an investment in
the children and takes on the collection task for itself. It works
very well in a large number of countries.

What is accomplished through all of thisand my testimony has
information about the standard of living, about the amount of
money that's involved in each of these and about the results in
terms of country ranking and so forth. What is accomplished is you
make it possible for people to work their hardest at the skill level
that they have, to be self-respecting, self-supporting members of
the society and to be given either universal benefits that are tax-
able so that you don't really let rich people end up with them, or
income-tested benefits that are high enough to be acceptable, like
student loan-type of levels of eligibility, housing allowances, and so
forth, but again as taxable benefits so that you're not wasting
money. On the other hand, you're treating your society as a unified
group of people in which it's unusual to be fully dependent on
income transfers, except if you're fully disabled or reached an age
when you can't work, et cetera.

The expectation in all these countries, by the way, is that moth-
ers of young children will work, and it's acceptable, et cetera, and
for that, of course, you have to support the child-care recommenda-
tion I heard here earlier, do something about parental leaves, ma-
ternity leaves, parent leaves, generally, and those sorts of things
for transition periods.

I will stop now and answer questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kahn follows:]
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INCOME SUPPLEWENTATTON AND THE WORKING POOR

Alfred J. Kahn and Sheila B. Kamerman,

Professors, Columbia University School of Social Work

and Co-Directors,

Cross-National Studies of Social Services and Family Policy

Chairman Frank and Members of the Subcommittee:

We appreciate this opportunity to draw upon both the results of

our eight-country collaborative study, funded largely by the

Family Assistance Research Program of the Social Security

Administration, and upon several of our related comparative

policy studies, supported by major private foundations, to

address some of the social policy challenges currently faced by

our society.

We do not believe that one country can, ordinarily, copy its

policy solutions from another. However, since different

countries have already enacted and experienced different

strategies, the advanced industrial world may be considered in

some way as a laboracory of natural experiments. We have

attempted to utilize a pattern of cooperative international

research, involving expert teams in all countries, to assemble

data about societal learning in several fields.

Here, at your initiative, we concentrate on relevant material

from a study of income transfers in the U.S. and seven other

major western industrial societies. The countries are: U.S.,

Canada, England, France, West Germany, Sweden, Israel, and

Australia. Income transfers are defined to include social

insurance, social assistance, child allowances, and tax credits

vr rebates. In short, they are the ways in which public policy

distributes resources (cash and cash-equ valents like food

stamps) when the distribution of resources through the market is
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viewed as inadequate.

To conserve time and spare the Subcommittee a recital of

technical research detail, some of the highlights of this study

are in a previously published article appended to this

testimony. (*Income Maintenance, Wages, and Family Income, from

public Welfare, Pall, 1983). A full report of the study findings

is available in a published book, a monograph, and ten policy

articles in various journals. These, too, are listed in our

research program's Consolidated Publication List, which follows

this testimony.

However, to understand and assess the data to be offered and

the policy conclusions drawn, the Subcommitte will want to know

the following: Our countries vary considerably in wealth - as

measured by per capita GNP; we have representation from both

federal and unitary governmental structures; the countries vary,

as well, by their explicit commitments to employ income transfers

in a coordinated way to implement family policy objectives.

The study considered how various types of families with young

childrcr (those with one or two rtrerta: *hose with one. two, or

four children - and with no children, to provide contrast), with

different labor force status among parenta (employed, unemployed.

not in the labor force), and with six different wage levels

(ranging from no wage to three times average wage) fared

economically. Its focus was their sit4ation at the end of a year

of receiving earnings and government income transfers after
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payment of taxes. A second focus was on the types of transfers

used in different countries as well as on the alternative

approaches employed in providing transfers. We drew up a

selection of fifteen family types, making them standard in

marital status, labor force status, number and age of children,

work history, and wage as proportion of each country's average

wage. (See Appendix for Tables 1 and 2) We also identified ten

major income transfer programs in the countries studied. Not

every program exists in every country. For purposes of

comparison we assumed that all who qualified for a benefit both

claimed and received it, although we realize that this is not

necessarily the cast.

For today's purposes, we have assembled materials from the

research. related to the working poor. The Subcommittee has

access to recent poverty rates from the Census Bureau and does

not need us to remind it that despite the feminization of poverty

and the growth of child poverty, there is a significant subgroup

in our poverty population consisting of mother-only and

two-parent families with at least one working member. Indeed,

about one-sixth of all poor children (2.3 million) live in a

family with at least one working parent.

This may be discouraging but should occasion no surprise. Our

society does not set wage rates with a view toward people's

needs: the single man with no dependents and the father of five

young children in an intact family may be on the same assembly
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line earning the same wages. There is some international

experience with a family wage. We refer you to Australia which

abandoned it and to the Netherlands, where the base wage is set

with a family in mind. We in the U.S. prefer wages in the

private sector to be set in the market place. We do not raise

the minimum wage to ensure above-poverty income to all full-time

workers. By current poverty guidelines from the Census Bureau,

even the $3.35 hourly minimum wage ($6969 for a full year) would

not quite keep a family of two out of poverty if only one member

worked. By the last available analysis, over 20 percent of all

Americans were poor in 1984 (18.5 percent of families and 36.1

percent of unrelated individuals) before public policy entered

with income transfers and tax aids.

With this in mina, we invite your attention to Tables 3 and 4,

reproduced in the appendix from our article in the journal Public

HelfALI, Fall, 1983. The numbers tell you what portion of the

average production worker's wage is available to each family type

in the course of the year in each country. Inter-country

rankings of "generosity" are provided. Relevant to today's topic

are:

- Family 3A - A two-parent, two-child family with one employed

parent earning an average wage.

- Family 3B - That same family but with a father who works

irregularly and grosces one-half the average vmge.
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- Family 2A - A single mother, raising two children, but

earning only halt the average wage.

- Pamily 6 - A two-parent family with the father in the labor

force, earning an average wage, and the mother at home, with

four children.

For purposes of our study, families 2A, 3B, and 6 are the

working poor. As you will see subsequently, some countries

regard family 3A as requiring ttansfer payments, too, if children

are to be reared at an adequate level.

' Generosity* is here meant only to describe the income level of

a family in a given country compared to the annual net income of

the average production worker.

To read the tables you need to understand why we report on both

Pennsylvania and New York. At the time of the study, New York

was one of the most generous five or six states in its public

assistance levels, the exact rank varying with the measure used.

Pennsylvania tended to be about one-third the way down into the

distribution. We also collected data for Alabama and Tennessee,

but tae analysis revealed quite early that benefit levels of

vulnerable families In Pennsylvania were less generous than those

in all other countries. The rest of the U.S. lagged further. We

therefore report only New York and Pennsylvania. You will want

to recall that the families in groups 5 and 7 shown in the tables

are high earners or chilaless. For such relatively affluent
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families, we in the U.S. compare well - because our income taxes

an social security deductions are relatively modest by

international standards.

Let us now look at Family 2A, the low-earner, single parent

with two children. Except perhaps in Germany where taxes - since

that time revised - were heavy, clearly, she is far better off

than the welfare mother of 1A. The New .York results are

dramatic., The result depends on AFDC income supplementation,

food stamps, income tax rates, and the Earned Income Tax Credit.

Life on AFDC alone, for family lh where the mother is at home and

not in the labor force, is a far less generous option.

Currently, decreased earnings disregards and less credit for

child care costs in New York would make the comparative U.S.

picture of the low-wage, working 'mother less satisfactory.

Sweden is even more generous to family 2A; we shall comment later

on the family allowances, housing allowances, and advanced

maintenance payments that supplement this mother's earnings.

Here, we stress the U.S. mother and her children as better off

financially than the family completely dependent on social

(public) assistance. (;e note, however, that we have not

included the value of the welfare mcther's medicaid coverage.)

Indeed, on a per capita basis, the single mother who is in the

workforce provides her family with a better standard than does

the father in 3A.

Now look at the family of the man who works irregularly (38).
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Again the New York picture is, comparatively, respectable, but

Pennsylvania and most of the U.S. trail all the countries. New

York's home relief allows public assistance support but not

Pennsylvania's. It makes a big difference. Here, Sweden and

Prance, countries which employ income transfers to implement

explicit - if quite different - family policies, are in the

lead. The critical program differences are family allowances and

housing allowances.

But we have focused on the income of the family as a unit. On

a per capita basis this family is not better off than most

unemployed families or even those single-parent families

completely dependent on transfers in some countries - or only a

little better off than they are, in others.

The U.S. jurisdictions lag particularly in response to the

four-child family (6). Here, New York ranks seventh among the

nine jurisdictions and Pennsylvania is tied for eighth place with

Australia (where almost all income transfers are income-tested

and, thus, not generous).

The Europeans and Israelis treat large families - low-earner

intact families with more than the average number of children -

as vulnerable too, but not the U.S.. The U.S. families are not

eligible for public assistance or food stamps, nor are there any

other special benefits available to them. The Europeans provide

generous family allowances and housing allowance aid. These

income supplements keep family 6 in a comparatively respectable
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position in France, Sweden, and Germany. U.K. and Israel are the

middle jurisdictions. On a per capita basis, however, we found

that only the welfare mother, the unemployed, and the irregular

worker's family are relatively worse off than the large family

even though in that family there is one wage earner working full

time and earning an average wage.

These summary statements require additional information for the

findings to have meaning. First, the working single mother with

two children (2A) does not need public asrLstance anywhere except

U.S., Canada, and Australia. On the other hand, the irregular

worker's family (a family nowhere well-targeted with consiatent

policy) needs and receives it in Sweden, Germany, and Isra(.. as

well as in New York. The large family does not require or

receive social assistance (except on a token basis in Sweden).

Are there any lessons in all of this? First, we must introduce

two of the stndy's general conclusions:

Those who wo.k ale Letter off economically than those who

depetd completely on income transfers.

- Those without. children are better off economicvlly than

those with children - and transfers do not compensate

sufficiently to undo that fart.

However, the generous countries, as far as vulnerable famine"

m:e concerned, are those willing to ensure some types of income

zuordementation for the working poor The moat important
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programs are children's allowances, housing allowances, aAd

advanced payments of maintenance for children in single parent

families (or in reconstituted families). Available, but less

significant. and stigmatized, is public assistance.

We stress here, that in accounting for the differential

financial burdens of workers, what is most important is the

availability of income transfers that supplement - add to -

earnings when they are mo6est.

Sixty-seven countries, including every major industrial

other than the U.S., compensate somewhat for the costs of

country

rearing

children by sharing in these costs through family or child

allowances. These allowances, provided either as cash transfers

or as tax credits, vary in several ways among countries but,

generally, are universal rather than income-tested payments, and

are worth about 10 percent of average wage. France also adds a

family allowance supplement, income-tested, but available to

those with a child under age 3

into the income distribution. It carries no stigma. (France

changed, and expanded its supplementary family allowances since

our study was completed; a new iaw was passed in the beginning of

1985.)

Or three or more chi'iren, well

The other major form of income supplementation is the housing

allowance, an income tested but non-stigmatized entitlement which

recognizes that often the maetet cannot produce standard housing

at costs that average and low earners can afford. Those who pay

9/
57-365 0-86----4
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above a reasonable portion of their earnings for rent or towards

taxes, interest and mortgage amortization, may receive cash

payments according to a scale which considers family size and

income. (The Reagan Administration's housing voucher proposal is

not unlike this but would be a small program, not an

entitlement.)

To illustrate the value of these income transfers employed to

supplement the income of the working poor: in France the

combination of the family allowance and housing allowance

entitlements increases the income of the 2A family (single

working mother) Cue equivalent of one-third the average

production worker's wage (APWW). For the irregular worker (3B),

the increase is 37.4 percent of the APWW and for the four-child

family (6), the combination of the family allowance and housing

allowance is equal to 63 percent of the APWW.

In Sweden the equivalent value of the allowances, as compared

to the net APWW are: family 2A, 33 percent; family 3B, 33

percent; family 6, 55.6 percent.

The income of the typical "non-problem" family 3A, the family

often described as the 'traditional family", with a working

father earning an average wage and an at-home mother and two

children, is supplemented to the equivalent of 27.3 percent of

APWW in France and 29.6 percent of APWW in Sweden.

The advance of maintenance (child support) payments is

d
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especially important to the single parent families. This benefit

was very significant in Sweden at the time of the research and

since then has been developed more extensively also in France,

Germany and Israel (and also in Austria and Denmark, among the

countries not in our study). Through administrative agencies and

the courts, the government protects the rights of children in

separated and divorced families, as well as in families without

marriage, to payment of financial support by the absent parent.

However, if the absent parent does not pay support, government

makes regular payments, usually at a level above the welfare

budget, and itself undertakes the collection.

What is accomplished through these and related entitlements is

a buttressing of earned income, usually to a standard well above

that which is achieved by current policy in the U.S.. Food stamps

and AFDC achieved economically similar results in the generous

states before 1981, but with stigma. Most states, however, were

not so generous. Moreover, even in the generous states, these

benefits have since been cut back somewhat. What is central is

the fact that even if income-tested, some supplements -

especially housing allowances - may be pitched relatively high

into the income distribution ( in a fashion analogous Co U.S.

student loans). Furthermore, the most important supplement, the

children's allowance, in not income-tested at all; it is a

universal benefit, :or all children. The availability of these

benefits encourage lone single parents to work and help them do

their best as respected members of society, while ensuring some
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supplementary contribution to the children's living standards.

In all of these countries national policy also ensures access to

medical insurance or medical service as well, so that there is no

need to remain medically indigent, in fear that a small increase-

in earnings will cause a larger cut in medical care - for the

children. Work on the part of mothers of young children is also

supported by extensive public subsidies for child care and

pre-school for the 3 to 5 year olds in the leading countries.

We offer these conclusions and recommendations:

1. Income supplementation is effective social policy where the

objective is simaltaneously to encourage work as the main source

of family support, yet to protect the level of living of low

earners wno are parents with young children.

2. We would do well in the U.S. to give serious consideration

of appropriate forms of

- children's allowances

housing allowances

advance on maintenance payments for child support.

3. Public assistance and food stamps are well developed U.S.

forms of supplementation but their availability as income

supplements has been unwisely curtailed in recent years. The

Congress has made some corrections over the past two years but

needs to go further.
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Table I. Family Types

Family I A Single mother. unemployed: two
children. age two and seven. (These
ages apply to all children, except in
Family 6. where two additional children
are three and five.)

Family 2A Single mother, separated: employed at
half an average wage. two children.

Family 2B Same as Family 2A but father con-
tributes amount equal to double the
amount paid for child allowance for one
child, one year (twice AFDC allowance
in the United States).

Family 3A Two parents. one earner at average
wage: two children.

Family 3B

Family 4A

Same as Family 3A. but earner works
irregularly at half an average wage.

Two parents. one unemployed earner:
two children

Family 48 Same as Family 4A, but earner ts on a
worktraining program.

Family 4C Same as Family 4A. but earner is
unemployed for thirteen months.

Family SA Two parents. two earners. one at
average wage and the other at half an
average wage: two children

Family 5B Same as Family 5A. but one parent.
earns an average wage and the other
twice the average wage

Family SC Same as Family 5A. but mother is
unemployed

Family 6 Two parents. one earner at average
wage. four children

Family 7A A married couple: one earner at
average wage. no children.

Family 7B Two parents. two earners. one at
average wage: the other at three-
quarters of an average wage. mother
home on maternity leave. infant born

Family 7C Same as Family 7A. except husband
unemployed and wife earning an
average wage



TABLE 2 V,,,

"Core" Income Transfer Programs, by Country.

- IFamily Housing Social Child Wm- Other un Child Food Refund. Maternity T
m(child) allow assts support ploymenl employ. allow- Stamps able benefits 2allow once lance (govt.) insur menl once lax cn

Country ance once borealis supp. credits c=4

Sweden X X X X X X° X m

W Germany X X X X X X. X r.9

U S.N.Y X X X X X P0U S. -Pa X X X X oz
France X X X X X x X ei

tO
00

u)Canada X X X X X C
-I
0Australia X X Xt Fi
u)

UK X X X X X

Israel X X X X X

We cl2ssoly Australia under unemployment assistance and social assistance even though one could debate lust how these Income-tested
benefits should be regarded

b Labor market assistance

Unemployment assistance

hots. We here use generic names for programs and ignore what are significant distinctions For example, the British child oenelitIs not the
same as the FRG child allowance, the Swedish advance maintenance grant is quite different from the Israeli alimony payment as the
text subsequently shows

1
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Table A3 -2. The Percentage Contributions of Various Transfer Programs to Net Yearly
Income: Family 2a - Sole Parent, Mother. Earns Ralf an Average Wage

Programs Fweden FRC

US-
NY

US-
Penn France Canada

Aus -

tralia UK Israel

Family
allowance 10.1 13.1 8.4 5.4 5.8 16.9 12.0

Family
allowance
supplement - 15.3 -

Housing
allowance 16.7 8.2 13.9 7.9

Unemployment
insurance -

Unemployment
assistance -

Social
assistance - 28.5 6.9 - 4.1 23.5

Refundable
tax credits - 3.6 5.2 - 8.4

Advance main-
tenance 21.8 -

Food stamps 8.2 4,7 -

Maternity
benefit/grant
(statutory) -

Other -

Father's
Contribution -

Earned in-
come minus
deductions
and tax,. 51.3 78.7 59.7 83.2 62.4 82.1 70.7 75.2 88.0

Total 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

of APWW 123.1 70.9 100.8 69.2 87.8 75.9 78.8 83.0 71.5

3
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Mr. FRANK. Thank you very much, Professor Kahn.
We will hear now from Mary Bourdette, of the Children's De-

fense Fund.

STATEMENT OF MARY BOURDETTE, DIRF(TOR, GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS, CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND

Ms. Botnuncrrz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members.
It's particularly ironic that the subject of my testimony today is

the impact of Federal taxes on the working poor, because the Tax
Reform Act that was defeated in the House yesterday would have
provided more assistance to the working poor than any piece of leg-
islation that has been considered in some long time in Congress.

Let me begin, however, by saying that we all know that the pov-
erty rate has increased dramatically since 1979, and particularly
for children where over 20 percent of the children in this country
are now poor. Children in all types of families are more likely to be
poor today than in 1979. And particularly relevant for the hearing
today, children in families in which parents are working are more
likely to be poor today than several years ago. Fully one-sixth of all
the children in poverty-level families have at least one parent
working full time, and one-third of all poor children in two-parent
families have at least one parent working full time.

Certainly, no longer is employment a guarantee against child
poverty in this country. And many, many reports, including a new
one by the Joint Economic Committee, have shown that families
are working mucn harder in recent years but are simply not
making it. The biggest income loss for most families with children
has occurred between 1979 and 1985.

It's very important, I think, to recognize that during the same
period of time, since 1979, families who are struggling to support
their children on poverty-level wages have also been subject to an
enormous increase in their Federal tax burden. More and more
families at poverty level and below are paying a greater and great-
er share of their income in Federal taxes.

One of the ways this is measured is by comparing the income tax
threshold, the point at which families begin to pay taxes, to the
poverty line. And while up until 1979, the income tax threshold
was more than 16 percent above the poverty line, by 1985 it was
more than 16 percent below the poverty line, and it will continue
to drop below the poverty line unless changes in our tax system are
made.

So our Federal tax system not only impoverishes families and
creates an additional obstacle to their escape from poverty, but it
certainly detracts from the amount of money that families have
available for the support of their children.

We recently conducted a study, which I hope you will enter in
the record, entitled "The Impact of Federal Taxes on Families in
Poverty." I won't go into many of the statistics, but needless to say,
approximately half of all families in poverty now pay Federal
income or Social Security taxes, and for many of these families
their Federal tax burden has as much as quadrupled or more since
1979.
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So that now, a two-parent family of four at the poverty level
pays as much as 10 or 11 percent of its income in Federal taxes, in
combined Federal taxes. And a single-parent family of four, again
with poverty-line wages, pays even more, perhaps 12 percent of its
income, in Federal taxes. large families in this country are also
taxed at a disproportionately higher level.

The Federal tax system not only drives already-poor families into
poverty, but it drags families just above the poverty line into pover-
ty as well. According to census data, in 1982 our national poverty
figuns would have been 7.3 percent higher if Federal taxes had
been taken into account in determining poverty, and we would
have had 8 percent more children in poverty if family income took
Federal taxes into account.

Now, that's just Federal taxes. State and local taxes add even
more to the burden of low-income working families because State
and local taxes are even more regressive than Federal taxes.

Joseph Pechman, who is a tax expert in Washington, has figured
that the poorest 10th of the population pays an additional 11.3 per-
cent of its income in State and local taxes, and that's on top of its
Federal tax burden.

We might ask why, given the enormous tax cut in 1981, that the
poor are paying more in Federal taxes, why the poor and the near
poor are the only income group who have had an effective tax rate
mcrease since 1979. It is because despite the tax rate decrease in
1981, a greater share of the income of the working poor is subject
to Federal taxation now than it was in 1979, 1980, or 1981.

As the income tax threshold drops, the poor are paying a greater
share of their income in Federal taxes. And this is because, despite
the rate cut in 1981, Congress failed to adjust the personal exemp-
tion, the standard deduction, or zero - bracket amount and, most im-
portantly, the earned-income tax credit. It is those provisions that
are most important for the tax burden on the working poor, not
the t- x rate itself.

T efore because of the lack of adjustment in those provisions
in 1881, the poor are paying a larger share of their income in Fed-
eral taxes. And without an adjustment, they will continue to pay
an even greater share in the future. The income tax threshold is
estimated to drop to about 22 percent below the poverty rate by
1988 unless taxes are adjusted.

Now, there are all kinds of strategies that could be adopted to
assist the working poor with their Federal tax burden. The goals of
such strategies ale fairly clear and actually have been endorsed by
all points on the political spectrum.

Both conservatives and liberals alike seem to agree that the
working poor ought to be exempt from Federal income taxes alto-
gether and have a substantial portion of their Social Security taxes
offset as well. That's what we have been historically doing with our
Federal tax system, but we are no longer doing it as a result of in-
flation and a lack of adjustment in those provisions I mentioned.

The working poor can be exempt from Federal taxes through an
adjustment and increase, a substantial increase, in either the per-
sonal exemption or the standard deduction, or both. We feel it is a
more efficient approach to substantially increase the standard de-
duction rather than the personal exemption because the standard

r
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deduction is primarily directed to low- and moderate-income fami-
lies. While an increase in the personal exemption would help fami-
lies in poverty, it would help all working families regardless of
need and therefore is an inefficient approach to bring tax assist-
ance to the working poor.

It would take a fairly large increase in the standard deduction
and/or the personal exemption to exempt the working poor from
Federal income taxes, but both the President's plan and the Ways
and Means proposal that was reported out of committee and on the
floor yesterday would have exempted virtually all working families
in poverty from Federal income taxes.

The most efficient approach to offset Social Security taxes is
through a substantial increase in the earned income tax credit, and
this is a tax credit that is exclusively available to low-income work-
ing families with children. It was enacted in 1975 as a work incen-
tive, and it was directed toward potential welfare recipients, fami-
lies who are trying to support their children, single parent families
or two-parent families.

At that time, it did offset a substantial portion of the working
poor's Social Security taxes. But like the decline in value in the
personal exemption and zero-bracket amount, the EITC has lust
almost half its value since 1979, and no longer Dffsets Social Securi-
ty taxes for the working poor.

It would take a substantial increase in the EITC to once again
offset a substantial portion of their Social Security taxes, and that
is something that we would recommend. The number of families
who are claiming the EITC has dropped substantially since 1979
despite the peak in poverty in 1983. One million fewer families
were eligible for that credit in 1983 than in 1979, and unless that is
adjusted, fewer and fewer families will be able to claim it.

A working family of four at the poverty level in 1986 will be in-
eligible for the earned income tax credit, a tax credit specifically
designed for those families, unless that tax credit is adjusted up-
wards before that time. It looks unlikely, given the status of the
tax bill.

We would recommend a substantial increase in the earned
income tax credit along the lines of that proposed in the Ways and
Means proposal, in order to offset the Social Security taxes of the
working poor.

I have attached to my testimony a chart which indicates the ben-
efits that would result to working poor families, various types of
families, from the Ways and Means tax reform proposal that was
on the House floor yesterday. As I say, the President's proposal
went a long way toward helping these families, but the Ways and
Means bill built upon the President's plan.

There are various other tax strategies which might be explored
I know you don't have time todaythat would provide additional
assistance to the working poor.

The tax strategies to assist the working poor seem to be some of
the few strategies that both the right and left agree to support. The
earned income tax credit has long been supported by Ronald
Reagan, who, in fact, advocated such an approach in 1972, when he
was Governor of California. Jack Kemp in his tax reform plan has
made the earned income tax credit a centerpiece of his tax reform
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plan, and through that plan attempted, although not as much as
the Ways and Means Committee proposal, to provide income sup-
plements to the working poor through the tax system.

Robert Carlson, who was formerly a welfare adviser to the Presi-
dent, has also testified on numerous occasions on using the tax
system to assist the working poor.

So it is one of the strategies that I think we have in Congress,
some agreement among all sides, and I hope we can move forward.
It would be most unfortunate if the tax reform proposal dies, be-
cav 1 it was one of the ways that we could provide vitally needed
tax assistance to the working poor.

We hope that next year we will provide a look at the earned
income tax credit and have legislation that just addresses that sub-
ject.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bourdette follows]
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PRITARITD STATEMENT OF MARY BouRDETim, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS,
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND

I. Introduction

The national poverty rate has increased dramatically since

1979, peaking at over 15 percent in 1983 -- a 32 percent increase in :he

number of Americans poor in )ust four years. In 1984, 33.7 million

people in this country had incomes at or below the official federal

poverty level, and 13.3 million were children. Over 20 percent of

America's children are now poor. Children in all types of families

are more likely to be poor today than in 1979 including

Children in black families

Children in Hispanic families

Children in white families

Children in two parent families, and

Children in single parent families

Especially relevant to today's hearing, children in families

in which parents work also are more likely to be poor today than

in 1979. Fully 1/6 of all children in poverty live in families in

which at least one parent works full time, including 1/3 of all poor

children in married two parent families. Having a working parent

is no guarantee against poverty.

A recent report of the Joint gconomic Committee also stated that

'Famili.is with children are working harder to hold the line but for

the most part are not making it. By far the biggest loss in income

for most families with children came between 1979 and 1985..
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It has been during this very same period of time -- 1979 to

1985 -- that federal taxes on families struggling to support their

children on poverty level wages have skyrocketed as well. Since

1979, more and more families earning poverty level wages are paying

a greater and greater share of their meager incomes in combined

federal (income and Social Security) taxes. In fact, while the

income tax threshold exceeded the poverty tine oy more than 16 percent

in 1979, by 1986, it will be more than 16 percent below the poverty

line for a family of four, meaning that families of four will begin

paying federal income taxes at earnings of only 59,573 in 1986. Our

federal tax system thus significantly contributes to the impoverish-

ment of millions of working Americans, creates an additional

obstacle to their escape from poverty, and lessens the money

available to them for the support of their children. A full and

appropriate federal response to this problem is both necessary and

long overdue.

II. Federal Taxes on the Working Poor

The Children's Defense Fund issued a White Paper in April, 1985

-- The Impact of Federal Taxes on Poor Families -- which details the

substantial federal tax burden that has been imposed on working

families in poverty since 1979, and outlires an agenda for full and
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equitable tax relief for them. The following statistics illustrate

the seriousness and magnitude of this problem:

Approximately half of all families in poverty now pay
federal income taxes or Social Security taxes or both.

The amount of federal taxes paid by individual families in
poverty has increased dramaticlly since 1979 for many
families the federal tux burden as a percent of tneir in-
come has more than quadrupled.

A two parent family of four with poverty level earnings
paid less than 3 percent of its income in combined federal
taxes in 1979, and will pay approximately 11 percent of its
income in federal taxes in 1986.

A single parent family of four -- usually headed by women
already suffering from disproportionately lower wages and
higher child care and other expenses -- bears an even
heavier federal tax burden than a married two parent family
of the sane income and family size. A sirgle parent poverty
level family of four will pay approximately 12 percent of
its income in federal taxes in 1986 or $1,369.

The federal tax system not only drives already poor working

families deeper and deeper into poverty, but it pushes the income of

the near poor below the poverty level as well. Census Bureau

figures indicate that the number of persons in poverty would have

increased by 7.3% or 3.2 million persons in 1982 if the count of

the poor were based on after-federal tax income. The child poverty

rate would have increased by more than 8 percent that year .f federal

taxes were deducted from failly income.

In addition to federal taxes, state and local taxes further

impoverish low, income working families. A noted tax e.pert, Joseph

1 t 3
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Pechman, has figured the effective state and local tax rate in 1985

for ten income groups. Reflecting the extremely regressive nature

of state and local taxes, Mr. Pechman's figures indicate that the

poorest tenth of the population pays 11.3 percent of its income in

state and local taxes, while the richest tenth pays 6.9 percent.

The overall federal, state and local tax burden on low income

working families therefore consumes an extremely large and growing

portion of the the disposable income of the working poor.

III. Why Federal Taxes on the Working Poor Have Increased

Federal taxes on the working poor consist primarily of the

Social Security payroll tax and federal income taxes. Social

Security taxes are levied at a flat and regressive rate, currently

7.05 percent of employee wages up to $39,60) per year. The factors

determining the amount of federal income taxes paid by various

families are complex, but it is the personal exemption, 'the

standard deduction (or zero bracket amount) and the Earned Income

Tax Credit (EITC) that are most important for calculating the

federal tax burden on low income working families.

While Social Security taxes have been steadily rising in

recent years, the poor are paying more of their income in

federal taxes primarily because Congress and the President have

neglecteL to adjust those tax provisions most important to low

income workers. Coupled with inflation, the lack of adjustment in

the personal exemption, the standard deduction, and the EITC in the
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Economic Recovery and Tax Reform Act of 1981 (ERTA) more than offset

for the poor and near poor the positive benefits of the rate

reductions in that legislation. Inflation pushed up the

poverty line, and the wages of the working poor, but without

commensurate adjustment in these provisions, a greater share

of the income of the working poor became subject to federal taxation

each year. The result has been higher effective tax rates for this

group and this group alone. All working families in poverty pay

more federal taxes today than in 1979, and many famili-. earning up

to approximately 150 percent of the poverty rate have had their

federal taxes increase as well. Moreover, the closer the family's

earnings to the poverty line, the larger has been the increase in

effective tax rates.

The additional economic hardship imposed by the federal'tax

system on working families in poverty will continue to escalate in

the years ahead, albeit at a somewhat reduced rate, unless federal

legislative responses are forthcoming. The working poor, therefore,

have an enormous stake in the current national tax debate, and in

the tax reform proposals currently pending before Congress.
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IV. Federal Policy Besonse to the Tax Burden on the Working Poor

Numerous strategies are available to relieve the harsh federal

tax burden on low income working families. The goals are clear, and

have been endorsed by a wide spectrum of tax experts and

p,Ilicymakers alike:

1. To exempt an families with incomes at or below the poverty
line from federal income taxes, and

2. To offset a substantial portion of the Social Security
payroll taxes on the working poor.

Federal legislation to achieve these goals will simply restore the

working poor to their 1979 tax status, and repair the economic

damage imposed upon them by our federal tax system since that time.

1. The exemption from federal income taxes for those least able to

pay -- families in poverty -- has been historically achieved through

a combination of the personal exemption and the standard deduction

or zero bracket amount. Because the value of these provisions has

been seriously eroded by inflation since their last adjustment in

1979, they no longer fulfill this objective. While indexing for

both provisions begins this year, a substantial increase in one or

both is required to once again exempt the working poor from federal

income taxes, and restore the income tax threshold to a point above

the official federal poverty line.

The personal exemption is currently the only federal tax pro

vision that differentiates tax burden by familiy size, but it is

also a proIsion that is available to all taxpayers regardless of

need. While a large increase in the personal exemption would assist
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the working poor, it would be an extremely costly and inefficient

mechanism for tax relief for this group of taxpayers.

A more cost-effective and targeted approach to exempt the

working poor from federal income taxes is through a sizeable

increase in the standard deduction for all types of households.

The standard deduction is available only to non-itemizers,

primarily low and moderate income taxpayers. Currently, for

example, 94 percent of taxpayers with incomes of $10,000 and below

do not itemize deductions, and 80 percent of those 4ith incomes

between $10,000 and $20,000 are non-itemizers. Conversely, less

than 2 percent of taxpayers with incomes of $200,000 or more use

the standard deduction instead of itemizing. Substantially

increasing the standard deduction will therefore not only exempt

the poor from income taxes, but wall primarily target the tax

assistance to those most in need.

It is especially important to raise the standard deduction

for heads of household to the same amount for married couples

filing jointly in order to close the currently inequitable tax dis-

parity between these two types of families of the same size and

income. This would also provide additional tax assistance to an

increasingly poor and vulnerable segment of the popl.lation --

female headed families.

1 1
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Approximately half of all families in poverty are headed by

women, and nearly half of all able-bodied single mothers with

children under six attempt to support their children through

employment. Over 20 percent of these women worked full time in 1984

and paid up to 12 percent of their income in federal taxes. A large

increase in the standard deduction for single heads of households

would relieve much of the tax burden on female headed families and

provide them with critically needed assistance for the support of

their children.

2. A substantial portion of the Social Security payroll

taxes of working families in poverty cen be offset by an expansion

in the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The EITC is the single

most important tax provision for low income working families with

children, and any federal intervention on behalf of the working

poor should focus attention on this credit.

The EITC was originally enacted to offset a great portion of

the Social Security payroll taxes in order to counterbalance the

highly regressive nature of that tax on the working poor.

Designed as a work incentive for potential welfare recipients, .he

credit was and remains exclusively available to low income married

couples and single parents supporting children. Senator Russell

Long (D-L,), sponsor of the EITC, said it was necessary to provide

tax relief to those persons who were 'too poor -1 pay incomes tax,

but who still pay social security tax.'
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The EITC is currently available to families with children, and

with earnings up to $11,000 per year. The amount of the credit is

determined by a sliding scale based upon income and irrespective of

family size, and the maximum credit of $550 is available to eligible

families earning between $5,000 and $6,500 per year. A parent with

three dependent, who earned the minimum wage for full time

year-round work would be eligible for an EITC of $493 in 1984,

lifting family income from 66 percent of the poverty line to 70

percent of the poverty line. In 1983 the lates, year for which

figures are available' approximately 6.2 million families received

an average EITC of $286.

The original value and purpose of the EITC has been seriously

undermined in recent years as the amount of the credit and its eligi-

bility levels have not been sufficiently adjusted to.keep pace with

inflation. Just as the personal exemption and standard deduction no

longer exempt the poor from federal income taxes, no longer does

the EITC offset a substantial portion of the Social Security taxes

of poverty level families with children. Total EITC benefits have

declined by 54 percent since 1979 and many poverty level working

families, especially large poor families, are now excluded totally

from the credit. Despite the peak in the poverty rate in 1983,

close to 1 million fewer families received the EITC that year Lhan

in 1979. Participation will continue to drop in the future as all

families of four with earnings at the poverty level will be denied

eligibility for the EITC in 1986.
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A substantial expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit is

necessary to provide tax relief and economic assistance to low

income working families with children. According to the Joint

Tax Committee, eligibility for the credit should be extended to

families earning up to $16,360 per year in 1986, with the maximum

credit increased to 5818, simply to restore the EITC to its 1979

value. Such an adjustment would benefit approximately 11 million

families, almost doubling the nmber helped by the credit.

Other adjustments in the EI1C could provide additional assis-

tance to working poor families as well. We have proposed adding a

dependent allowance to the EITC in order to remedy the dispropor-

tionately harsh tax treatment of large poor families. Such an

approach would also help low income working families with child

care and other expenses associated with the support of their chil-

dren. Others have suggested making poor single workers eligible for

the EITC as well.

V. Tax Reform

Most of the major tax reform proposals provide significant cax

assistance to low income working families through adjustments in the

personal exemption, standard deduction and Earned Income Tax Credit.

None, however, fully restores the poor to their 1979 tax status, nor

fully adjusts the value of the EITC for its loss to inflation since
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that time. Nevertheless, the tax system is a cr'tical vehicle for

supplementing the earnings of working families in poverty and tax

reform efforts hold great promise for helping this segment of the

population.

The. President's tax reform plan took a giant step toward tax

relief for the working poor through increases in the personal exemp-

tion, standard deduction and EITC. Together these provisions would

exempt all poverty level working families from federal income taxes,

and would provide most with a small offset against their Social

Security payroll taxes as well. As indicated in the revised charts

to our White Paper, the President's plan would reduce the federal

tax liability for a poverty level family of four to approximately

5 percent of its income in 1986.

The Rouse Ways and Means Committee Tax Reform Act of 1)85

(H.R. 3838) now pending before the House of Representatives builds

upon the President's plan to provide even greater assistance to low

income working families. The Ways and Means proposal exempts all

poverty level working families from federal income taxes by

increasing the personal exemption for them to $2,000 and by

increasing the standard deduction for married couples to $4,800 and

for heads of households to $4,200. More than 6 million taxpayers

will be removed from the income tax rolls, and the income tax

threshold will be brought once again above the poverty line as a

result of these provisions.
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The Ways and Means bill also provides working poor families

with a substantial offset against their Social Security taxes as

a result of its proposal to extend the EITC to families earning

up to approximately $16,000 by 1987, with the maximum credit of $757

provided to families earning between $5,000 and $9,000 in 1987.

As indicated in the attached chart, a married two parent family

of four with 1987 poverty level wages will have its overall federal

tax liability limited to approximately 3 percent of its income,

over 4 percent less than its Social Security tax liability. A single

parent family of four with the same income will similarly have its

federal tax liability limited to 3 percent of its income, gaining

more than $1,000 in disposable income in that year alone. H.R. 3838

will provide over S13 billion in direct assistance to poverty level

working families over the next five years. This income supplement

is on top of the additional income made available to these families

as a result of the incr in the personal exemption and standard

deductions. The indexing of all provisions important to the poor

will also ensure maintainance of this support in the future. The

Tax Reform Act of 1985 thus becomes one of the most important pieces

of federal legislation in decades to assist working families in

poverty.

Assistance to the working poor through the tax system has

received widespread support from representatives of the entire politi-

cal spectrum. Conservative politicians and policymakers have long

endorsed the exemption of the working poor from federal income

taxes. Ronald Reagan initially advocated the EITC concept in 1972
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while Governor of California. Representative Jack Kemp (R-NY) has

made assistance to the working poor a centerpiece of his tax reform

plan, eAd explicitly tied the EITC to Social Security tax rates.

Robert Carleson, former welfare advisor to the President, has

similarly advocated assistance to the poor through the federal

income tax system. Liberals, such as Representative Charles Rangel

(D-NY) and many others have also consistently introduced and

supported proposals to provide income supplements and cash

assistance to the working poor through the federal income tax

system.

Utilizing the federal income tax system can be an effective

strategy for meeting many of the basic needs of the working poor,

and current tax reform proposals offer a ceitical opportunity for

immediate intervention.

Attachment
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F.EzeRAL FAyIL:ES Mtn".
MAD: LA. ,LSO h.A. 3836 (1917)

Actual 1987 Taxes

Percent of Income

e.g. 3818

Percent of Income

Tax Savings Under e.g. 1838

Tvo-P Family
of Your at
Poverty Line

(S12.000)

51.271

($858 Social Security)
($4(1 In^ose Tax)

112

$401

($1158 Social Security)

(-5457 Income Tax)

32

Single Head of House-
hold Emily of four

at Poverty Line
(512 000)

($658 Social Security)
(5566 Income Tax)

122

$401

($858 Social Security)

(-$457 Income Tax)

32

51.023

Actual 1987 Taxes

Percent of Income

H.R. 3838

Percent of Income

Tax Savings Under RA. 3838

Tvo-Parent Family

of Three at
Poverty Line

(99.960)

$837

($712 Social Security)
($125 Income Tax)

. 9%

$51

($712 Social Security)
(-$641 Income Tax)

12

S786

Single Read of House-
hold fly of Three
at Poverty Line

($9,960)

$975

($712 Social Security)
($263 Income Tax)

102

$51

(5712 Social Security)
( -5661 Incase Tax)

12

5924

Actual 1987 Taxes

Percent of Income

4.R. 3838

Percent of Income

Tax Savings Ceder 8.4. 3838

Tvo-Parenr Family
of Three at 3/4
of Poverty Line

(57.470)

111.1

(5334 Social Security)

(-$403 Income Tax)

22

-$223

($534 Social Security)
(-$757 Incase Tax

-32

$354

Single Bead of House-
hold Family of Three
at 3/4 of Poverty Line

(97.470)

$269

($534 Social Security)
(-$265 Income Tax)

42

-$22'

($534 Social Security)

( -$757 Income Tax)

-32

$492

Children's Defense fund 12 -6-65
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Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
Obviously, we're not the committee with tax jurisdiction, but I

think this is relevant because in dealing with the Labor Depart-
ment, one of the responsibilities is to alleviate the working poor,
and it would be fruitless, I think, for us to say the Labor Depart-
ment should spend a lot more money on a lot more of these pro-
grams and then simultaneously find that a lot of it is being taxed
away.

So I think that it's relevant in the broader sense, if we are going
to understand what kinds of areas we think the Labor Department
ought to be moving in and having a sense of the overall policies
there. I just mention that, because obviously we don't have the tax
jurisdiction, that you cannot intellectually segment the policy rec-
ommendations and if we're going to make intelligent ones in the
area of JTPA, employment training, workfare, or anything else,
the tax implications of that are very important.

I have had people talking about a more humanely defined work-
fare type situation, or one which was subjecting those people to
these kinds of tax problems, it becomes very problematic and it
has, obviously, a great deal to do with incentives and other things.
I just wanted to make it clear that that is the context in which we
are talking about this.

I appreciate very much what you had to say.
If there is no objection, the supporting materials that both the

witnesses mentioned will be included in the record.
Other than that, I have no further questions.
Mr. Nielson.
Mr. NnasoN. Yes, I have a number of questions.
First of all, Dr. Kahn, is it?
Mr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. Nuasopi. How do the income tax and other tax rates of the

United States, Pennsylvania, and New York, compare with these
countries for which you're comparing the benefits?

Mr. KAHN. They vary significantly. That is, several of those
countries, like Sweden, as you know, and Germany, have much
higher marginal tax rates than we do. France, on the other hand,
has very low personal income tax. They spend lots of money in
income maintenance, but they use other tax bases than the person-
al income tax. Personal income tax is low.

Mr. NIELSON. Let's talk about the total taxes paid to the Govern-
ment. How do we compare?

Mr. KAHN. I don't have my charts with me here. But we are
around the middle, if you add everything up. That is, if you put
together a combination of real estate tax, excise tax, value-added
tax, other things that people pay, we are not the highest and not
the lowest.

Mr. NmsoN. That's in comparable societies, I assume? I just
want to make it clear that we're talking about other industrial so-
cieties, comparable societies.

Mr. KAHN. Only the countries I am talking about, yes. That is,
it's a very difficult comparison because the issue of what to count
always enters when you deal with tax. Housing Lax, real estate tax,
et cetera.
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But clearly, several of these countries are very high taxers.
Sweden, of course, is the extreme illustration. But several are low
taxers, like France.

Mr. NumsoN. I appreciate your statement that it's always better
to work than be on welfare. I appreciate that. Some people say that
a person is better off staying on welfare than to try to work. And I
am glad to see that you feel otherwise.

Are those with few children better off relatively than those with
a large number of children, in every country?

Mr. KAHN. And those with no children do best.
Mr. NumsoN. In other words, children are an expensive luxury

then?
Mr. KAHN. They're a consumption good, in a sense.
Mr. Nuu.soN. OK. You say that a woman working at half wage is

always better off than tha one on welfare. That seems to conflict
with the statement of Ms. Gluckman earlier, that a woman who
has a job at half pay has a much harder time than one who is on
welfare. There is no incentive for her to work -nder those circum-
stances.

Mr. KAHN. Yes.
Mr. NIELSON. How do you account for the difference?
Mr. KAHN. Well, I was accounting for it by the sum total of

things that happen in these countries. That is, if you can both be
on half a wage and have family allowances to help you with your
children and

Mr. NON. But we don't.
Mr. KAHN. We don't. Nonetheless, we have had in AFDC, you re-

member, an earnings disregard, where you kept a third of your
salary completely, you got some work expenses off, you got child-
care expenses off. The calculations here were done before the cuts
in OBRA 1981, which cut that back significantly. In 1983 Congress
put some of it back.

Nonetheless, if you add work expenses at a decent level, some
help on taxes as was suggested, and child care costs, you do come
out better even on welfare, but not much. For example, in Pennsyl-
vania, if you were a welfare mother you were living with two chil-
dren on 44 percent of the net income of the average production
worker. If you were working, however, you had 69 percent. You
were still better off, you see.

On the other hand, in Sweden, the difference was between 93.8
and 123.1 percent. So the gaps vary, but the combination of these
supplements makes the difference. And that's part of my argument
as to why you create a very attractive work incentive by these sup-
plements and raise the standard of living in families that are rear-
ing kids.

Mr. NumsoN. Well, relatively speaking, I got from your testimo-
ny that a family of sixthat is, parents and four childrenonly
needs help in this country.

Mr. KAHN. No, I
Mr. NinsoN. You suggested that a children's allowance or a tax

credit rather than an exemption might help solve that problem.
Could you elaborate on that?

Mr. KAHN. Yes. I made the point that--
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Mr. Niinsobi. I have some interest in this. I have 20 grandchil-
dren. [Laughter.]

Mr. KAHN. It's the problem of the guy on the assembly line with
four kids, earning whatever the hourly wage is, and next to him is
a single guy with the same wage, and then they go home with that
pay. Now, they pay somewhat different taxes, as you know; that is,
the thing is weighted somewhat. But the tax difference doesn't
begin to make up the difference between them. The rest of these
countries, therefore, say, "We will supplement the way in which
you support those kids.'

Those kids, in effect, may be a consumption good. I say we treat
them as a consumption good, but in reality we care about kids in
this society, and the way in which they eat makes a difference in
the way they earn and the way in which they earn makes a differ-
ence in how productive the society is. It even makes a difference in
what kind of army it has and so forth.

Therefore, the philosophy is we will let that family have help
with its housing and with its income. The father is going to work
his damnedest, but we're not going to let that family fall below a
decent standard if he's a low earner.

And we are the only country on that list that does nothing for
that family. And if you look at that table, you will see that the
"Family Su," which is that family, lives at a lower percentage of
the wai,e of the average production worker in the United States
than in all of the rest of those countries.

That is, if you take New York and Pennsylvania and Australia,
which I warned you about, if you divide that number by 6 and see
what the per capita is and then compare it to the per capita of,
let's say, the "3A," which is a family of just the average typical
family of father of two, you see they're living at a pretty low stand-
ard, and the supplement brings them a little bit closer to a decent
standard in those countries.

Mr. Nixieobi. One criticism, finally, on table 2 on page 99. When
you list the other unemployment benefits payable in the other
countries, and the housing allowance particularly, you seem to
leave out JTPA training programs, you leave out some of the hous-
ing supplements and things of that nature, such as public housing,
that are available in this country.

Mr. KAHN. Yes. We leave out many things which are not entitle-
ments.

Mr. Nixie() N. Your blank doesn't mean there's nothing done,
does it?

Mr. KAHN. No. It means that it's nothing that everybody can
count on, and that's the way in which we compare it: What can
every member of that society count on in that category. And none
of the programs that have been mentioned in this last comment
can be counted on. That's what makes it a part of the standard of
living. We're talking about entitlements.

Mr. NIELSON. The chairman wants to move on to the next panel,
and I will try to accommodate him.

Ms. Bourdette, on Children's Defense Fund, I have a number of
questions there.

Mr. FRANK. Go ahead.
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Mr. NIELSON. First of all, you are disappointed, obviously, that
the tax reform package was not considered. Are you aware that
there are some other alternatives that might have been consid-
ered? Were you aware of the Republican alternative?

Are you aware, for example, that in the current law for a family
of four, the threshold for tax is $7,990; under the Rostenkowski it
was $12,800; under the Republican alternative it would be $14,260,
which would be sheltered from taxation? Are you familiar with
that?

Ms. Bouaarrrs. I am famliar with some parts of the Republican
alternative, although I believe under the Ways and Means proposal
the threshold for a family of four was $14,475.

Mr. Nntizobi. My table may be wrong.
Ms. BOURDSTIIL But certainly the low-income provisions of the

Republican alternative were extremely beneficial to working fami-
lies as well.

Mr. NinsoN. And then for a head of household with two depend-
ents, under Rostenkowski, according to this table, is $10,200 and
the Republican alternative is $11,440. So either of those two plans
would have been substantially improved over the $5,720 we're talk-
ing about now.

Ms. BouanwrrE. As would the President's proposal as well. All
the tax reform prone posals made substantial improvement in the
plight of the working poor.

Mr. NizisoN. What do you estimate would be the total cost of all
the recommendations you have made? Now, I know that's a diffi-
cult question. You have suggested a number of things that need to
be done. You have suggested a tax credit. You've suggested decreas-
ing the tax liability, increasing the number of Government assist-
ance programs. Do you have any idea how much that would all
cost?

Ms. BOURDEITE. In terms of my tax proposals, yes. The earned
income tax credit proposal, for instance, recommended in the Ways
and Means bill and the Republican alternative. It would cost ap-
proximately $13 billion over 5 years. The entire cost of the Ways
and Means proposal for low and moderate income families would
have cost $30 billion over 5 years for all families under $20,000 a
year. I don't have the cost breakdownsI am not sure they're
available in terms of the various provisions of the Republican alter-
native.

I have available the cost figures for the various proposals includ-
ing for instance, doubling the personal exemption from $1,000 to
$2,000 and "in make them available to you if you wish.

Mr. NIELSON. You indicate there has been a substantial tax
burden increase imposed on working families since 1979. But your
data on tax rates are different from those of Dr. Gottschalk. Have
you had a chanca to vck&pare vylur ji&bers sith his ratesi

Ms. Botrans TrE. I thought I had from his initial testimony that I
had earlier, unless he has supplemented that, I had a copy of his
testimony quite earlier. Depending on --

Mr. GcrrrscHALa. There was one change which we had, one
minor change.
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Ms. Bouangrrs. You know, the tax rate varies substantially by
the number of dependents, the type of family, whether it's a single
head of household or a two-parent couple filing jointly, as well as
the exact level you're counting, and the year.

Mr. NIZISON. You show consistently larger effective tax rates
than Dr. Gottschalk does.

Ms. Bouamerrs. For what year? I will have to compare his data.
Mr. NIZLSON. 1978 on each year
Ms. BOURDETTE. Most of my data comes from the Joint Tax Com-

mittee.
Mr. Nmsort. We can straighten that out. I am aware that some-

times one can get two different conclusions from the same data. We
seem to have slightly different conclusions.

Mr. GOTTSCHALK. Can I just speak on that just for a moment?
Mr. NIKIIION. Yes.
Mr. GOTS:IMAM I think the point where we do totally agree is

that the tax burden has been increasing, and I think that that was
the thrust certainly of my comments. Again, the fact that we can
measure things, we can look at different family sizes and maybe
get slightly different numbers.

The point is that the tax liability has increased and that's where
we are in fact in agreement.

Mr. NIKLSON. Are you including Social Security in yours?
Mr. GorracHsur. Yes.
Mr. NIELSON. Both of you are.
I have some other questions. I think I will submit them for the

record. Would you be willing to answer these questions if I submit
them to you?

Ms. Botnumerra. Certainly.
Mr. NITTIAON. And I would like to submit the same questions to

Mr. Gottschalk.
Mr. GarrsenALs. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELSON. Thank you.
[Information to be furnished follows:]
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Children's Defense Fund

122 C Sown. N W
Washington, D C 20001

Telephone (202) 62541757

February 24, 1986

The Honorable Howard C. Nielson
U.S. House of Representatives
1229 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Nielson:

Thank you for your letter of February 6, 1986 requesting
additional information on the working poor, in follow-up to
Chairman Frank's hearing on this subject in December.

Y,ur interest in low income working families is greatly
appreciated, and the responses to your questions are attached.
I look forward to working with you and your staff on this issue.
Please let me know if you would like any further information.

Sincerely,

MB/rm

Attachment

MC Kenneth Salaets-1
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OUE1:TION 81

On page 3 of your written statement, you argue that if the nunber
of poor was determined based on after-federal tax income, the
poverty rate would have increased by 7.3 percent or 3.2 million
people in 1982. If we were to change poverty measurement
accordingly, wouldn't it be even more accurate to include non-
cash government assistance when determining an individual's
actual annual income and their relative position to the poverty
line?

ANSWER

The measurement of poverty is an extremely complex subject.

Numerous studies, conferences and hearings have focussed on this

for many years, involving hundreds of research, policy and

statistical experts from around the country. The Committee on

Post Office and Civil Service, Subcommittee on Census and

Population, for example, recently held a series of hearings on

the measurement of noncash benefits, and I would refer you to

the record of those hearings for a sample of the many and

complicated issues involved in measuring different types of

noncash benefits for a determination of poverty.

After-tax income is one of the least difficult measurements,

and my testimony referred to this measure solely to provide

further illustration of the tremendous impact of federal taxes

on the income of low income working families over the last few

years. I would not recommend a change in the poverty definition,

however, without greater study and analysis of the many complica-

tions involved.
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QUESTION i2

Wouldn't raising the standard deduction for heads of households to
the same amount for married couples filing jointly (as you
recommend on page 7 of your statement) possibly encourage the
formation of more families headed by a single parent and par-
ticularly by a female single parent?

ANSWER

I am aw-re of no evidence to suggest that equalizing the

standard deduction for different types of working families with

children would encourage the formation of single parent families,

particularly those headed by women. In fact, until 1975, the

standard deduction vaa equalized for all types of households --

and as you know, the great increase in single parent families

has primarily occurred since that time.

Few single parent families are formed by choice. Considering

the greatly reduced income of single parent working families

headed by women, compared to the income of two parent working

families, it would be difficult to suggest an economic rationale

for the formation of female headed families. Equalizing the

standard deduction is one means to assist lower income single

parent families who are struggling to support their children

through work. It is a recognition that the costs for these

families to maintain a household and support neir children are

equal to (if not greater than) those incurred by a married couple.
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QUESTION #3

What other measures besides changes in the Federal tax code would

you recommend for dealing with the problems of the working poor
and their children? What would you estimate to be the costs in

lost Federal tax revenues of all of the recommendations you have

made to deal with these problems, such as decreasing tax liabili-

ties and extending eligibility for the Earned Income Tax Credit?

ANSWER

Numerous other suggestions were made at the hearing to

provide additional assistance to the working poor. One important

suggestion is to increase the minimum wage. Low wages have

increased poverty and made the struggle of poor families harder.

Among adults who are not disabled, elderly or single parents

nurturing small children, more than two-thirds of heads of poor

households worked either full-'.ime or part-time during all or

part of 1984. This included more than half of all single heads

of poor households -- and fully 80 percent of men who head poor

households. But working no longer means an escape from poverty,

and the stagnation of the minimum wage is one major reason.

The minimum wage has not been increased since 1981. As

a result. a minimum wage worker in 1986 is taking home less than

four-fifths of what he or she took home in 1980 -- when adjust-

ments are made for inflation.

By comparing the declining value of the minimum wage to

the inflation-tied rise in poverty levels, the following chart

shows how this drop has pushed many American families into poverty.

This means that the more than I million American hourly workers

who earn the minimum wage and the nearly 2 million with hourly

earnings i-low the minimum wage are not making nearly enough

money to provide a family with the basic necessities of life.
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Year

Hourly
Minimum
Wage

Annual
Earnings For

2,000 Hours' Work
(50 Weeks of 40

Full-Time Minimum
Poverty Wage Earnings As
Level Percent of Poverty

(3 Persons) Level for 3

1964 $1.25 $2,500 $2,413 103.6%

1969 1.60 3,200 2,924 109.4

1974 2.00 4,000 3,936 101.6

1979 2.90 5,830 5,784 100.3

1980 3.10 6,.'00 6,565 94.4

1981 3.35 6,790 7,250 92.4

1982 3.35 6,703 7,693 6.1

1983 3.35 6,700 7,938 84.4

1984 3.35 6,700 8,277 80.9

1985 3.35 6,700 8,589 (est.) 78.0

1986 3.35 6,700 8,934 (est.) 75.0

Indeed in 1984 more than 11.4 million Americans with hourly

wages were paid at 'uch low rates less than ($4 an hour) that in-

come from a full-time job would be insufficient to bring a

family of three out of poverty. In 1979 the total with such

inadequate wages was 2.8 million.

The cost to the federal government of increasing the mini-

mum wage is minimal.

The costs of the tax recommendations included in my testi-

mony are as follows: (1) Increase the Earned Income Tax Credit

to make up for its loss to inflation -- approximately $15 billion

over five years; (2) Add a dependent allowance to the EITC --

approximately $2.5 billion over five years; and (3) Equalize the

Standard Deduction for Heads of Households to that allowed for

Married Couples filing jointly -- approximately $5 billion over

five years.
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QUESTION 14

To increase public assistance and to reduce the tax liability of
lower-income earners, we would probably have to raise taxes for
other workers. Since the middle class pays by far the largest
portion of Federal income taxes, wouldn't increasing their tax
burden also reduce their expendable earned income, and thereby
push them closer to the poverty line? Couldn't this possibly
increase their need for assistance and therefore the need for
even more Federal tax revenues?

ANSWER

It would certainly be counter-productive to provide tax

relief to poverty level working families, while pushing even

more families into poverty through an increased tax libailiby

on them. Rather tax reform proposals, including H.R. 3838 as

passed by the House, and the president's Tax reform plan,

substantially reduce the tax liability of lower income working

families, without any commensurate increase in the tax liability

on middle income workers. This is accomplished through base

broadening and loophole closing to better ensure that all taxpayers

pay their fair share.

An increase in public assistance payments can also be

accomplished without increasing the tax liability of working

families. To put this in perspective, it is perhaps useful to

recognize that the President's proposed Increase in military

spending this year is more than the entire federal budget for

the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program and

Food Stamp program combined. Thus,a substantial increase in these

basic benefits is possible by a shift in spending priorities

from the military to low income children and families.
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Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Nielson.
Let me just ask one further question with regard to the income

disregard and other things you mentioned.
I think one area where American policy appears less advanta-

geous to the working poor than most of the comparable societies is
that we put more of a penalty on or that we are less likely to sup-
plement the wages of people working at low levels. I want to make
that as objective as I can, that we less than almost any comparable
country supplement the income of low-level earners.

I am struck by that because I remember a comment, and I was
not able to locate it, by Arthur Laffer, who said that one criticism
he had of the 1981 changes in social policy were that, in fact, they
reduced the incentive to work for people on welfare. And I think
Mr. Nielson was asking a point that, in fact, I think it's probably
the caseand I was glad he pointed this outI think there is a
general exaggerated view in the public of people who think it is
better economically to be on welfare than io be working, and I was
glad that he highlighted that.

What you were saying is that that is generally not true. On the
other hand, I think we have to acknowledge that given particularly
the cutbacks that occurred in Medicaid and in daycare and in other
areas, there are probably some cases where a particular individual,
through some combination of circumstances, could be better off.
And we ought to be aiming for public policy, I think all of us would
agree, where you're not going to be better off if you are able to
work and are not working than if you are.

That's where we talk about the tax stuff and about some of the
supplements, and I think I would just say I think we would agree
on this, if I could summarize it. There was a partial public percep-
tion that is erroneous, that in general you're better off on welfare
than in a low-level job. That's generally not true, but because of
what I think many of us would think are some imperfections in our
policy, it's occasionally true.

And also I assume that we would all agree that the way to deal
with that is not to further degrade the people who are on AFDC
but, in fact, to increase the incentives for the people who are work-
ing in ways that we were talking about.

Mr. NIELSON. Exactly, Mr. Chairman. I looked at last year's
AFDC data. The proportion of AFDC people who are now working
and supplementing work with AFDC has gone from about 16 per-
cent to 15 percent, which it was for many years, to about 5 or 6
percent last year. I think Congress should worry about that. This is
precisely the problem that we have to work on.

Mr. FRANK. Policy changes in the wrong direction. And this is a
point, by the way, that some of the supply-side economists have
made on the ideological point of liberal or conservative, when
you're measuring the effects of policy, there is the sort of freeze-
frame effect that says if nobody changed behavior, this might cost
us more, but if you build in what the incentive effect is going to be,
the short-term increase in outlay may be bringing you to a point
where it may cost you a little less over time as you affect people's
incentives.

I guess we've seen a lot of written and spoken testimony about
the incentives on higher level people and the need and the benefit
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in society for increasing the compensation and benefits that go to
higher income people.

And I guess part of what we're saying here today is that that
same rationale applies to lower income people. It's not that we're
talking about a different race, and that incentives are good and
will have productive effects on both ends, ani we probably have
not looked as much as we should have at the -Talue of incentives in
encouraging socially useful and individuary beneficial behavior at
the lower end as we have at the upper end of income.

Mr. NICIBON. The issue isn't only one of income, it's the issue of
mainstreaming people to let them feel part of the society.

Mr. FRANK. I found that given some money is very helpful in
making them feel a part of society.

Mr. Nhaziox. Yes. I understand.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you very much.
Our final witnessand I appreciate his forbearanceis Mr.

Robert Greenstein from the Center foi Budget and Policy Prior-
ities.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT GREENSTEIN, EXECUTIVE D:RECTCR,
CENTER FOR BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES

Mr. Gitickrier EDI. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1 am
Robert Greenstein, director of the Center on Budget and Policy Pri-
orities, a nonprofit research and analysis organization in Washing-
ton that focuses on issues of low- and moderate-income families.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to talk both about some of the cur-
rent conditions facing the working poor as well as some of the cur-
rent proposals facing the Congress that might impact on that
group. Before I do, I thought I would make a couple of quick com-
ments that might clarify some points, especially some of Mr. Niel-
son's questions of the last few minutes.

One, in regard to the differences between the Republican alter-
native and the Rostenkowski bill, the Republican alternative ap-
pearing from the figures you had, you had to have a higher tax
threshold. I think that the reductions in tax burdens and the in-
crease in the tax threshold take effect 6 months earlier in the Re-
publican alternative than in the Rostenkowski plan, ao that the fig-
ures you read were for that 6-month period.

When you get to calendar 1987 and both plans are fully in effect,
then the figures that Mary Bourdette read hold and you no longer
have a higher threshold under the Republican plan. It may be mar-
ginally higher under the Rostenkowski plan then because I think it
has a slightly higher standard deduction.

With regard to the work-versus-welfare issue, I think a key point
we ricvd to keep in mind is that Congressional Research Service
data show that since 1970 AFDC bmefits, when adjusted for infla-
tion, have fallen about 37 percent.

What that means is that one of the reasons why you're still gen-
erally better off working than receiving welfare, even with the
sharp cuts aimed at the working poor earlier in this decade, is that
welfare benefits have fallen so much in real terms that, over the
last 10 or 15 years, the nonworking welfare families have been hit
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even harder than the working families. If you work, you're still
marginally better off or, in some States, a little more better off.

But what we basically have done is to have made both groups
significantly worse off than they were in the early 1970's. Rather
than making those who work better off than those who don't, we
have pushed both groups down beat, pushed those who don't work
even further.

What I would like to do, Mr. Chairman, is to talk a little bit
about the working poor both when they're working and when
they're not, because we also, need to look at the issue of what hap-
pens when the working poor are temporarily unemployed. The re-
search data pretty clearly show that when recession comes along or
unemployment rises, the working poor are hit harder than workers
higher up on the income spectrum.

As a starting point, and I Link you're generally aware of this,
we've had a very large increase in the number of working poor in
recent years. I think the census data show that if you look at those
age 22 to 64, the prime working age, the number who work but are
still poor has jumped about 60 percent since 1978, Of all poor per-
sons who head families, nearly ha now work at some point during
the year. And most striking, the number who work full-time year-
round and are still poor has increased by over 60 percent since
1978.

In fact, a significant majority of the poor family heads, whom the
public generally thinks should work, now actually do work during
the year. Most of the family heads who do not work at all during
the year are elderly, disabled, students, or single mothers of poor
children.

I think Peter Gottschalk has found that about 53 percent of all
the heads of households in poverty are over 65, disabled, full-time
students, or single mothers with children under age 6.

This raises an interesting question. If a significant portion of the
prime working-age individuals who are poor do work, why have we
had such an increase in the number who work and still live in pov-
erty?

There are several factors here. One, which at least in the general
media hasn't gotten sufficient attention, is what has been happen-
ing to wages and particularly the minimum wage. Since the mini-
mum wage hasn't been adjusted in nearly 5 years (since January
1981), it has actually fallen in real terms nearly 25 percent during
this period. In other words, the minimum wage now provides pur-
chasing power or standard of living nearly 25 percent lower than it
did in January 1981.

Now, let me mention a few quick figures here. In 1978, a iamily
of four with one person working full-time year-round at the mini-
mum wage fell $1,150 below the poverty line. In 1985, such a
family falls more than $4,000 below the poverty line.

In 1978, a family of three with a full-time minimum-wage earner
was above the poverty line; today, that family is $1,600 below. And
a family of two, a parent and one child, with a full-time minimum-
wage earner, was $1,300 above the poverty line in 1978; today,
they, too, are below the poverty line.

Even a family of four with two wage earners, one full-time at the
minimum wage, one half-time at the minimum wage, both year-
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round, are still in poverty. This also means that large numbers of
other jobs with wages pegged slightly above the minimum wage
now fail to provide enough income to escape the poverty line.

Mr. FRANI. We are just going to keep going and take another
couple of minutes and then wrap it up.

Mr. GRECN8113N. If we look at the future demographic trends,
the minimum wage is likely either not to be adjustW at all or to be
adjusted at a much lower rate than inflation. So it will fall farther
below the poverty line as time goes on.

This is the biggest issue for families with one earner, female-
headed households in many cases.

We also know demographically that single-parent families are
expected to grow at a much more rapid rate than two-parent fami-
lies in coming years.

So what we have is a demographic and an economic situation
leading us toward larger and larger numbers of families who work,
in many cases full-time, and are still poor. Even if the poverty rate
doesn't go up or comes down marginally, we can reasonably expect
the number of working poor to continue to grow over time, absent
some new policy direction.

In addition to the wage issue, there is, the issue which you have
referred to of the budget reductions in the working poor area. Let
me simply mention a GAO study that came out this summer that
found that while many working poor families terminated from
AFDC by the 1981 cuts tried to and in many cases did work more
and earned more, the increased earnings were offset by the de-
crease in benefits such that the overall income of these families,
fell an average of $1,500 to $2,600 a year, a very large reduction for
those who are still poor.

GAO also found that a third of these families had a utility shut-
off; close to a quarter who were terminated didn't get medical
treatment, were either turned away or didn't seek it at some later
point; and so forth.

Of particular interest are how low the AFDC income eligibility
limits now are in some States for families who work. In Texas,
earnings of $3,900 a year for a family of four, 36 percent of the pov-
erty line, disqualifies you for any public assistance benefits after
the 4th month on the job.

Nationwide, there are now 40 States where the earnings cutoff
for AFDC benefits after the 4th month on the job is below $7,000 a
year.

I would add another point here. While the working poor may
still be somewhat better off than the welfare poor, we should recog-
nize that after the 4th month on the job, the combined marginal
tax rate for those who work now exceeds 100 percent. That is, after
the 4th month on the job, if you are an AMC working mother,
each additional dollar you earn, you lose more than a dollar in
Federal income and payroll tax, State income tax, AFDC and food
stamp loss. When we are discussing lowering marginal tax rates to
38 or 35 percent, for these people it is effectively over 100 percent.

Finally, there are the tax issues that Mary Bourdette added.
There are some new census data on this, and let me just add a few
additional points. First, new census data show that since 1979, the
number of households below the poverty line who have to pay Fed-
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eral income tax has more than tripled, and that the amount of Fed-
eral income tax paid by households below the poverty line has
risen 204 percent after adjusting for inflation.

Fecond, in terms of State and local tax, the census data show
that the number of households below the poverty line, that had to
pay State income tax went up 30 percent from 1980 to 1983, and
the amount they had to pay went up 37 percent after adjusting for
inflation.

Finally, the census data show that there are now 2.9 million fam-
ilies whose incomes before taxes are above poverty but whose in-
comes after taxes are below poverty. That's 1 million more than
only 4 years earlier, an increase of one million in the number of
households taxed into poverty since 1979.

Adding to the problems of the working poor
Mr. FRANK. Mr. Nielson had a question. I wonder if you would

mind.
Mr. GRENNSTRIN. Sure.
Mr. NIELSON. i just want to compliment you on your statement. I

wish we had more time to ask you questions. We have a vote on
the floor we have to go to. I want to compliment the chairman for
having a very fine informed panel, one of the best panels we have
had, one of the beet groups of panels we have had in my experience
with the committee.

Mr. GRICENSTRIN. Thank you.
Let me cut short and try to wrap up since your t: le is short.
I will just mention that in addition to the p, _ems between

wage stagnation, real wage drop, tax burden increase, and budget
cuts aimed at the working poor, we have had further problems for
these people when they lose jobs.

Most significant is, the major erosion in Federal unemployment
insurance. In October of this year, only 26 percent of the unem-
ployed got benefits, the lowest percentage ever recorded in the his-
tory of the program. We have as many unemployed workers with-
out benefits today, 5.9 million, as we had at the bottom of the re-
cession in 1982 when unemployment was 1", 7 percent.

We have seen a major shrinkage in the unemployment insurance
system, and very large numbers of the working poor are unem-
ployed at some point over a 10-year period, probably the majority
of them. So this is of great importance, too.

Mr. FRANK. In other words, I wonder if it would be fair to say
the unemployment insurance system is really geared to people at a
higher economic bracket and that it just doesn't deal with the prob-
lems of some of the people we're talking about; that is, it just as-
sumes maybe people are going to be laid off because the factory
closes or for some other things, but it is flowing less and less and is
dealing less and less adequately in deRling with people who may
have some worse problems?

Mr. Grurzwrzni. I think it has that effect. The problem is two-
fold, that unemployment has been so high for so long. We've had 7
percent or above unemployment for 5Y2 straight years. That's un-
precedented since the Depression.

Prior to the 1980's, and excluding the 1974-75 recession, there
were only about 10 months in 35 years when unemployment was
that high.
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Mr. FRANK. But you are also talking about the duration for indi-
viduals, which is part of the problem.

Mr. GRKKNEITKIN. Right. Part of the problem is the duration of
unemployment, coupled with the fact that we essentially eliminat-
ed the extended unemployment benefit program in the 1981 budget
cuts.

And then we have a third factor that doesn't get enough recogni-
tion. Because, in part, of Federal changes in terms of interest and
penalties on States that owe debts to the unemployment insurance
system since unemployment has stayed high for long periods in the
State, we have basically induced the very States with high unem-
ployment to cut their own programs. The Urban Institute has
looked into this, in particular.

So you had State cuts in who is eligible and how long they get
benefits for, elimination of Federal extended benefits, anti unprece-
dentedly long unemploymentall three factors together have effec-
tively combined to make the unemployment insurance system a
real shadow of what it used to be.

Since many of those who are unemployed for long periods of time
tend to come from lower income groups, and many of those work-
ing poor also are people who weren't in the work force that much
before and worked for a few months and may get laid off, a dispro-
Portioned number of those who get hit by the shrinkage in unem-
ployment insurance are probably from lower income brackets.

Lel. me finish by saying that we've got two basic pieces of legisla-
tionone is pretty much donenow before us, apart from what
long-range things we might do.

The first, of course, is Gramm-Rudman. Many of us greatly ap-
preciate your role and leadership, Mr. Chairman, in making sure
that some of the low-income programs were exempted. I must say,
however, that I am disturbed by the popular misunderstanding,
that, indeed, these low-income programs are going to be left out of
deficit reduction for the coming years.

I believe, as I think you do, that most of the deficit reduction will
not come from the automatic spending cuts, but from action Con-
gress takes in reconciliation and appropriations bills in the coming
years.

In that form, none of the programs for the working poor or low-
income are exempt, and I would be willing to place a wager right
now that most of the programs that are exempt under the auto-
matic spending cuts will indeed be cut by the Congress over the
next few years.

Some of the programs that are key for the working poor are not
only on the chopping block, but they are not exempt under the
automatic spending cuts. For example, the social services block
grant, which provides fundamental day-care support for low-income
working families, JTPA, other employment and training programs,
none of these are exempt.

What we have essentially done for the last 5 years or so is fol-
lowed a series of policies where we alio,- the taxes of the working
Nor to go up at the time their wages stagnated, and we cut their
benefits more than any other singlc group. Under the pressure of
Gramm-Rudman, we may very well may do more of the same. And
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rather than looking at alleviating what is one of our most critical
problems, we may exacerbate it.

The final piece of legislation I will go into in less detail because
it has been discussed, but I must say that I am here with a very
heavy heart today, feeling that yesterday the House cast an ad-
verse vote on what I believe is the most single significant piece of
legislation for the working poor of the last 15 years, the tax bill.
There is no other piece of legislation that has been enacted in the
last 15 years that would have done as much to improve both the
purchasing power and the incentives of the working poor as that
piece of legislation.

By providing nearly $30 billion in tax relief
Mr. FRANK. We have covered that one pretty well.
Mr. GRIZNSTRIN. Yes.
Mr. FRANK. We should note, as Mr. Nielson noted it, much of

what you are saying about this I think applies both to the Ways
and Means version and to the Republican alternative in the sense
that both of them would have

Mr. GRRENSIIIIN. That is certainly true for the working poor per
se. As you begin to get into moderate and lower middle income
working families, there are significant advantages of the Rosten-
kowski bill over the Republican alternative, which is not as favor-
able in some of those brackets.

But I think that this is one of the few opportunities we may have
in this decade to make a very major, rather than a marginal,
impact in terms of the conditions of the working poor, and certain-
ly I would hope that the legislations will be resurrected.

Mr. FRANK. Thank you. I appreciate this.
I don't mind missing the quorum.
I want to thank all who participated. I think out of this came,

particularly as I listened to l'dr. Nielson, I think the structure of a
report by this subcommittee is now forming which can emphasize
some of these points.

And I think this is important in helping build toward a bi
san and cross - ideological consensus, and there will still be fights
about the level of and other kinds of issues and should you
get a stipend when you're on job training.

But in some of these areas, the need for us not to have a disin-
centive, the need for us to preserve a situation where you are
better off working than being the recipient of a transfer program,
if you are capable of working, tax things, I gather a good deal of
agreement certainly between Mr. Nielson and myself and I think
from my conversations with Mr. Lightfoot and others, that we are
in a position maybe to come forward with some points that will be
useful.

So I thank you. I think this has been constructive in trying to
move in that direction.

As I said, again just to make it clear where our jurisdiction is, it
would be silly for us to be harping at the Labor Department to
make substantial improvements in the quality of life of the work-
ing poor and ignore Tax Code and other kinds of problems that
condemn that to not much success. That doesn't mean that we
ignore the areas of our primary jurisdiction, but they have to be
put in the context of the overall policy.
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I thank you all.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIX

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

THE NEW YORK TIMES, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1985 FA-2x,

Letters

Comparable Worth Is Rooted in U.S. History
To the Editor

Moms Abram in his opinion on pay
equity for women (Op-Ed. Nov 4)
makes the astonishing statement that
"Guaranteed economic and social
equality have never been part of the
heritage of a fie country " Though
the ultimate issue, MO years later,
may well remain in doubt, surely dis-
ciples of the mean, Walsh and short
view of the American political herit-
age must acknowledge that cow
trary tradition, with particularly
honorable lineage, at Mat contends.

The other gang Jefhnon did in the
early summer M 1770, besides dedi-
cating the notion to a pit:upsides of
equality, was to draft constitution
for the state of Virginia. Jefferson
proposed that primogeniture shook'
be abolished and that daughters
should inherit on equal terms with
sons Jefferson proposed that no per-
son thereafter coming into Virginia
should be held Li slavery wader any
pretext whatever

And, in the disposition of formerly
Crown lands, Jefferson proposed that
"Every person of full age neither
owning nor having awned 50 acres of

land shall be entitled to an appropria-
tion of 50 acres, or so much as shalt
make up 50 acres In full and absolute
dominion, and no other person shall
be capable of taking an appropria-

In 1787, even while the Constitu-
tional Convention sat in Philadelphia,
the same Congress which had con-
vened the Convention adopted the
Northwest Ordinance In imam 2 of
the ordinance, Congress established,
at least until altered by the legisla-
ture of the district, that "estates
shall descend to the children In
equal MM." explicitly putting
"brother or sister," "him or her" on
equal footing

In Article VI, of course, Congress
declared "there shall be neither slav-
ery nor Involuntary servitude In the
territory " (Not incidentally, that
Congress also provided in the North-
west Ordinance that " necessary
to good government and the happi-
ness of mankind, schools and the
means of education shall forever be
encouraged" and that "the utmost
good faith shall always be observed
tower's the Indians ")
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It has remained to the Freedman
Acts In the South and the ilomestead
Act on the frontier, and in this cen-
tury the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
Social Security acts and the unfilled
legislative promise of full employ-
ment, to secure Jefferson's 50 acres
proposal or a semblance of its func-
tional equivalent

John Adams was convinced that
power followed the distribution of
ProPerty, and for a person of republi-
can sentiments this meant that prop-
e rty then, especially land should
be widely distributed James Madi-
son, occupied an 1792 with concerting
opposition to Hamilton's program,
urged measures to establish "politi-
cal equality r,mong all," including to
"withhold unnecessary opportunities
from a few to increase the inequality
of prcperty, by an immoderate, and
especially unmerited, accumulation
of riches" ant, to "reduce extreme
wealth and raise indigence to

state of comfort"
Thus Abram and Mends may as-

sert contrary tradition but they can-
not correctly deny the strength of
peculiarly American tradition which
closely joins political equality and
equality of condition Jefferson's
well-known affection for small farm-
ers was this less a commitment to
Arcady as another expression that a
decent equality of condition is neces-
sary for political equality and for
republic Affirmative action
whether touching conditions of race,
gender, national ongin, religion, dis-
ability or whatever may divide and
devalue any people ls a part of that
American tradition The systematic
assignment of women, whether by
market or by continuing effects of
long prejudice and false stereotype or
by plain thoughtlessness, to lobs
which are comparably productive but
differentially honored would, In this
American tradition, require action to
recognize comparable worth

In all events, the American Cads
lic Bishops in their developing state-
ment on economic justice are closer
than Abram to the founders' percep-
tion that if we are to have, and keep,
republic we must have republican
conditions THOMAS K Gil-11001

Chief Counsel, Public Interest
Law Center of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Nov 15. ISM


